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PREFACE

Credit 129-KE, signed in September 1968, was fully disbursed in
July 1974 and closed in December 1974. This audit report reviews the design,
implementation and achievements of the project supported by the credit. The
audit was based first on information contained in the project's appraisal
and supervision reports, the Project Completion Report (PCR) issued in
February 1976 by the Eastern Africa Regional Office, other material from Bank
files and several reports submitted by the Government; and secondly on dis-
cussions with Bank staff in Washington and Nairobi, and with Government
officials and participating ranchers in Kenya.

The audit agreed with most of the analyses and with the main con-
clusions presented in the PCR. Because of the unusually exhaustive length
of that document, it is not included under this cover (it is available in
the regional Projects Department). The following chapters highlight the
most outstanding of its conclusions, expand on some of its analyses and
comment on some additional issues.

A special study on "Technical Assistance in Agricultural Project
Implementation" was prepared in the Operations Evaluation Department, using
the Kenya Livestock I Project as a case study. It was submitted to the
Board on August 19, 1976 (Sec M76-592). Though that study and the present
audit report treat the same project, their interest and focus are different.
The former dwelt on a particular variable: technical assistance, using -the
livestock project as a sample case and analyzing mainly the elements rele-
vant to that purpose. The latter dwells on the project as a whole and, tak-
ing additional factors into account,comes out with a more balanced judgment
on the project itself. Nevertheless, the two reports concur in most of their
conclusions. The main contrast stems from the narrower definition of "tech-
nical services" adopted in this report, where it refers only to advisory
services to participating ranches.

The valuable assistance provided by the Government of Kenya and
the ranchers visited in the preparation of this report is gratefully
acknowledged.



BASIC DATA SHEET

Kenya: First Livestock Development Project (Credit 129-KE)

A. Amounts (in US$ ml). Exchange As of 6/30/76

Original Disbursed Adjustment- Repaid Outstanding

Credit 129-KE 3.600 3.600 0.326 - 3.926

B. Project Data
Original TPlan fevisions Actual

First Mention in
Bank Files 12/31/65

Government's Application 10/2/65

Board Approval 08/13/68 08/13/66

Credit Agreement 09/26/68 09/26/68
Credit Effectiveness 12/01/68 03/01/69; 05/01/69 05/01/69

Last Disbursement July/7h

Credit Closing 12/31/73 12/31/74

Total Costs (mln) US$11-4 US$11.5

Economic Rate of Return 15.3% lb

C. Mission Data
nMonth/ear No. of Persons No. of Weeks Manweeks Dte of Report

Preappraisal ) Mar.-Apr.
Appraisal ) 1967 11/28/67

Total i

Supervision I oct./6 8  3 1. 3 11/18/68

Supervision II Feb./69 2 2 4 03/04/69

Supervision III Nov./69 1 2 2 12/11/69

Supervision IV Mar./70 2 /c 1 2 0!/23/70

Supervision V Oct./70 . Z 2 6 12/30/70

Supervision VI Jul./71 2 2 h 08/27/71
Supervision VII Jan./72 1 1.5 1.5 o4/06/72

Supervision VIII d /e Oct./72 2 1.5 3 11/13/72

Supervision IX /d_ Apr-May/73 2 1.5 3 05/21/73

Supervision X /d Mar./7h 1 1.5 1.5 04/08/74

Total 30
Completion 'Jul./75 1 3 - _. 02/12/76

Total 3

D. Follow-on Project

Credit 477-KE of US$21.5 mmn, signed June 5, 1974 for Second Livestock Development Project.

/a Adjustment to reflect the devaluations of the United States dollar in 1972 and in 1973.

/b See paragraph 5.08.

/c Plus one SIDA representative.

/d Supervision missions sent by the Permanent Nlission for Eastern Africa, in Nairobi.

/e The Second Livestock Project was appraised by another mission of 6 experts sent from

Headquarters in October-November 1972.



Project Performance Audit Report

KENYA FIRST LIVESTOCK DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
(Credit 129-KE)

Highlights

The audit reviews progress under the first livestock project, which
provided funds to finance ranch and water development and the improvement of
livestock marketing and ancillary Government services. The Swedish Inter-
national Development Authority (SIDA) co-financed the project. It was a
well-conceived and imaginative project, which addressed the development of
the traditional cattle raising system.

After initial delays, the project was completed and the credit fully
disbursed only seven months after the original closing date. The project
looks successful when its pioneering nature is taken into account, but rather
unimpressive when analyzed according to the usual Bank standards. The main
factor behind the project's rather successful image was good project prepara-
tion. The main factors hampering its implementation were severe initial
delays (four years between the Government's application and the first dis-
bursements), and organization and management problems (paras. 2.03-2.07, 4.05,4.13, 5.04).

The project resulted in partial development of 108 ranches and
increased beef production and exports. Rates of return could not be computed.On the other hand, it resulted in an increased risk of degeneration or destruc-
tion to some rangelands and to wildlife.

IDA participation and supervision was satisfactory, though it ispartly to blame for the factors that hampered project implementation (paras.2.03-2.05, 2.07, 3.01-3.03, 4.17-4.19). Further, the lessons that could havebeen learned from this project were not fully taken into account when the
second, larger livestock development project was prepared, appraised and
approved (paras. 6.05, 6.08, 6.09).

The following additional points may be of special interest:

- weakness in combining credit with technical services (paras. 4.02-
4.03, 4.05, 4.09);

- most successful component used the least amount of credit (4.09);- overcommitment of the project proceeds (4.03-4.04);
- water charges for operation and maintenance have neither been
designed nor levied (4.15);

- increase in international beef prices increased profitability
of the ranches and the project alike, but the project would
have survived even without this development (5.06); and

- useful role of a socio-anthropologist in the appraisal mission
(1.02), and effects of the absence of an expert in public
administration (2.03-2.05).



Project Performance Audit Report

KENYA FIRST LIVESTOCK DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

(Credit 129-KE)

SUMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. In September 1968, IDA lent US$3.6 million (Credit 129-KE) to the
Government of Kenya to assist in promoting beef production in the rangelands.
It provided funds to on-lend to group, individual, company and commercial
ranches; to improve livestock movement and marketing; to develop water
facilities in North East Kenya; and to improve technical services. The total
project cost of US$11.4 million was to be financed jointly and in equal
shares by IDA, the Swedish SIDA and the Government, plus a token contribution
from the participating ranching enterprises. This was the first livestock
project financed by either IBRD or IDA in Africa.

Main Characteristics of the Project

2. The project's most impressive features were its innovative character
and its relevance to the specific condition of the Kenya rangelands. Imagina-
tive schemes were designed or adapted to meet the requirements of different
ethnic groups (the pastoralist Masai, Somali, Boran and Galla; the heretofore
agriculturalist Taita; the commercial, mostly European, ranchers) in regions
with diverse ecological conditions 04orth East Kenya, Masailand, the Taita
lowlands, Laipikia, etc.).

3. The project's most troublesome feature was the controversial
organization set up for its implementation. IDA required that three new
agencies be created to implement the project, in addition to another three
that also had to have a hand in project implementation; that the project
management be centered in the credit agency instead of in the Ministry of
Agriculture, as desired by Government; and that the three new agencies be
headed by experts recruited internationally.

Project Approval and Implementation

4. Almost two years elapsed between Government application and the
signing of the credit agreement, and another two years before the first
credit funds were disbursed. Thereafter, project implementation progressed
at a faster pace than expected; the credit was fully disbursed only seven
months after the original closing date.

i) The On-lending Coponent

5. The on-lending component suffered severe delays. Organizational
and staffing problems, as well as AFC/RD's overly cautious lending approach,
prevented commitment of funds during the first year and a half. After both
the General Manager of AFC and the Head of its Ranch Division were replaced,
the lending policy was changed and the funds quickly committed - in fact,
overcommitted by some 50%. Although that rate was too high, overcommitment
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greatly reduced the then prevailing delays in disbursement. This allowed

the credit to be disbursed almost on time, but reduced the technical impact

the project could have produced.

6. Long-term ranch development investments were less than forecast,
while short-term loans for working capital (including funds for the purchase

of steers and short-term financing of other operating expenses) were

greater, reflecting both the appraisal report's overly optimistic assumptions
about ranch development and the poor capitalization of the ranches. Adequate
flexibility in the allocation of the credit proceeds is to be praised,
although its consequences in terms of reduced ranch development must not be
overlooked.

7. More credit than expected went to commercial and company ranches,

and, to a certain extent, to individual ranches. Group ranches fell far

short of lending targets. This was the most difficult and ambitious ranch-
ing scheme in the project; it took much longer than expected to set up and
man the governmental structure to deal with the Masai who, in addition,
proved reluctant to invest in their group ranches as heavily as planned.

8. The physical development achievements and the changes obtained in

the herds' technical parameters are very difficult to estimate, for almost
no records were kept on ranch performance. Combining credit and technical
services, one of-tthe project's main pdrposes, was obtained only to a

limited extent. Repayment of the sub-loans' principal and interest has been
rather good; arrears in the project sub-loans are lower than in the rest of
the agricultural portfolio of the AFC.

ii) The Other Components

9. The livestock marketing component was implemented according to
schedule and eventually more facilities than planned were built or improved;
operating the marketing system proved to be far more difficult than envisaged.
A watering scheme smaller though more intensive than envisaged and rather
different in concept was also eventually implemented. No satisfactory
method of raising fees for operation and maintenance has yet been devised.
Technical services were improved. A special study on livestock prices and
marketing was never completed.

iii) Project Supervision and Costs

10. IDA supervision was satisfactory and well scheduled. However, the

study of livestock prices and marketing was ignored -after the fifth super-
vision mission. At times IDA also ignored SIDA's interest in participating

in the supervision missions and in being informed promptly of their findings.

This was the only drawback in an otherwise good relationship between the

two co-financiers.

11. Final project costs are estimated to be close to the appraisal

estimate of US$11.4 million.
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Project Impact

12. Taking into account that this project was the first livestock
project financed by either IBRD or IDA in Africa and that it addressed the
development of the traditional cattle raising system, it can be considered
a successful effort. It promoted ranch development, contributed towards
improving livestock marketing and technical services, and helped some ethnic
groups to become progressively more adapted to living conditions in a
developing society. A more integrated and stratified beef industry emerged
as a result of the project. Good project design is the main reason for
this result. In addition, good weather, higher beef prices, and rather good
performance of the project technicians did help.

13. However, project performance looks rather unimpressive when it is
judged by usual Bank standards; most of the objectives established at apprai-
sal were only partially achieved (coupling credit with technical services,
improving technical parameters, developing the participating ranches, etc.).
The main reasons explaining these shortfalls are the unnecessarily complex
organization set up to implement the project, flaws in project management,
poor management of many of the ranches, and the lack of good and lasting
technical services to ranches.

14. The shortage of reliable production data prevented both the PCR and
this audit from making current estimates of the project's estimated eco-
nomic and financial rates of return.

15. Without detracting from its benefits, the project has increased
the risk of rangeland destruction inMasailand, the Taita plains, and North
East Kenya. Government is well aware of these risks and is doing whatever
it can to control them. IDA is making its own contribution to the solution
of theNorth East Kenya problem by financing two new rangelands/livestock
projects in southern Ethiopia and southwestern Somalia.

IDA Performance

16. IDA is to be praised for accepting, improving and financing a very
innovative and relevant project, and for allowing reasonable flexibility in
the allocation of the on-lending component proceeds once the local and inter-
national conditions had changed. But IDA is to blame for most of the delays
occurring from appraisal to effectiveness and for the controversial organiza-
tion set up for project implementation.

17. The main reasons for the delays between appraisal and negotiations,
negotiations and signing, and signing and effectiveness were, respectively,
the depletion of IDA funds, the Government's difficulty in having the Land
Adjudication Act ratified by Parliament and the recruitment of the three
expatriate division heads. Most of these delays were unnecessary, since
the problems could have been partly circumvented: (i) an IBRD loan could
iave been offered to Kenya to finance the project; (ii) ratification could
have been requested earlier (while waiting for the IDA funds) or later
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(as a condition to effectiveness); (iii) ratification need not have been

made a condition for the whole project since it was related only 
to the

on-lending component for group ranches (accounting for 16% 
of the whole

credit); (iv) a more conservative approach to project organization 
and

management (see next paragraph) could have made the recruitment of managers

from outside Kenya unnecessary; and (v) no reason could justify delaying

the implementation of any component because the head of 
the division in

charge of another component could not yet be hired. 
Perhaps up to half of

the more than two years that elapsed from appraisal to 
effectiveness could

have been avoided had IDA assumed a more flexible and staggered 
approach in

setting its conditions.

18. The proliferation of new administrative units that the Government had

to set up to meet IDA requirements put an unnecessary burden on the limited

national supply of qualified technicians, exacerbated tensions between the

units, and led to the establishment of an authority to coordinate those units

which never could perform this job. There was no Project Manager in the

sense envisaged by IDA, either in the credit agency or in the Ministry of

Agriculture. IDA was not properly prepared to handle these kinds of issues,
lacking the necessary expertise and underestimating the complexity of

effecting such a change in the Government's organization. IDA's requirement

that the head of the three newly created units be recruited internationally

also seems unjustified. It would appear that Government had staff members

qualified to perform those jobs satisfactorily. In retrospect, require-

ments related both to institutional design and foreign recruitment
seem to have been unnecessary; project implementation could have worked at

least as well as it did with the original governmental structure and staff,

possibly with the aid of one or two experts hired as advisors or trainers

but not for line positions.

19. In 1972, a second livestock project was appraised and approved.

Although the first project had, by then, at last gained some momentum and

most of its problems had been overcome, it had nevertheless encountered

serious bottlenecks. However, a large, complex second project was designed:
the number of activities, co-financiers, agencies and ministries was greatly

increased; new fields of activity were included; the project cost was in-

creased fivefold; the organization set up for the first project, which was

at last partially working, was changed. If some of the problems of the first

credit were reduced, others were aggravated. This second project has recently

run into severe difficulties, and IDA and its co-financiers have had to

review it in depth. It may have been more useful to Kenya's livestock

development had IDA restricted even more the larger project proposed by

Government and accepted a simpler follow-up that would have consolidated

the progress already achieved under the first project before becoming

involved in more ambitious endeavors.



I. GENERAL INFORMATION

1.01 In November 1966 the Government asked the World Bank for financial
assistance to develop the beef industry in the low-potential rangelands of
Kenya. The proposal envisaged a total expenditure of US$26 million over
five years, of which the Bank was asked to contribute US$16 million.

1.02 The application was prepared in the Ministry of Agriculture by the
Range Management Division (RMD) with the aid of a UNDP/FAO team. The appraisal
mission, made up of three livestock experts and a social anthropologist,1/ in-
troduced several useful innovations. Because of doubts concerning technical
and economic viability and social feasibility, as well as limited experience
with the proposed ranching schemes, the appraisal mission suggested a drastic
reduction in the size and scope of Government's proposal. The revised project
would cost US$11.4 million, with US$7.2 million financed externally. The Gov-
ernment would finance another US$3.6 million equivalent, and participating
ranching enterprises the last US$0.6 million equivalent.

1.03 Since the Bank did not wish to lend to Kenya on hard terms,
an IDA credit was selected. But since IDA funds were almost depleted, the
Swedish SIDA was invited to co-finance half the costs. ! A US$3.6 million
credit (Credit 129-KE) was made to the Government of Kenya in September
1968, together with an equivalent one by SIDA./

1/ This was the first occasion on which a mission appraising an agricultural
project included a social anthropologist (a consultant, since the Bank
staff did not include social anthropologists). He checked the appro-
priateness of the solutions proposed and assisted in selecting the areas
in which the project should be located. The then Africa Department memo-
randum to the Loan Committee acknowledged that "he contributed signifi-
cantly to the findings of the appraisal mission"; as a result of his
outstanding performance, he was included again in the team that appraised
the second livestock project. This experience suggests that such a
specialist can make substantive contributions during preparation and
appraisal of projects in which complex ethnic situations are involved,
or when the types of ranching organizations and productive methods included
in the project are likely to alter tribal systems of livestock production.

2/ However, the possibility of considering an IBRD loan, if IDA replenishment
were delayed much further, was explicitly mentioned in a letter to SIDA of
October 1967. SIDA's willingness to finance half the cost on soft terms
did help to make the IDA credit materialize.

3/ Both credits were to be disbursed together and in the same categories
(annex 1). Subsequently, appreciation in the value of the Swedish krona
increased the SIDA share to US$4.1 million. The exchange adjustment to
reflect the US dollar devaluations in 1972 and 1973 increased Government's

debt with IDA to US$3.9 million.
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1.04 Several Government agencies had a hand in executing the project
under the coordination of an official committee designated as the Range
Livestock Authority (RLA): the Range Management Division (RMD), the Live-
stock Marketing Division (LMD), and the Department of Veterinary Services
(DVS) in the Ministry of Agriculture; the Range Water Division (RWD),
formerly in the same ministry and later in the new Ministry of Water Develop-
ment; the Ranch Division of the Agricultural Finance Corporation (AFC/RD);
and the Ministry of Land Settlement. Three of these agencies (LMD, RWD, and
AFC/RD) and the Authority (RLA) were established by the Government as a con-
dition of the credit agreement. The credit agreement also required that the
principal officer of those three agencies be recruited internationally.

1.05 In the first four years the project moved -very slowly. Almost two
years elapsed between the Government application and the signing of the
credit agreement. After the credit was signed, organizational and staffing
problems in the Kenya Government, as well as an initially over-cautious
lending approach of AFC/RD, delayed the start of disbursement of funds for
two additional years. Once through the start-up period, however, the project
progressed at a faster pace than expected; the proceeds of the credit were
fully disbursed only seven months after the original closing date.
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II. PROJECT CONCEPTION AND APPRAISAL

2.01 The Project was conceived as the first stage of a comprehensive

approach to develop a more structured beef industry in the Kenya rangelands.

Its principal objective was to increase beef' production, particularly by the

traditional pastoral societies. The main emphasis was put on fattening - to

such an extent that heifers were not allowed to be financed with the loan

proceeds.!/ The project: (i) provided funds to on-lepd for the development

of group, individual, company, and commercial ranches- ; (ii) financed faci-

lities to improve livestock movement and marketing, and to develop water

resources in the North East Kenya rangelands, and (iii) financed the improve-

ment of the ancillary technical services provided by the Ministry of Agri-

culture. This project complemented the dairy cattle component of the earlier

smallholder credit project (Credit 105-KE) for high potential areas in the

development of Kenya's livestock industry as a whole.

2.02 The project's most impressive features were its innovative character

and its relevance to the specific conditions of the Kenya rangelands. In 1965
and 1966, when the project was being conceived, many persons in East Africa.

were skeptical that the African livestock systems could, and even should, be

developed and, as a result, proposed parastatal ranches for some countries in

lieu of directly assisting the traditional system (Tanzania, Zambia, Uganda).

The outstanding feature of the Kenya project was its attempt to address the

traditional livestock sector. Imaginative schemes were designed or adapted
to meet the requirements of different ethnic groups in regions with diverse
ecological conditions: group ranching for the pastoralist and semi-nomadic
Masai tribesmen, with some individual ranches as "starters" and demonstration
units; company ranching for the more commercially-oriented Taita people in
the heretofore unused rangeland surr'ounding the Taita Hills; and support to

the already existing commercial ranches supplying the bulk of Kenya's meat

production. This effort, the Bank's first in Africa, was greeted with
skepticism by quite a few persons knowledgeable about Africa.

1/ A regulation that had to be dropped when the rise in beef exports 
_

and the development of feedlots increased demand for feeder cattle beyond

the supplies then available and indicated that North East 
Kenya was not

an inexhaustable source. 'Financing of breedingherfs in the Taita

company ranches was then authorized by IDA.

2/ The meanings of these terms are presented in annex 2. Development of the

ranching enterprises would be limited to that requiring the simplest

inputs, and would not emphasize pasture establishment and/or improvement

in this stage. Because there was little experience in Kenya with public

financing of this type of development,and uncertainty regarding pastoral

society responses, a pilot approach was used. Respective components of

the project were confined to specific regions, selected on the basis of

development potential and social feasibility (map 1).
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2.03 The project's most troublesome feature was the controversial orga-

nization set up for its implementation. In examining the Government proposal,

IDA rightly identified certain functions and tasks that had to be performed

by the Government to carry out the project and boost livestock development

as much as possible, functions which the existing group of organizations did

not appear to be well prepared to perform. However, IDA seems to have over-

extended its role, undertaking to design a new governmental organization

which it thought could perform those functions and tasks, and required its

implementation as a credit condition. This design included: (i) existing

agencies, such as RMD, DVS and the Ministry of Land Settlement, whose tasks

and responsibilities were somewhat modified; (ii) three new agencies to be

established: a Ranch Division in AFC, seeking to combine credit with tech-

nical services to ranchers; RWD, under the Water Development Department, to

handle range water development; and LMD, to be separated from DVS, its parent

department. This proliferation of administrative units put an unnecessary

burden on the limited national supply of qualified technicians; exacerbated

tensions and created conflicts between the original and the new agencies, as

well as between the new agencies themselves; and forced IDA to request that

another organization, the Range Livestock Authority (RLA), be created to serve

as coordinator. This Authority, lacking a clearly defined leadership,

functioned only until 1970 and never accomplished_ its duties as a coordinator.l/

2.04 The Government wanted Project Management to be centered in RMD,

which was its specialized unit for handling range livestock activities. IDA

found RMD to be mainly oriented towards conservationist and regulatory

functions, rather than development,,/ and succeeded in getting Project

1/ Although IDA's insistence on establishing several new organizational 
units was

inappropriate, that does not mean IDA should have exerted no pressure on

Government to set up an institutional structure which could manage the

project. But IDA should have restrained the impulse to design the

changes and should have gotten the Government to propose a workable orga-

nizational set-up that could have better fit its own possibilities and

restrictions. This kind of approach usually takes more time during project

preparation, but since the Government itself develops the solution and gets

more comfortable with it, project implementation can be made smoother and

faster, as would almost certainly have been true in this case.

2/ This is still a disputed issue. The IDA staff members involved in the

project still think that "these people were well-qualified in regulatory

functions, but were inexperienced in a development concept combining

credit and technical services to maximize production and marketing in

all sub-sectors and phases of the livestock sector." The Government

officials argue that "the Bank guessed wrong here", and that "while

true that the then head of RMD was a conservationist, most of the princi-

pal officers in RMD were development-oriented." According to these of-

ficials, RND was already handling a development-oriented project (financed

with Government funds) whose future expansion (planned by them) called for

additional funds (this being the reason for applying to the World Bank

for a loan to support this expansion, application which eventually became

Credit 129). IDA staff members still describe this application as a pro-

posal which "amounted to a budgetary assistance credit to the Government-

to enlarge the on-going regulatory functions of the Ministry of Agriculture."
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Management placed in the Ranch Division to be established in AFC. This was
an unfortunate decision: the head of AFC/RD could not perform as Project
Manager since the heads of the other agencies involved had a similar or
even higher rank than his in the Government hierarchy. He had neither the
power nor the status to influence the performance of the other agencies.
Only the head of RLA could have been expected to perform such a management
role; but RLA, which served to some extent as a compromise between the
Government's desire to center authority in RMD, and IDA's insistence on
placing it in AFC, was designed not as an authoritative body as its name
would suggest, but as an advisory one to give "overall Project guida fe."
In fact, there was no Project Manager in the sense envisaged by IDA.-

2.05 Since organizational problems - some of them existing already, but
others exacerbated or created by IDA's complex institutional requirements -
plagued project implementation, and since this is the major project flaw
attributable to IDA intervention, it is worth asking whether IDA was pre-
pared to handle these kind of issues, particularly to diagnose Government
organization and propose rather far-reaching reorganization. In fact, IDA
was not properly prepared; in particular, it lacked the necessary expertise.
The Livestock Division employed no expert in Public Administration or Manage-
ment;l/ none of the members of the appraisal mission had had formal training
in these areas; and IDA had no specialized unit for backing them up in this
complex and sensitive field. IDA required the organizational changes without
thoroughly analyzing the structural and functional problems of the new scheme
and the double line of command it implied, and without duly weighing the
burden it would impose on the available qualified staff. In short, IDA under-
estimated the problems and 37omplexity of effecting such a change in the
Government's organization.-

2.06 In addition to that institutional design, IDA required that all
three new agencies be headed by experts recruited internationally. The
following comments can be made with respect to this point: (i) a more con-
servative approach to project organization could have made the recruitment
of division chiefs from outside Kenya unnecessary; (ii) even accepting that
IDA was right in requiring the creation of the new agencies, it seems that
the Government had some staff members at that time, European and African,
who were qualified and experienced enough to be able to perform those jobs

1/ The head of AFC/RD was thus wrongly named "Project Manager", a mis-
take that brought about several problems and misunderstandings during
implementation.

2/ Most of its livestock experts had had experience as project managers or
Government administrators, however.

3/ The PCR's treatment of project organization demonstrates the same
problem. Its analyses lean unjustifiably toward RMD, and its recom-
mendations show the same kind of over-simplified approach to Governmental
organization already mentioned with respect to the original set-up.
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efficientlyi.!; and (iii) the Bank did not duly consider the fact that the

perceived cost of internationally recruited expatriates looked very high
when compared with the salary scale established by the Kenya Public Civil

Service - and even with Parliament salaries - and that many psychological
and political problems would arise as a result. It seems that in countries

such as Kenya it is no longer possible to program expatriates 2 nto important

line positions - advisory roles are all that can be expected.-

2.07 These institutional and recruitment requirements and the problems

arising therefrom delayed and hampered project implementation (see chapters iii

and iv) and worsened relations between IDA and the Government, moving the Minis-

ter of Finance to comment harshly in his statement at the 1970 Joint Annual
Meeting of the Governors of the Bank and the Fund.1. In retrospect, it seems

that these requirements were either ill-designed or unnecessary, and that

project implementation could have worked at least as well with the original

governmental structure and staff, possibly with the aid of one or two experts

hired as advisors or trainers but not for line positions.

1/ In this respect, Kenya is rather unique among the Black African countries

(and among most developing countries), for it has a lot of well-qualified

technicians who may, on balance, satisfy most of IDA's requirements for

the internationally recruited experts.

2/ See "Audit Report on Technical Assistance in Agricultural Project Imple-
mentation - A Pilot Case: Kenya Livestock I", OED Report No. 1279,

August 19, 1976, distributed to the Board on the same date (SecM76-592).

3/ Taken from the Statement by the Hon. Mwai Kibaki, Minister for Finance

and Governor of the Fund and Bank for Kenya, at the 1970 Joint Annual

Meeting:

"There is a tendency for project missions to forget these
wider economic questions but yet have plenty of time to question

the administrative and even political structures within which a

project will take place, even though these have little bearing on

the viability or return of the project in question. If I may say

so, there is a need for Bank missions to exercise greater caution

when they question the organization of governments and they need

to show rather less enthusiasm for setting up new government de-

partments and institutions simply to operate individual projects.

There is, I fear, some regrettable tendency on the part of some

missions toward arrogance in their beliefs and a reluctance to
consider local views contrary to the preconceived views of their

members. It is sometimes the case that local institutions can best

be considered by local people. Representatives of the local govern-

ment may frequently be in a better position to judge the political

aspects of a project which are frequently unrelated to its viability

anyway."



2.08 Two other points call for comments. First, it was assumed during
project preparation and appraisal that the commercial ranch participants
would be European and not in need of technical help. Therefore, no tech-
nical services for them were provided for in the project. However, during
negotiations and project implementation, Black Kenyans took over most of
the commercial ranches and applied for project loans: they needed techni-
cal services that could not be supplied. Nobody could have asked the
appraisal mission to forecast the rate at which these ranches would be
Kenyanized, but in the late 1960s it was no longer possible to take European
commercial ranches for granted. The appraisal mission should have forecast
that several commercial ranches would be Kenyanized before and during project
implementation; and should have included technical services for them in the
project.

2.09 Second, the rate of development assumed in the project was too
fast. To attempt to fully develop ranches such as the group and company
ranches in just four years was physically difficult to achieve and would put
a heavy front load of principal and interest on new African ranchers. Ranch
development plans should have been spread over more years, even though this
extended period could have been longer than IDA's usual project period.
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III. UNNECESSARY DELAYS FROM APPRAISAL TO EFFECTIVENESS

3.01 Negotiations were put off for six months because IDA funds were

almost exhausted when the appraisal report was ready. Presentation of the

project (already negotiated) to the Board was deferred another five months

because the Government needed more time than expected to have the Land

Adjudication Act ratified by Parliament (ratification of this Act had been

defined at negotiations as a precondition of signing). After signing of

the Credit Agreement, seven additional months had to pass to recruit the

expatriate heads of LM, RWD and AFC/RD, as required by the Credit Agree-

ment (see table 1). These delays deferred project implementation unneces-

sarily, decreased its impact, and made the achievement of some of its goals

more difficult.

3.02 The following comments can be made on the IDA requirements and

their consequences: (i) Negotiations were delayed because IDA funds were

depleted at that moment, but negotiations could have proceeded immediately

and an IBRD loan could have been offered to Kenya to finance the project.

(ii) It was not necessary to wait until IDA funds were available to request 
the

Government to have the Land Adjudication Act ratified by Parliament. Further-

more, this act was needed only to establish the group ranches; there was no

reason to defer the development of North East Kenya range water and of the

stock routes, holding grounds and quarantine stations, nor to hold up the

lending to individual, company and commercial ranches. (iii) As already men-

tioned, a less complicated approach to project organization and management

could have made the recruitment of division managers from outside of Kenya un-

necessary (see para 2.06). (iv) IDA did not provide the Government with enough

support to recruit the expatriate technicians IDA itself had insisted were

essential to project success; a list of alternative candidates that IDA had

committed itself to make available was not timely submitted to the Government.

(v) Even accepting the need for expatriates, no reason could justify delaying

the implementation of any component (water development in North East Kenya,

for example) because the manager of gnother division (the head of AFC/RD,

for example) could not yet be hired
1 . Expenses under each of the categories

in the agreed List of Goods (annex 1) could have been declared eligible for

reimbursement after the conditions specified for that category had been met,

regardless of whether or not conditions of other categories had been met-.

1/ Of course, this statement is valid only in the short-term (let's say, three

to six months). Both temporal and functional relationships existed among

the different components; delaying the implementation of any of them

during a longer period of time would have jeopardized the implementation

of the others.

2/ Such an approach was later adopted by IBRD in the Zambia Livestock Project

(Loan 627-ZA). Investments made on each of the state ranches involved

were eligible for reimbursement after the Government produced the legal

land titles for that specific ranch. The use of the "Kenya project

approach" to effectiveness in Zambia would have delayed it for two or

three years, until the titles of all the ranches could be produced.
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Thble 1

Del;ys From Apolication to Effectiveness

Length of /a
Date Stage Delay Main Reason for Delay

11/66 Government's Application
12/66
1/67
2/67
3/67 Appraisal Mission
h/67
5/67
6/67
7/67 Appraisal Report Ready
8/67
9/67 ) 6 IDA funds exhausted
10/67 ) months
11/67 )
12/67 )
1/68 )
2/68 Negotiations
3/68 )
4/68 ) 5 Governmentts delay in having
5/68 ) months the Land Adjudication Act
6/65 ) ratified by Parliament
7/68
8/68 Credit Approved
9/68 Credit Agreement Signed
10/68 )
11/68 )
12/68 ) 7 Recruitment of the ex-
1/69 ) months patriate heads of LMD,
2/69 ) RWD, and AFC/RD.
3/69 )
4/69 )
5/69 Credit Effective

/a Other requirements had to be met before signing of the Credit Agreement and
effectiveness, but these were not critical in determining the length of the
delays.
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3.03 It can be concluded that perhaps up to half of the more than two
years that elapsed from appraisal to effectiveness could have been avoided
had IDA assumed a more flexible and staggered approach to conditions of
signing and effectiveness. An earlier date of effectiveness would have
allowed an earlier reaping of project benefits, would have allowed an
easier development of the Masai's group ranches (since they were under-
stocked at that time), and would have expedited the on-lending process,

making it possible to use the ranch plans prepared by the FAO/UNDP Range
Management Project during project preparation (most of which were outdated
five years later when actual lending began; see para 4.05).
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IV. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

A. The Implementation of the Project Components

4.01 After some reasonable delays following effectiveness, the livestock
marketing, water development and technical services components of the project
were implemented. The on-lending component, however, suffered severe initial
delays; thereafter, it was implemented at a faster pace than expected.

1. The On-lending Component

4.02 The on-lending component suffered severe delays after effective-
ness. Organizational and staffing problems, as well as AFC/RD's overly
rigid, cautious and sophisticated approach to lending, prevented commitment
of funds during the whole first year. By October 1970, only 10 ranch loans
had been approved, for US$210,000 (out of US$6.4 million to be sub-lent) and
US$6,000 had been disbursed by AFC to ranchers; no claims had yet been pre-
sented to IDA. By December 31, 1970, 20 months after effectiveness, only
23 sub-loans - worth 14% of the total amount to be sub-lent - had been
approved by AFC; less than 1% of the credit proceeds for ranch development
had been disbursed by IDA (the appraisal report had forecast that about one-
third of the proceeds in this category would be disbursed by IDA by that
date).

4.03 Meanwhile, some changes were taking place which were soon to be
reflected in accelerated disbursements. A new General Manager of AFC had
been appointed;L another expatriat Iwith credit expertise replaced a

livestock expert as head of AFC/RD;- and AFC/RD lost its independent
status in AFC (stipulated in the Credit Agreement) and was made a section

within AFC's Loan Department.1 An agressive lending policy replaced the
former cautious approach and the funds were quickly committed; in fact, the
funds for long-term lending were overcommitted by 70%, and those for short-

term lending by 40%. The overcommitment greatly reduced the delays, allowing

the credit to be disbursed almost on schedule, and preventing the long post-

ponement of the closing date that supervision missions had been forecasting

(annex 3). Although the rate achieved was too high, the audit mission

agree that some rate of overcommitment was needed to disburse the funds on

.time.E

1/ Approved by IDA as a condition of the Smallholder Agricultural 
Credit

Project (Credit 105-KE).

2/ IDA agreed fully with the removal of the first head of AFC/RD, who had

no credit expertise, but reluctantly accepted the new appointee cn the

grounds that livestock expertise was more useful than credit expertise

for the satisfactory execution of this job.

3/ This explicit breaching of an Agreement covenant was not challenged by

IDA.

4/ Eventually, some of the funds overcommitted under this credit had to be

honored with proceeds of the second livestock project (Credit 477-KE).
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4.04 This faster rate of commitment brought about its own problems. The

time needed to process each sub-loan application was greatly reduced - a

badly needed improvement; but it seems that the processing of applications was

sometimes speeded up too much, beyond what was needed for their thorough

technical, economical and financial analysis. The audit mission heard

allegations that in the rush to commit the funds, some of the loan applica-

tions had been processed with undue speed and that, later on, some of the

funds had been misused by loanees. No evidence was found for either supporting
or rejecting these allegations, but files of some of the loans made in this

late period lack part of the documentation needed to support them.

4.05 The division of tasks and responsibilities between the old RM and

the new AFC/RD regarding the preparation of ranch development plans was never

well defined or implemented. RED used to prepare such plans. IDA required

that AFC/RD be created to prepare those plans together with the credit appli-

cations, but staffing it satisfactorily proved to be a difficult task. An

agreement defining complementary roles for both agencies in preparing those

plans was difficult to achieve given the controversy that accompanied the

establishment of AFC/RD (this agency trying to become independent from RMD,

and RMD feeling it had been sidetracked from a project it had conceived and

prepared). In addition, there were personality clashes between the heads

of both Divisions. Eventually, working agreements were achieved in the

field; most frequently ranch plans were prepared mainly by RD, with the

help of RWD, and then reviewed, turned into credit applications, and appraised

by AFC/RD. Sometimes better and sometimes worse, these rather informal agree-

ments worked during most of the implementation period. The ranch development

plans that had been prepared by the UNDP/FAO Range Management Project in 1965

and 1966, during the livestock project preparation period, were outdated in

1970, when the lending process actually began.2 /

4.06 Long-term ranch development investments actually financed under

the credit were less than forecast; short-term working capital was greater

than forecast. These changes reflected both the appraisal report's overly

optimistic assumptions concerning the rate at which the ranches (particularly

the group and company ranches) could be developed, and the increased demand for

working capital for steer purchase and other operating expenses, a consequence of
the poor capitalization of the ranches. The shift in the use of credit pro-

ceeds to support the fattening industry, including the financing of some

feedlots not contemplated at appraisal, allowed Kenya to increase its meat.

exports just when international beef prices were increasing. Adequate

flexibility in the allocation of the credit proceeds when the national and

1/ The unnecessary delays from appraisal to effectiveness (already dis-
' cussed in paras. 3.01-3.03) and the delay in starting on-lending (see

para. 4.02) are to blame for this waste of effort.
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international market conditions had changed is to be praised, although its
consequences in terms of reduced ranch development investments must also be
noted.

4.07 Most of the money in this category was lent to commercial, company
and individual ranches: US$3.6 million was lent to 42 commercial ranches
(instead of a forecast US$2.4 million to 20 ranches); US$2 million (instead
of US$1.4 million) went to the 10 company ranches envisaged; and US$0.36 mil-
lion (double the amount planned) was borrowed by 41 individual Masai ranches
(compared with only 10 ranches envisaged at appraisal). On the other hand,
only 15 of the 20 group Masai ranches planned were actually developed by the
project, and only US$0.28 million (a bare 15% of the US$1.9 million envisaged)
was borrowed by them (see annex 4). Several reasons explain this shortfall:
(i) It took much longer than envisaged to set up and to man the Government orga-
nization (which remains understaffed) to deal with group ranches, and to issue the
regulations that allowed it to register the groups and to give them titles
on the heretofore communal land. (ii) This was the most difficult and
ambitious ranching scheme included in the project: besides there being new
enterprises to be created (a feature in common with the company ranches),
developing the group ranches implied changing the Masai's traditional cattle
raising methods and working with a pastoralist tribe which was not used to
commercial activities (the Taita in the company ranches were used to cash
crops). (iii) The Masai proved to be reluctant to invest in their newly
appropriated lands (formerly communal lands) as heavily as expected during
project preparation and appraisal.

4.08 The physical development achievements and the changes obtained in the
herds' technical parameters are very difficult to estimate, for almost no
records were kept on ranch inputs and outputs; reporting on ranch performance
was virtually absent throughout most of the project period.

4.09 One of the project's main purposes was to establish a lending system
combining ranch credit and technical services. However, this combination was
obtained only to a limited extent; the actual situation can be illustrated by
referring to the ranchers themselves and to the performance of two of the ex-
patriate officers involved in project implementation. It was assumed during
project preparation and appraisal that the commercial ranch borrowers would
be Europeans and, as such, not in need of special technical help. As the
project progressed, Africans took over the European ranches and applied for
AFC loans. Little technical service was offered to them by the project, and,
since they lacked capital, the commercial ranch sub-component of the project
turned in part into a kind of salvaging scheme to keep some of the new own-
ers solvent and the cattle alive. Just the opposite happened to the group
ranches: they got the most intense technical assistance effort in the
project, but they used practically no credit. 1/ As for the foreigners

1/ Most participants and observers consider the group ranch development the
most successful part-of the project, which means that the part of this
"credit" project which has worked the best so far is the part which used
the least "credit."
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involved in project implementation, the first "Project Manager" tied up the

on-lending process while attempting to combine credit and technical services

through a quite detailed farm development planning procedure. The on-lending

component only began to move (in the sense of accelerated commitment and dis-

bursement of funds) when the Bank and the Government agreed on replacing that

project manager, a livestock expert himself, by a credit expert. Then the

"floodgates" of credit disbursements were opened. The technical standards of

the ranch plans which accompanied the accelerating credits have been criti-

cized by many observers, and some plans may never have been prepared in detail.

4.10 The IDA credit to Government was made at the standard service

charge of 3/4 of 1% for 50 years, including a 10-year grace period. Govern-

ment re-lent IDA funds to AFC at 3% for 18 years, with a grace period of 5

years. Long-term sub-loans to participating ranches were made at 7.5% for

12 years, with a 4-year grace period. Short-term loans were made at the

prevailing interest rates.

4.11 Some of the long-term sub-loans plus most of the short-term working

capital have become due. In 1971/72, the small amount due was fully repaid

to AFC. In 1972/73, 21% of the then due amount was left unpaid; in 1973/74,

the unpaid portion increased to 25%, but in 1974/75 it was reduced to less

than 13%. These figures are equivalent to 7.4%, 13.8%, and 4.4% of the

respective outstanding balances and compare favorably with the percentage

in arrears of AFC's total agricultural loans (17.1%, 16.2%, and 11.0%,

respectively). By the end of 1975, 12.8% of the amount due for repayment was

in arrears, the company ranches showing the best record (3.0%), and the

individual ranches the worst (35.3%). Commercial ranches (7.3%) and group

ranches (12.2%) stood in between. If the present cost/price squeeze con-

tinues, as well as drought and overstocking (see para 5.07), arrears in AFC

will increase.

2. The Livestock Marketing Component

4.12 The project provided for physical facilities (establishment or

improvement of stocking routes, holding grounds, veterinary facilities,

quarantine stations, etc.) and organizational structures (the creation of

LMD) to ensure a steady flow of "immatures" (feeder cattle) from the low

potential range breeding areas to the higher potential range fattening areas

(a long-term move to facilitate further development and stratification of

Kenya's beef cattle industry) and to provide the "immatures" required by the

project ranches. This component progressed according to schedule. Con-

struction or improvement of facilities and marketing objectives were achieved

(and usually surpassed).

4.13 Operating the marketing system proved to be far more difficult than

envisaged. LMD had to buy the "immatures" in North East Kenya and walk or

drive them south through the stocking routes provided for or improved by the

project. Some losses were expected. However, during the periods of drought,

stringent veterinary regulations prevented further movement of cattle that

had already been bought by LMD or was already being driven through the routes;

tens of thousands of heads of cattle were lost during the first three years
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of operation. There is no evidence that the ultimately disastrous action of

quarantining the movement of "immatures" south was deliberately imposed by
DVS to frustrate LMD activities. However, it may be guessed that if DVS had

remained in control of the marketing channel (i.e., if IDA had not required

as a credit condition that LMD be established as a separate unit outside of

DVS), DVS probably would have found ways to move its own animals, a liberty

it chose not to take when regulating to the letter of the law the movement

of cattle under the control of LMD. The possibility that the head of LMD,
in his efforts to be independent of DVS, did not effectively liaise with

DVS in working out his buying program to ensure that the stock routes were

considered disease-free before he did any buying should also be mentioned.

3. The Water Development in North East Kenya Component

4.14 Contingent upon a more detailed survey to be undertaken and financed

under the credit, the project provided for the construction of water points

at 20 mile intervals in a 20,000 square mile area in North East Kenya, selected

on the basis of the "water discipline" of the pastoral tribes concerned,
cattle populations, and development potential. The detailed survey was
carried out by a USAID team, who proposed a three-mile grid scheme on a much

smaller area -.a scheme more intensive and conceptually different than that

originally envisaged. A revised proposal, covering 12,400 sq. miles with a

distance between water points in some blocks of only 5 miles, was prepared

at Government's and IDA's request. The number of facilities eventually
provided was greater than appraisal estimates but fell short of the revised

targets. In terms of area, only 3,000 sq. miles were developed, as compared

with the appraisal 20,000 sq. miles and the revised 12,400 sq. miles. The
audit agrees with the PCR and other reports that have supported the original

Government/IDA proposal and criticized the overly intensive development

actually carried out.

4.15 The Government still operates and maintains the dams and bore-

holes. Its services are generally satisfactory, although there have been

problems from time to time; repair costs are high due to dirty diesel oils

and inexperienced operators. No satisfactory method of raising fees for

operation and maintenance has yet been devised. The Government's argument

is that "this cannot be accomplished until the users in the various areas

have been defined" and that "the identity of users cannot be established

until much larger areas are developed and a pattern of range use can be

roughly determined. When the people can be more readily identified with

the land, a method of payment for maintenance can be worked out." It is

difficult to say if something better could have been done in an arid area

with semi-nomadic pastoralist tribes wandering around, but one may wonder

whether certain tribes or clans could have been associated with the develop-.
ment of certain watering facilities from the very beginning, having them

discuss and approve their type and location, and partly finance their

construction. Besides having them involved in the construction, operation

and maintenance of such watering facilities, this kind of "ownership" or

"allocation" could have helped prevent or reduce the severe overgrazing that

came about associated with the years of drought which followed that develop-

ment (see para. 5.11).
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4. The Ancillary Technical Services Component

4.16 As a complement to the direct technical services to borrowing ranch-

ers, the project provided for the strengthening of the ancillary 
technical ser-

vices of RMD and DVS through the financing of additional staff, operating budgets,

vehicles, equipment, diagnostic and laboratory facilities, and education and

training facilities. This component was implemented with only minor problems.

Staff costs in RbD were less than anticipated, but building costs were about

twice as much as planned. Since only 43 houses were built instead of 53, FMD

spent a bit more than envisaged (US$0.63 million instead of US$0.54 million).

DVS spent only 63% of the appraisal estimate (US$0.18 million instead of

US$0.28 million) because of: (i) delays in getting new posts approved (in

some cases, not establishing them at all); (ii) salaries lower than expected;

(iii) delays in building, which resulted in the laboratory and officers' houses

at Wajir not being constructed; and (iv) as a result of the delay in the start

of the project, the Government completed the vaccine laboratory at Kabete with

its own funds. Total expenditures in this category were slightly under the

appraisal estimate of US$0.82 million.

5. The Study on Beef Prices and Marketing Component

4.17 At appraisal, IDA realized that there was not enough information on

livestock marketing and pricing to support the formulation of a sound and

permanent marketing and price policy. Thus, a special covenant was included in

the credit agreement requiring that Government prepare a study of livestock

marketing, movement and pricing in Kenya. Later on, the Government and IDA

agreed on reviewing and completing a study already prepared by the Institute

of Development Studies of the Nairobi University College. A committee was set

up to undertake this job, but it never completed it. The Government never

fulfilled this covenant under the first project. 1/

B. Project Supervision

4.18 IDA supervision was satisfactory and well scheduled. The technical

assistance provided to the Government by the supervision missions was useful

in securing improvements in project implementation and management.

4.19 However, the implementation of the study on livestock pricing and

marketing, referred to above, was overlooked by the sixth and following super-

vision missions and never completed. None of the participating IDA staff

members interviewed during this audit could recall what eventually hap-

pened with the study or why no further reference to. its progress was ever made.

1/ Such a study was included again in the second livestock project (Credit 477),

Arrangements were under way for this study to begin in August 1976.
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It seems that the matter was just forgotten by IDA. A checklist in each super-
vision report calling the attention of subsequent missions to important matters
deserving follow-up (actions to be taken, expected results or events, matters
of concern, covenants or deadlines to be accomplished, etc.) might have pre-
vented this oversight.

4.20 From time to time, IDA ignored SIDA's interest in participating in
the supervision missions and in being informed promptly of their findings.
This was the only drawback in an otherwise good relationship between the two
co-financiers (annex 4).

C. Project Cost

4.21 The lack of accurate information prevents a precise calculation of
the final project cost. The PCR roughly estimated it to be US$11.5 million,
almost in line with the appraisal estimate of US$11.4 million, with Government
and ranchers' contribution slightly smaller than expected and SIDA's contribu-
tion slightly greater.

4.22 Of total project costs, 58% was spent on ranch development, 18% on
livestock marketing, 17% on water development, and 7 % on the Government
ancillary services. More than planned was spent on the first three categories:
water development (507. over appraisal estimates), livestock marketing (18% ),
and ranch development (5%), the additional monies coming from "Category V, Un-
allocated" (annex 5). Disbursements from the credit followed a similar pat-
tern (annex 6).
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V. PROJECT PERFORMANCE AND IMPACT

A. General Comments

5.01 The project performance and impact has to be analyzed according
to a double standard. On the one hand, it must be taken into account that
this was the first livestock project financed by either IBRD or IDA in
Africa,l/ that it addressed the development of the traditional cattle
raising system and was innovative in many respects related to pastoral
cattle raising, and that there were substantial constraints affecting imple-
mentation. Seen in this perspective, the project succeeded in promoting
both livestock and social development. It resulted in partial development
on 108 ranches rather than full development on only 60 as envisioned in the
appraisal report; it helped to increase herds in quantity and to improve
their quality, 2/ and to develop rangelands and range water. Stock routes
were improved and a new agency was set up to market the northeastern "im-
matures." Water facilities in North East Kenya were developed more in-
tensively on a smaller area than planned. The project contributed toward
improving technical services. A spatially more integrated and functionally
more stratified livestock industry emerged as a result of the project. In
the field of social development, the project helped some Masai tribesmen
to become progressively less nomadic and more sedentary and to begin to
adapt to the demands of commercial ranching. It also helped the advance
of the Taita people towards fully commercial activities.

5.02 On the other hand, it must be taken into account that this was
another livestock project financed by IDA whose performance must be judged
by usual Bank standards. Seen in this other perspective, the project looks
rather unimpressive: credit was not well coupled with technical services;
ranch-level records on inputs and outputs were scanty; reporting on ranch
performance was virtually absent throughout most of the project period;
funds were extended more for operating costs than for capital development;
technical coefficients seem to be far below the appraisal estimates; off-
take of "immatures" from North East Kenya for finishing off in higher po-
tential range areas was below expectations; and area with water development
in North East Kenya was well below the appraisal and revised estimates.

1/ It preceded by a short time the contemporaneous Uganda and Tanzania
first livestock projects, and by almost a year the Zambia one
(Credits 130-UG and 132-TA, and Loan 627-ZA, respectively).

2/ IDA and Government expected that the proposed on-ranch investments,
including working capital and supporting technical services, together
with better herd control and improved management, would result in an
overall improvement in herd and ranch output, with improved weaning
rates, reduced mortality, higher carrying capacity, and increased off-
take. Production has increased and herds have been improved, but
although the information collected heretofore on herd performance is
still inconclusive, progress already made in herd technical coefficients
seems to be disappointingly low if compared with the rather optimistic
projections made at appraisal.
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5.03 The main reason behind the rather successful aspect of project
performance was good project design. The loan application was prepared by
technicians knowledgeable about Kenya range livestock production, with the
help of a UNDP/FAO project staff, after years of experience and research.
The appraisal mission improved the Government proposal, gave the project
its final design, and rightly cut it down to a more manageable size (see
paras. 1.02 and 2.02). In addition, rather good weather during the first
years of implementation, the good performance of most of the project tech-
nicians (including most of the expatriate technicians hired for the proj-
ect), and the increasing international beef prices helped project imple-
mentation.

5.04 The main reasons that prevented a better project performance were
the controversial organization set up to implement the project, the in-
ability of the executing agencies to coordinate their work and to achieve
and retain good standards of management,1/ the poor management of many of the
ranches, and the lack of good and lasting technical services to ranches. IDA
and the Government are to blame for most of these shortcomings; IDA is also
delinquent for not pressing the Government enough to improve project imple-
mentation. Three dry years in a row and the recent decline in the inter-
national beef prices have made the difficult situation of the ranches and
the project itself quite apparent.

B. Economic Results and Rates of Return

5.05 The project resulted in increased beef production. Since this in-
crease was made when international markets were favorable, the project re-
sulted in increased beef exports and foreign exchange earnings too. The
exact amount of those increases cannot be calculated because farm level
data is scanty.

5.06 Beef prices in the international markets rose substantially during
the early 1970s. This increase helped both project implementation and
profitability. It increased the country's external exchange earnings. It
also allowed some increase in the price at which ranchers could sell cat-
tle bound for the export market and for some sold through certain market-
ing channels for the internal market.2/ In turn, this internal price

1/ The Government has rightly complained that management standards should
be kept as uncomplicated as possible, but in several fields, such as
monitoring and reporting, not even minimal standards were achieved.
The Government has also rightly complained that "one way of achieving
this (to keep standards as uncomplicated as possible) is to try as much
as possible to adapt the existing Government set-up."

2/ High export prices were not fully passed on to the producer. A part of
them was used to finance long-term capital developments at the Kenya
Meat Commission (KMC) and to maintain low consumer prices. Neverthe-
less, prices of cattle rose from 30% to 80% (depending on grade) from
1971 to 1975.
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increase boosted the demand for both cattle and AFC loans, spreading the

expanded income among cattle fatteners and breeders, and eventually al-
lowing commitment (in fact, overcommitment) of the on-lending project
funds with only a short delay. However, the project would not have col-

lapsed had the cattle price increase not occurred; it was sound and strong

enough for adequate development under the appraisal price assumptions.

5.07 Beef prices in the international markets have decreased since

their highest level in 1973; and the ranch development and operating costs

have substantially increased in the last two years (costs have risen from

40% to 300% between 1972 and 1975, depending on the kind of input and the

kind of works), bringing about a cost-price squeeze that is jeopardizing

the economic and financial situation of all kinds of ranches. In addition,

Kenya has experienced three successive years of drought; and livestock

numbers have continued to increase above safe stocking limits. Therefore,
most ranches seem to be now in a bad financial situation.

5.08 The shortage of reliable production data prevented the PCR and
this audit from producing current estimates of the financial rates of return
for each of the four ranching schemes supported by the credit or of the

economic rates of return for the project as a whole and its main componej;s.
There are three sources that can provide some information on this field,-
but all their computations are based on models, forecasts and guesses, and

practically no actual ranch-level data. If the audit had to venture a guess,
it would be that a present estimate of the project's rate of return would be
far below the appraisal estimate of 15.3%.

C. Risks Brought About by the Project

5.09 Without detracting from its benefits, the project has increased
the risk of rangeland destruction in some of the areas involved, mainly
Masailand and North East Kenya. These risks were anticipated in the project
design, but only to a limited extent and perhaps without following through
to all the relevant implications.

5.10 When the project was conceived, the Masai were understocked as a
result of the drought of the early 1960s. It might have been relatively
easy at that time to convince them to limit their livestock increase to a
certain safe amount that could prevent overstocking. But delays in both
project approval and issuing regulations to implement the Land Adjudication
Act and the Group Registration Act set back the introduction of the needed
services to the Masai by almost four years. In late 1970 and in 1971, when
lending to the group ranches began, their lands were already, at best, on
the verge of being overstocked, and herds were still increasing. Persuading

1/ (i) H. Jahnke, H. Ruthenberg and H. Thimm: Range Development in Kenya:

A Review of Commercial, Company, Individual and Group Ranches, Studies

in Employment and Rural Development No. 4, Development Policy Staff,

IBRD, Washington, D.C., September 1974, mimeo, 86 pages plus annexes;

(ii) IDA, Appraisal of Second Livestock Development Project, Report

No. 193a-KE, May 9, 1974; and (iii) Kenya Second Livestock Development

Project, Draft Review Mission Report (August, 1976).
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the Masai to reduce their stock to a more secure level, compatible with the
actual carrying capacity of their land, has proved a very difficult task.1 /
On the other hand, the project has increased the availability of water.
This increase has permitted a better utilization of existing rangeland
pasture resources, formerly constrained by the lack of water. But now the
Masai, having more water, can hold many more animals than the amount that
their prairies, under good management, could support - ani-4ls that would

have died of thirst without the watering facilities constructed with the
project proceeds. In view of the importance of daily milk supply to provide

their subsistence needs, the Masai regard cattle numbers of paramount
importance, particularly female breeding stock. The increasing human popu-
lation provides more hands for herding and puts greater pressure on cattle
to provide more milk to meet subsistence needs. Therefore, development of

the group ranches has allowed individuals to increase cattle numbers even
beyond the safe carrying capacity: to meet their subsistence needs, achieve
some economic independence, and maintain their position in society, but has
risked the contingent degeneration or destruction of the range pastures._21

5.11 North East Kenya is ecologically and ethnologically akin to southern
Ethiopia (Sidamo Province) and the southwestern part of Somalia (Upper and

Lower Juba, west of the Juba River). Closely related Somali and Galla speaking
tribes wander with their cattle over those parts of the three countries, moving
from one to another according to the local availability of grass or water and
the variations in the price of cattle. The project increased the availability
of water in only one "third" of that geographic area. In addition, the

development of stocking routes and holding grounds allows the Kenyan agencies
to buy in North East Kenya at prices somewhat higher than those usually pre-
vailing in the neighboring countries. 2/ Since no similar development had

been made in the other two parts before the closing date of the credit, both
factors could lead to a higher density of cattle and, almost certainly, of
people in North East Kenya than would have existed had the water and marketing
facilities not been built. Such increased density of cattle could lead to

1/ Perhaps the need to repay the loans is going to force them to sell a
portion of their cattle.

2/ Under the Group Ranch registration, stock quotas were to be fixed and
were in fact set on some ranches. Attempts were made to implement them,
but the pressure from overstocked areas outside the project area limited

their efficacy. Now a few ranches have begun to attempt to limit intru-

ders, and it is hoped that as the social system changes and the value of

permanent settlement becomes more marked, the importance of respecting

boundaries will become more important and so allow stock control to be

implemented by the owner of the land.

3/ Higher, that is, as a long-term average, though in particular years the
reverse may be true, such as in 1975 with reference to Somalia.
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overgrazing, making the range-water-livestock system more fragile and vul-
nerable, and threatening the range pastures here also with degeneration or
complete destruction. 1/

5.12 The project has brought about the risk of destruction to another
area: the Taita plains. Company ranches were located in a low, erratic
rainfall area previously ungrazed by cattle. The range quality was good
and, with capable management, large live weight gains could be achieved.
However, this range must be carefully used and monitored because permanent
overgrazing would destroy the perennial grasses and encourage the encroach-
ment of undesirable thicket species. This kind of range degeneration is
almost irreversable.

5.13 Government is well aware of these risks and is doing whatever it

can to convince Masai, Somali, Galla and Taita ranchers and herders to reduce

their stocks to safe amounts and to control overgrazing of their ranges. A

persistent and increased effort will be needed to attain these goals.

5.14 IDA is making its own contribution to the solution of the North
East problem, financing two new rangelands/livestock development projects
in Somalia and Ethiopia. In Somalia, the Trans-Juba Livestock Credit
(Credit 462-SO, signed on February 5, 1974, and effective October 29, 1974)

provides for the construction of five permanent cattle markets, one new
holding ground, and development of water supplies and staging points on more
than 1,000 km of existing stock routes. In Ethiopia, the Rangelands Devel-
opment Project (Credit 603-ET, signed on January 16, 1976, and effective
May 18, 1976) will provide for the construction of some 15 large water ponds
and the upgrading or impr2 vement of some 220 smaller rainy season ponds in
the southern rangelands.- The implementation of the two neighboring
projects will relieve some of the above-mentioned pressure the Kenya project
has put on the North East rangeland.

5.15 In addition, the project has exacerbated the conflict between live-

stock development and the wildlife preserve. Cattle has always shared the

Kenyan rangelands with wildlife - antelope, elephants, and others - and con-
flicts between both kinds of range users have arisen from time to time,
mainly in the dry years. The project, through the financing of water
development, has allowed both the grazing of ranges formerly inaccessible

to cattle because of their lack of water, and an increase of the cattle

that can be maintained in ranges already in use. The project financed the

buying of the additional cattle, too. This has sharpened the competition
between cattle and wildlife- for the range resources and has increased the

cattle losses to predators. In addition, wildlife drinks the water pumped

1/ This risk has been exacerbated by the severe drought which followed the

development undertaken under this project. Livestock was concentrated
in the rather small developed area with the result that this area has bean

severely overgrazed. The overgrazing would not have been so severe had

water development covered a greater area,. as originally planned (see

para. 4.14).

2/ To avoid or minimize the threat of range pasture destruction, the Ethiopia

project provides for close integration of water development and range

management in. order to prevent overgrazing of hitherto protected 
areas.
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and stored with the project financed facilities, and some species, partic-

ularly the elephants, damage or destroy some of these facilities, increasing
both the ranches' operating and maintenance costs. Therefore, any ranchers

have been trying to get rid of the wildlife, either killing it- or trying

to block or hinder the influx of wandering flocks or herds of wild animals

onto the ranches by measures that sometimes border the limits of legality.
Because both livestock raising and tourism are important industries and

sources of income and foreign exchange in Kenya, the development of either

should not jeopardize the other. The second livestock project has tried
to tackle this problem, providing for water development within the wild-

life preserves to help keep wildlife inside.

l/ Some ranchers have bought "hunting rights" from the Government and
have re-sold them to private hunters, getting rid of some wild
animals and getting some additional income at the same time.
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VI. THE FOLLOW-ON PROJECT

6.01 Another credit (Credit 477-KE, for US$21.5 million, signed June 5,

1974) was prepared and approved and is being implemented as a second phase fol-

lowing Credit 129-KE. It provides for the development of 60 group ranches, 100
commercial ranches, 21 company or cooperative ranches and 3 feedlots. It

also provides for the development of 10 million acres of communal grazing

land in North East Kenya by providing water facilities and access roads.

Marketing facilities will be extended and improved, and transportation
facilities will be augmented. Three wildlife areas will be developed to

help overcome the resource competition with livestock. Finally, the project

provides for technical services, livestock census, training, project monitoring
and evaluation, and future project preparation.

6.02 Total project costshave been forecast at about US$60 million.

Foreign credits of about US$34 million will finance foreign exchange costs

of US$19 million and about 35% of local currency costs of US$41 million. The

IDA credit of US$21.5 million was made on standard terms to Government. USAID

funds - US$7.3 million - will finance water development and some ranch

development. Canadian funds - US$1.3 million - will finance water develop-
ment and the wildlife census and monitoring unit. UK funds - US$3.7 million -

will finance the livestock marketing component.
1 /

6.03 More than 12 separate departments in six different ministries are

involved in project implementation. 2/ A Project Coordination Unit was

established in the Ministry of Agriculture to coordinate and supervise imple-
mentation of the project; its personnel includes a Project Coordinator, an

Assistant Project Coordinator, and supporting staff.

6.04 This second livestock project was appraised in October 1972. By

that time, the first project's water and marketing development in North East

Kenya was proceeding without major problems, the on-lending component had

finally gained momentum, and most of the early organizational, management,

staffing, and personality problems had been solved or were being ironed out.

A system had eventually been designed for the preparation of ranch develop-

ment plans. The coordinating unit (RLA) was "dormant" and had provided no

coordination at all.

6.05 The first livestock project was not a very simple one. It proved dif-

ficult to set up an adequate administrative organization to carry out its imple-

mentation and to make it work; IDA's institutional requirements did not help to make

it easier. Irrespective of this experience, a lage, ccmplex second project was designed.

1/ The Canadian CIDA participation figure was amended according to the tables

presented in the Review Mission Report. If the Appraisal Report figure
for CIDA (US$2.4 million) were taken into account, the total participation

of the external co-financers would add up to more than the total of US$34

million referred to in the Appraisal Report.

2/ It must be pointed out that this second project did not proliferate 
new

governmental agencies, as the first one did, other 
than the coordinator's

office. The second project organizational complexity is rather attributable

to adding more old units to the interlocking structure established 
under the

first one.
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The activities to be developed were greatly increased, both in quantity and
quality, including the financing of Government action in new fields: wild-
life development and game preserves. The project cost was increased five-
fold. One concomitant result was the need to increase the number of foreign
and international financing agencies from two to four. Moreover, SIDA, which
decided not to participate in this second project, was only a kind of "passive
co-financier" with no substantive participation in the first one. The present
co-financiers are "active" ones, who insisted on separate appraisals, have
their own people in the field, participate in supervision and require separate
approval of the decisions to be taken during project implementation. In
addition, the organizational structure set up for the first project, which
was at last working after the initial difficulties, was changed; the number
of agencies and ministries involved increased; and a new coordinating unit,
exhibiting and confronting the same kinds of problems as its unfortunate
predecessor, was conceived and implemented.l/ If some of the organizational
problems that plagued the implementation of the first phase were lessened,
others were aggravated.

6.06 Besides the increased complexity and organizational troubles built
into this second phase of livestock development, the continuing drought and
the cost-price squeeze have changed the highly favorable economic environ-
ment for beef production to one that no longer justifies many investments.

6.07 As a result of all of these problems, the second livestock project
has run into major difficulties. IDA and its co-financiers reviewed the
project in depth in February/March 1976, paying particular attention to
project organization and management, economics of beef production, and the
escalation of project costs.

6.08 Both IDA and Government are to blame for the excessive size of
this second project. IDA decided that, in the interest of making the best
use of scarce expert manpower in the Bank and in Kenya, it should try to
increase significantly the size of individual projects in the agricultural
sector. Encouraged by IDA's admonition about more and larger agricultural
projects, the Government prepared a very large project (US$81.5 million)
to be financed by the Bank and other donors. Attempts by the Permanent
Mission in Eastern Africa, which was assisting the Government in pre-
paring the project, to scale down both the annual and the total project
costs, were not accepted by the Government. The appraisal mission reduced
the total project cost from US$81.5 million to US$50.9 million and, later,
USAID decided to defer consideration of the meat processing plant that it
wanted to finance, bringing costs down to US$43.4 million. This figure had
to be updated to take inflation into account and had to be increased to
meet the new IDA guidelines for contingencies, resulting in the present
figure of US$60 million.

1/ The personal qualifications and capabilities of the coordinator, and the
support he or she gets from the highest sector officers, are indeed impor-
tant factors in determining the quality of the coordination that can be
obtained in a certain situation. However, the quality of the design of
the organization to be coordinated is a far more important factor in
determining the maximum degree of coordination that can be achieved, and
even in determining whether a certain organization set up can be coordi-
nated at all.
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6.09 In spite of the net reduction, the second livestock project added
an enormous additional burden to the Government structure and created more
problems than it eliminated. It may have been more useful to Kenya's live-
stock development had IDA restrained even more than it was able to the ex-
pansionary elements proposed by Government, and financed a simpler, more
straightforward follow-up project that would have consolidated the progress
already achieved under the first one, before becoming involved in more ambi-
tious endeavors.



ANEX 1

Alloc;.tion of the Proceeds of the IDA Credit
-L/

As Presented in the Credit Azreerment

(Amounts Expressed in US$ Equivalents)

Category I - Part A of the Project

A. Zon-6erm Icoans for investment
in ranch development $ 1,1003000

B. Supporting technical services
for ranch development i60,ooo

C. Short-term credits for working
capital 630,000

Category II - Part B of the Project

Development of facilities for
livestock movement and marketing 540,000

Category III - Part C of the Project

Range water survey and development 400,000

Category IV - Part D of the Project

A. Ancillary technical service of
the Range Management Division 270,000

B. Ancillary technical service of
the Veterinary Services Department 140 , 000

Category V - Unallocated 360,000

Total $ 3,600,000

1]f The pattern is identical for the SIDA credit of US33.6 million.



ANNEX 2

Types of Ranching Enterprises to be Created

and/or Financed Under the Project

Supplementary Letter No. 6 of the Credit Agreement stated that

the following terms have the following meanings:

A. "Group ranching enterprise" means a ranching enter-

prise located in the 'Kaputiei Section of the Kajiado
District and operated by a group of families having
grou% representatives who are registered under the

land (Group Representatives) Act 1968 and are the

registered proprietors of the land, the group -ain-

taining agreed stocking levels, marketing surplus in

rotation and herding their livestock as sex/age

aggregates, and yet continui-ng to own their livestock

separate2y.

B. "Coapany ranching enterprise" means a ranching enter-

prise located in the Taita District or adjacent areas
of the Kwale or Kilifi Districts and operated by a
corpany whose land is leased from the Government with

its shareholders putting up cattle or cash for shares

in the company.

C. "Individual ranching enterprise1 means a ranching enter-
prise located in the ilaputiei or adjacent Sections of
the Ka jiado District and cperated by n individual ;.ho

is the registered proprietor of the land, and has

given his herd a market-oriented structure.

D. "Commercial ranching enterpriselt means an existing
ranching enterprise located in the Iachakos, laikipia,
or Nakuru Districts or adjacent areas of the Hyandarua

or Nyeri Districts, .hich is oriented to the commer-
cial production and rarketing of beef cattle.



ANNEX 3

Schedule of

IDA Disbursements: Forecast and Actual

(US$ million)

Supervision Estimate s
By the --------- Mission Number----------
end of Appraisal V VI VII VIII Actual

Year Estimate Dec/70 Aug/71 Apr/72 Nov/72
..a

1969/70 0.74 - - - - o.o6

1970/71 1.72 0.60 0.4h o.h 0.44 o.h

1971/72 2.88 1.20 1.30 1.03 1.15 1.15

1972/73 3.30 1.80 2.30 1.95 2.60 2.50

1973/74 3.60 2.60 2.70 3.00 3.60 3.60

1974/75 3.hO 3.10 3.60

1975/76 3.60 3.50

1976/77 3.60

Date of last
Disbursement Dec/73 Jun/76 Sep/7 6  Mar/75 4Jl/74 Jul/74

Closing Date Dec/73 ... ... ... Dec/74 Dec/7h

By the Orig-
inal Closing _
Date,Dec/73 3.60 2.00 2.50 2.55 3.10 2.95

Percentage of
Total Amount 100 56 70 71 87 82

/ By October 31, 1970.

By July 31, 1974.

/ By January 31, 1974.



ANNEX 4

Involvement of SIDA in Project Supervision

SIDA did not participate in the first three supervision missions,
but IDA at least sent it a copy of its reports. On January 14, 1970, SIDA
mentioned that it desired participating in project supervision and did so in
the fourth and fifth supervision missions. On November 26, 1970, SIDA asked
IDA to give them more notice than they had been getting as to the dates
supervision missions were likely to be in the field, suggesting at least one
to one and a half months notice before the departure of an IDA mission to
supervise any of the four projects that were then being financed jointly.
On July 12, 1971, SIDA had not yet received the fifth supervision report,
issued on December 30, 1970, and asked IDA when it was planning to send the
next supervision mission. But this one, manned only with IDA staff members,
was already in the field. Its report, issued on August 27, 1971, was not
sent to SIDA until November 1971, when SIDA had to ask for a copy. No
advance information was given to SIDA about any of the following supervision
missions;l/ SIDA did not participate in them. The latest supervision reports
for all the IBRD/SIDA and IDA/SIDA jointly financed projects in Kenya,
including the eighth supervision report on this livestock project, were sent
to SIDA on December 15, 1972, when SIDA requested them. No reference can be
found in the files indicating whether the ninth and tenth (last) supervision
reports were sent.

The Bank took steps, later, to ameliorate similar problems that had
arisen in other IBRD/SIDA and IDA/SIDA jointly financed projects.

1/ This means that IDA did not send written advance information to SIDA head-
quarters. PMEA staff members orally informed the SIDA representative in
Nairobi, however.



ANNEX 5

Project Costs and Financing

Forecast and Actual

Appraisal Estimate-a Actual Expenditures

I. Total per Category No. No.
of Acres of Acres

$(000) % Ranches (000) $(000) 7 Ranches (000)

Cat. I Ranch Development 6,250 55 - - 6,634 58 - -

Cat. II Livestock Marketing 1,800 16 - - 2,115 18 - -

Cat. III Water Development 1,330 12 - 12,800 1,990 17 - 2,520

Cat. IV Goverment Services 800 7 - - 803 7 - -

Cat. V Unallocated 1,20 10 - - - -

Total 11,400 100 - - 11,542 100 - -

2. Breakdown of Category I
per Ranch Type

Cat. I A-C Ranch Type
Commercial 2,360 37 20 600 3,620 55 42 417

Individual 156 2 10 20 361 5 41 62

Company 1,390 22 10 640 2,023 31 10 537

Group 1,810 30 20 700 280 4 15 545

Subtotal 5,716 (91) 60 1,960 6,284 (95) 108 1,561

Cat. I B AFC Ranch Division 534 9 - - 350 5 - -

Total Cat. I 6,250 100 - - 6,634 100 - -

3. Financing

IDA 3,600 31 3,600 31

SIDA 3,600 31 4,134 36

Government 3,800/b 34 3,480 30

Farmers 4001h 4 328 _3

11,400 100 11,542 100

/a As adapted by the PCR on the basis of the first side letter, which allocated the credit pro-

ceeds into the Categories of Goods.

/b Amount allocated was slightly different from the appraisal report figure (US$3.6 million and

US$0.6 million) because of differences in original allocation between categories at appraisal

which reduced farmers' contribution from US$0.6 iillion to US$0.4 million.



ANNEX 6

IDA Disbursements by Category:

Forecast and Actual

Original Allocation Actual Disbursement
% Increase

% % over

$ (000) of Credit $ (000) of Credit Allocation

Cat. I Ranch Development 1,890 53 1,990 55 5

Cat. II Livestock Marketing 540 15 611 17 13

Cat. III Water Development 400 11 597 17 49

Cat. IV Government Services 410 11 402 11 - 2

Cat. V Unallocated 360 10- - - 100

Total 3,600 100 3,600 100 0
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October 22, 1976

br. Q8rm kerM~
Eval1otion Section
Swedish Intsational
Dewlopmmt Authority
8 105 25
Stocholm
Sweden

Dowr Mr. Bergos:

As requ*ted i yer letter of Way 31, 1976, I am sending you two
copies of the final version of the Project ftrfoirpnea Audit Report an
the Kys iret Livwstock D svelopment Project. I an ele enclosing two
copies of the Project Copltion Repert.

I abould like to take this opportunity to inform you that I brm now
bes appointed as Director of this Deportment in piece of W. Willoughby,
mid should like to tem* you for the asoistmoce given to this Department
in the propersti.. af the audit report.

Sineerely yer.,

Shiv S. EApur
Director

Operatioms ftsluetion Doportmnt

Eclosnres,

SStapur/JOliveres:clf



Mr. John A. King, Assistant to the Vice President, October 7, 1976
CPS
Kenneth A. Bohr, OED

Project Performance Audit Report on Kenya First Livestoek Project.
Credit 129.

We have reviewed the above report in the light of the comments
contained in the memorandum of September 27 from Mr. Yudelman to Mr. Baum,
a copy of which was sent to Mr. Rice. In response we have made some
changes in the text to clarify the references to project preparation
and to strengthen the paragraph summarizing the reasons for the success
achieved (see attachments). These are in direct response to the com-
ments in the memorandum at the bottom of paragraph 2.

I have also confirmed to my satisfaction that other specific
comments made in the earlier memoranda attached to Mr. Yudelman's note
had been incorporated into the text of the version of the report under
discussion and that differences of opinion on certain aspects had 'been
clearly noted.

The attached memoranda by Mr. Olivares, the author-of the
report, set out in some detail how we have responded to the earlier
comments received from CPS as well as those contained in this recent
memorandum. We are well aware that there is not a consensus of view
on this project among the various individuals who have been associated
with it and we do not expect all to agree with our interpretation of
this experience.

Attachments.

cc: Mr. Yudelman



Mr. Warren C. Baum, Vie President CPS September 27, 1976

M. Yudelman, Director, Agriculture and Rural Development

KRNA - Project Performance Audit Report on Kenya First Livestock
Develowent Proe*t (qCredit 129-:K)

I. Mervyn einer's memorandum to you and Wapenhaza, dated
September 21, 1976, asks the question 'are you satisfied that the com-
ments of your staff have been adequately taken into consideration." We
must reply in the negative.

2. On April 23, 1976, Don Stoops cormented on an earlier draft
of that audit report, and attached a copy of the coments of Gus Schumacher.
The main thrust of these remarks is contained in paragraph 2 of Stoops'
memorandum (copy attached). It is simply this: evaluation and audit
reports, in general, tend to dwell on problems and "failures". This Kenya
project has been labeled a success both in the PCR and the Audit Report
(PPA) (paragraph 12). This view is strongly supported in the "Audit
Report on Technical Assistance in Agricultural Project Implementation -
a Pilot Case Study: Kenya Livestock I (Credit 129-aE)", submitted to the
Board on August 19, 1976. Paragraph 4.02 of that report states: "3oth
the author of the Project Copletion Report (P!CR) and the author of the
Project Performance Audit (PPA) placed Kenya Livestock I among the most
successful agricultural projects financed by the 'Bank or IDA --. In
these circumstances, we believe Bank staff would benefit most if the
PPA dwelt on an assessment of what were the ingredients (policy, managerial
and operational) that made the project a success. It is stated in para-
graph 12 of the PPA that "Good project preparation is the main reason for
this result". This is not true. As pointed out in paragraph 2 of Stoops'
April 23rd memorandum, the original preparation was very poor and had a
very narrow focus. Major preparation occurved only at appraisal and was
done by the Bank appraisal mission.

3. On the other hand, the Audit Report on Technical Assistance
of August 19 doew dwell on what same of the ingredients for the Project
being successful really were.

4. 'We believe the PPA of September 17, 1976, attached to Ir. Weiner's
mwnorandum of September 21, 1976, should be more consistent with the Audit
Report of August 19, 1976 with its more positive and constructive approach
and which has alrea4y been submitted to the Board.

, ;oops :-ea
cc: Messrs. Darnel

Rice
Hendry
Walden
Schumacher



Mr. C. Willoughby, Director, Operations and Evaluations April 23, 1976

Don Stoops, Livestock Advisor, CPS

ole t_ uit _Lepor on Kenya Livestock Dvelopment Project (Creeit 129-1(4

1. Attached you will find a copy of the memorandurn Gus Schumacher
sent you on April 6, 19T6. Since I agree completely with his comnts
there is no practical point to be served by repeating them in this memo.

2. 1 do wish, hovever, to amplify some points. The report is critical
of the cost and makc-up of technical assistance, maintaining that there were
plenty of qalified expatriates and some well-qualified Africans in the
country at that time who could have administered the Project. These people
were well-qualified in regalatory functions, but were inexperiented in a
developme.nt concept combining crcdit and technical services to maxiuize
production and marketing in all sub-sectors and phases of the livestock
sector. Yn fact, the project preparation report, which was prepared
principaly by the expatriates serving in the Kenya Government, proposed
what amounted to a budgetary assistance credit to the Governmient to enlarge
the on-going regulatory functions of the Ministry of Ariculture of Kenya.
Tfh-se were the same professionals who had been working in Kenya for several
years, during which time no real development project was apparent in the
livestock sector. Consequently, I think it important to emphasize that
without the help of the Bank and some more development minded expatriates,
the "innovative" project, which the Audit Rfeport states has been q~uite
successful, .right never have been born. As the project progressed, some
of the long-term expatriates did participate in vakious aspects of the
project and their eaperience as most useful.

3. The second point I wish to raise in one on which I have coxaented
in some previous reports and is particularly striking in this report.
Despite labeling the project as successful, I find very little comment on
what the ingredients and factors were which made it successful. Most of
the report deals with problems and functions that could be improved.
While not suggesting for one monent that these latter observations should
be glossed over, I strongly believe that it would be helpful to all
Opera tional Regions to have the Audit Reports on those projects which
are considered to be "successful", dwell heavily on what made them success-
ful. Moreover, it would certainly give a more positive and balanced
perspective to the bank's top munavement and to the Executive Directors.

h. One furttvr minor point, the statement in paroraph 2.07 "IDA's
Livestock Division, in charge of the Project, employed no expert in Public
Administration or Manament: none of the me'Mbers of the appraisal uission
had formala training in these areas; -- " is both inacanate and has no
place in this report. The leadei- of the appraisal midsion had directed

./...



C. Willoughby - 2 - April 23, 19T6

Colombia's livestock development program, including livestock research,
for ten years. Other members of the mission had also had extensive
experience in administering important functions and units in their own
countries. Lastly, the chief of the Division had not only been Deputy
Director and Acting Director of what was then the largest USAID program
in the world, but ha.d also been V.P. for one of the leading Management
consulting firms in the U.S. Other members of the Division had similar
national and international experience in public administration.

DStoops:m=m
cc: Messrs. Yudelman

Darnell
Rice
Schumacher



WORLD 13ANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. C. R. Willoughby, OED DATE: April 6, 1976

FROM: A. Sc cher, CPS, A&RD

iUBJECT: KENYA 129a Audit Renort

1. Ted Rice asked me to dictate a few quick thou'hts on this draft
before leaving on mission. Puincipally, I find the rePcrt unbalanced. While
concluding the Project was a "success", that it was disinrsed on time and
that it was innovative as a first "cut" at Bank involvemnnt in African live-
stock, it gets too bogged down in some rather minor details. Since it was a
"success", I would like to know "why" it was a success. Was it high cattle
prices; was it designed correctly; was it administered well; was it super-
vised closely; did it basically have Government commitnent; what, in sum, were
the balance of factors that OED concludes led to its "srccessf 7

2. One area that is lacking in the report is the "setting". In 1965
and 1966, Kenya had only been independent for a few years. Very little aside
from veterinary assistance had been done to develop the traditional livetock:
system in Kenya. In fact, many persons in East Africa aere sceptical that -he
African livestock systems should be developed and, as a result, proposed a
string of government-owned parastatal ranches in lieu of directly assisting
the traditional system (Tanzania, Zambia, Uganda). The outstanaing feature
of the Kenya project was its attempt t address the traj tional livestock sec-
tor. This effort, the Bank's first in Africa, was greeled with scepticizm,
verging on derision, by quite a few persons supposedly h-owledgeable about
Africa. By bringing in a couple of externally recruited persons with no bias
against the traditional sector, an effort was made by te Bank to offset to
some extent this bias in the traditional "colonial" approach to livestock
development in the implementation of the Project.

3. Also, I riss very much some of the more detailed ex roste studies
of the innovative "bits". No mention is made of the himhly competent "foreigners
such as George Murphy, etc. who worked with the asai and in the Taiti grouns.
Also, little mention is made of the problems of the Livi-ock Marketing
Department. When I supervised this project in 1970, thz Government had insistedthat LMD drive large numbers of cattle out of the NFD in the dry period. The
losses were huge.

Li On the institutional side, the report gives the imuression that
IDA invented all thcse "complexities". 1irst, I don't think the Project was
all that comlex. Second, it was my impression that maryj of the arrangements
were suggested by local Kenyans as a way of getting a n'zber of the local expat-
riates moving towards a development approach. To use the existing line agencies
in 1967, agencies still dominated by "foreigners" would, in my opinion, have
doomed the effort to failure.



Xr. C. R. Willoughby -2- April 6, 1976

5. Bringing in some non-British foreigners, in my opinion, provoked a

great deal of "creative tension" which basically made the project a flyer as
it shifted line agency thinking from pure adainistration and control functions
to a nore development-oriented effort. What is also disturbing about this
criticism of institutional comlexity and foreign staffing, is that the second
project, which does not have this complexity of foreigners in line agencies,
is judged to be in a mess (pages 26 and 27).

6. I find OED's harping on overdesigned and complex Phase II and
Phase III livestock projects both tiresome and inappropriate. I have conmented
several tines on this issue to your Department. By exante evaluation, OED
tends to usurp the supervision function so that Borrowers do not know which
Bank missions to believe and, more importantly, OD tends to give the
Borrowers the impression that these projects are already failures and that no
more effort should be made to inDlement then. In fact, during our supervision
work in the late sixties and early seventies, we had all, if not more, of the
problems alluded to in the OD report and worked with Government to overcome
the constraints. The Kenya project, disbursed to schedule, with higher
economic rates of return and with a fair degree of success in addressing the
traditional sector on the first "cut", is an example of this. If OED feels
that subsequent supervision work was not as effective (work shifted to
Nairobi), then it should say so. I do not believe this is the case though.

7. Some mention is made of AID's intensive range rmanagement approach.
I suggest that those involved in AID's recommendations on this atter be given
an opportunity to comment on OD's criticism,

8. On rates of return, I find the 18-19% mystifying. Certainly, the
ecological factors on over-grazing by the Masai are not fully taken into
account. If they only invested in the most profitable "goodies" from a short
term point of view (water holes), these are just the investments leading to
overstocking and, effectively, a reduced carrying capacity in the longer term
leading, I would posit, to lower economic rates of return on a 20-year basis.

9. I will be away for a month and would be pleased to discuss this
draft with your staff when I return. I suggest you should obtain Chisholm's
view -- he was on the various suoervision missions and is also very k:nowledge-
able on Kenya. Also, I suggest you send a ccpj to Fred Knobel in California
as he is keen to contribute at no cost to reviewing such reports where he
participated in supervision efforts.

ASchuzacher:vmg

cc: Messrs. E.B. Rice
J. Olivares
D. Stoops
J. Fransen (o/r)
F. Knobel (California)



INTERNATIONAL DEVEL AENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL F
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT C N

OFFICE MEMORANDUM S,
TO: Mr. Shiv S. Kapur DATE: October 4, 1976

FROM: j. Olivares

SUBJECT: Mr. Yudelman' s Memorandum on Kenya First Livestock Project (Cr. 129-KE) if

1. The "successful" label - The first draft PPA report labeled the
project a success. Some of the comments that we got on that first draft
criticized the "rosy" approach of the report and presented evidence to sup-
port their view. After all the comments were taken into consideration, the
files and our interview notes reviewed once again, and the matter thoroughly
discussed within the agricultural evaluation group, we got a new picture of
the project: a quite successful project when its pioneering nature and the
strategy it tried to implement are taken into account, but a rather medi-
ocre one (we said "unimpressive" in the report) when analyzed in the light
of conventional economic criteria. We think that this picture reflects
the project more fairly and correctly and, therefore, we amended the report
accordingly, presenting a less rosy and more sweet-and-sour image.

2. The lack of analysis of what made the project successful - This
,observation was made by Mr. Stoops and Mr. Schumacher in their comments on
the first draft report (memos attached to the memo discussed here). We

found this criticism valid to some extent and amended the first draft re-
port accordingly. The final draft report, as sent to Mr. Weiner, contained
a new paragraph, explicitly stating our judgment on what had given that suc-
cessful aspect to the project (para. 5.03). In addition, we modified, ex-
panded and strengthened the paragraph dealing with the (in our view) most
important factor (good project design) of the project's successful image
(para. 2.02), using for that purpose another of Mr. Schumacher's comments,
and added another new paragraph to explain who had prepared the project
(para. 1.02). The Bank's role in project preparation was highlighted in

V all three paragraphs, as well as in others (e.g., para. 2.03). Therefore,
we thought we had correctly answered in the final draft the correct criti-
cism we received on the first draft.

3. The judgment on what gave the project a successful image - We con-
cluded that "good project preparation" was the main reason for this result,

ajk. but the memo does not agree with this conclusion. We still think that that
was the main reason, however. In our view, the project, as it was approved
by the Bank, was nicely designed and, besides the organizational flaws we
think its design contained, was very innovative and quite well suited to
Kenya's possibilities and constraints for livestock development. Indeed,
we presented good project preparation as the most outstanding project feature,4 'r
(paras. 1.02, 2.02, and 5.03, already mentioned). In addition, the memo dis-
criminates between two stages: "original preparation" and "preparation at
appraisal," and says that the first "was very poor and had a narrow

' focus." We still think that important contributions were made during both
stages, and that the original application already contained many of the
features that we have praised.

'71(



- 2 -

4. Sometimes, "project preparation" has been narrowly defined as
the process of preparation by Government of the loan/credit application.
We prefer to define "project preparation" as a process that goes up to
the moment the project is fully prepared and ready for appraisal, whoever
handles the preparation job (the country, the Cooperative Program, UNDP,
a consultant, or even the appraisal mission). To avoid such confusion, we
have now introduced further though small terminological changes, partic-
ularly in para. 5.03, substituting for the words "good project preparation"
the phrase "good project design" in the final draft PPA report.

5. In conclusion, we think that the final draft PPA report duly took
into account the comments received, that the small terminological changes
introduced now can prevent future misunderstandings, and that no further
changes should be (or need to be) introduced.



INTERNATIONAL DEVEL ENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION I RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Shiv S. Kapur DATE: October 4, 1976

FROM: J. Olivar r5;

SUBJECT: Comments by Mr. Schumacher (his memo of April 6, 1976)

1. Para. 1 - We agreed to this comment and amended the draft report
accordingly (see my memo on Mr. Yudelman' s comments, para. 2).

2. Para. 2 - We agreed to this comment and amended the draft report
accordingly. Moreover, we used some of his own words in the final draft
(para. 2.02). We only disagree with the emphasis put in the last sentence
on the role of the expatriates in offsetting the "bias against the tradi-
tional sector," emphasis which we find unbalanced.

3. Para. 3 - We added a sentence mentioning "the good performance of
most of the project technicians (including most of the expatriate techni-
cians hired for the project)" as one of the reasons that helped project im-
plementation 1/ (para. 5.03). A new paragraph was added to mention LMD
problems (para. 4.13).

4. Para. 4 - We amended the wording of paras. 2.03-2.07 so as to pre-
V / vent any "IDA inventing" impression and to stress the Bank' s positive role

in identifying flaws in Government organization. It was not the complex-
ities of project organization that was criticized in the PPAR, but the lack
of relevant expertise in the Bank to design major changes in complex organ-
izations. Thus, the wording was changed to stress this point; the word
"complex" was deleted altogether.

5. Para. 5 - "Creative tension" is only a euphemism; the clashes
between the "British foreigner" Meadows and the "non-British" (but from the
British Commonwealth) Miles can be described only as "destructive"; project
implementation and, therefore, the country suffered. The "shifting" over
"line agency thinking" did not "make the project a flyer"; it kept it
grounded for a couple of years.

6. Para. 5 - The second project does have a very complex organiza-
tion. This sentence should have come at the end of paragraph 4.

7. Para. 6 - This comment does not refer to the PPAR, but to a gen-
eral OED policy.

v 8. Para. 7 - They were given such an opportunity.

9. Para. 8 - We dropped all the original paragraphs on rates of return
except the one that said rates of return could not be computed.

10. Para, 9 - We got Chisholm's and Knobel's comments.

1/ Qualifying George Murphy as either a "foreigner," as Mr. Schumacher put
it, or a Kenyan, is quite a difficult task.

IO/,7



M . Warren C. Be-un VZc President CPS September 27, 15Y7T
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RLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORP( riON

September 21, 1976

To: Mr. Baum

Mr. Wapen

From: Mervyn L. einer

Subject: Project Performance Audit Memo on

Kenya First Livestock Project

Are you satisfied that t'w ctrvints

by your staff have been adequately taken into

account?



WC J BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORA N

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Mervyn L. Weiner, Director-General, DATE: September 17, 1976

Operations Evaluation
FROM: Shiv S. Kapur, Director, OED

SUBJECT: Project Performance Audit 1e rt on Kenya First
Livestock Development Project (Credit 129-KE).

I am attaching for your approval the Project Performance Audit Report
on the Kenya First Livestock Development Project supported by Credit 129-KE
of 1968. The report has been revised in light of comments provided by the
Eastern Africa Regional Office, the Central Projects Staff, other persons
in the Bank once associated with the program, the Regional Mission in Eastern
Africa and the Ministry of Agriculture of the Government of Kenya.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Baum

SSK:EBR:clf

. zLIeAJ
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INOOMING TELEX

DISTRIBUTION:

Mr. Kapur G1050

FROM: NAIROBI
August 3 1976

1165 FOR KAPUR DIRECTOR OED

REMYTEL 1149 JUL 30 KENYA LIVESTOCK, NORTH HAS ASKED SULAIMAN TO

FOLLOW UP WITH GOVERNMENT. REGARDS DEWAR

4L6z



Telegrams: "MINAG", Nairobi MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE

Telephone: Nairobi 335855 KII "0 HOUSE
WhC1 replying please quote . 2ATHEDRAL ROAD

Ref. No. ...RGOJ.CQ3RD/7/1/14 P.O. Box 30028, NAIROBI
and date 3.r-d,.August...19..6

Mr. Christopher R. Wiloughby,
Operations Evaluation Department,
The World Bank,
1818H. Street,
WASHINGTON D.C.20433.

Dear Mr. Willoughby,

COMMENTS ON PERFORMANCE AUDIT
REPORT CREDIT 129 KE - BY MR. JOSE OLIVARES

Thank you for giving us the opportunity of reviewing the

subject report. Ithas been examined by the agencies with

responsibilities for Project Implementation as you 
requested.

We find the report well documented and we will therefore

confine our comments to the clauses which we feel need some

clarification.

Pars. 4.03 - The rather small area of inteinsive

development in the North-Eastern Province under Phase I of

Livestock Development Programme has probably created a bad

impression of theentire North-Eastern component. 
This is

unfortunate because the original layout of the North-Eastern

programme called for a much wider distribution 
of water.

Nevertheless, the severe overuse that the development area has

had come about largely because of a severe draught which 
followed

that phase of development. Livestock were concentrated in the

rather small developed area with the result that the area 
has

been severely overgrazed. This overgrazing would not have been

so severe if water development had been less intensive. However,

it was impossible to control livestock numbers in the 
area because

the surrounding areas did not have water.

The Government is aware that an error in development

policy was done. The fact that the decision to develop the 
area

intensively was done on the advice of a donor does 
not reduce

the Governments' responsibility in any way. It does however make

us more conscious of the fact that such misjudgements 
must be

closely gurded against in the future.

We do agree that no satisfactory method of raising fees

for maintenance of dame and for operating boreholes 
has been

formulated. However, it should be realized that this cannot

be accomplished until the users in the various areas 
have been

defined.

.... /2...
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Telegrams: "MwAo", Nairobi MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE

Telephone: Nairobi 335855 KIUMO HOUSE

Whoi replying please quote _ ATHEDRAL ROAD

Ref. No. ........................... P.O. Box 30028, NAIROBI
and date

.................................. , 19 ......

- 2 -

It seems most reasonable although further delay is unfortunate,
that the identity of users cannot be established until much larger
areas are developed and a pattern ofrange use can be roughly
determined. When the people can be more readily identified with
the land, a method of payment for maintenance can be worked out.
Maintenance schedules and cost of the maintenance are currently
being worked out.

Para. 4.12 - The Kenya Government is aware of the
need for a continuous review of our livestock marketing and
pricing policies. In keeping with this awareness, arrangements
are under way for a marketing, pricing and processing strategy

study of Kenya's meat industry to begin in August this year.
The study is quite comprehensive covering aspects of meat

production, marketing and processing in some details as well as
examination of policies and programmes that may help to increase

1the quality and quantity of Kenya's meat output in the coming
years. The results of the study will be used to re-examine
policies related to livestock and meat prices to determine if
further changes are required. We consider this approach more
logical than arbitrary adjustment of livestock prices.

In conclusion, I wish to apologise for the delay in
submitting our comments and wish to inform you that the delay
was due to the fact that we wanted to give various implementing
agencies a chance to comment.

Since urs,

S.D. A
PERM SECRETARY

c~c.
Permanent Secretary,
Treasury,
NAIROBI

Mr. North,
Regional Mission of East Africa,

NAIROBI



July 30, 76 INCOMING TEIEX From Nairobi sd

Distribution:

Mr. Kapur G105 <

1149 FOR KAPUR, DIRECTOR OED

FURTHER MY 1096 KENYA LIVESTOCK I.

OPERATIONS EVALUATION REPORT.

I HAVE BEEN UNABLE, NIN SPITE OF REPEATED REQUESTS, TO OBTAIN

THE GOVERNMENT COMMENTS ON REPORT. THEY HAVE PROMISED THESE FOR

MONDAY AND HAVE ADVISED ME THAT THEY WILL REQUEST MINOR AMENDMENTS

BEFORE SUBMISSION TO ED'S. HOWEVER IN VIEW OF PAST FAILURE TO

OBTAIN THE DOCUMENT, I HESITATE TO GUARANTEE THAT THE COMMENTS

WILL BE SUPPLIED ON TIME. IF THEY ARE I WILL PRECIS MAIN ISSUES

AND SUBMIT IN TELEX. REGARDS DEWAR

7/141



.uio INOMING TELEX

440098 WORLDBAN < INTBAFRAD NAIROBI Distribution: Mr. Rice

JUL 16 1976

REUR 1329 FOLLOWIN 'S REPE~&l1\j F OUR 1052 JUL 14:

1052 FOR RICE

KENYA FIRST LIVESTOCK PROJECT AUDIT REPORT

IN URTEL 1143 OF JUN 18 YOU ENQUIRED WHETHER KENYA GOVERNMENT

INTENDED TO COMMENT ON AUDIT REPORT. HAVE BEEN ADVISED THEY ARE

COLLECTING DATA AND HOPE TO HAVE COMMENTS COMPLETED BY END OF JULY.
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2873 Pta-iigan Dr., No.2
Valnut Creek, Ca 94595
June 3, 1976

Mr. Jose Olivares
Operations Evaluation Department
The World Bank
1818 A. St. N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

he: Project L'erformance Audit Report-
Kenya Livestock Developrent Project
Credit 129-KE

Dear Mr. Olivares:

This is the first opportunity I have had to respond to your letter of
Iay 11 transmitting a copy of the referenced report as I have been away
on a 4-weeks trip to the Midwest. Even though my comments may be too
late to be of use I shall offer a few for whatever they may be worth.

1. Under Project Impact most of the space is given to the financial
rate of return (Fl4R) for each of the four ranching schemes. I find
such analyses quitemeaningless, first, because of the short period
of time involved, and second, because oi' the lack of substantive data.
Any FRR calculations to be significant would need to be based on
inputs/outputs over a period of at least 10 years, would need to be
accurately maintained, collated, and evaluated. To believe that such
would be done in the African environment is unrealistic. What seems
to be missing or rather not enough emphasis has been given to what
effect, if any, did the Project have upon such objectives as improve-
ment of animal husbandry practices, better animal health care in-
cluding facilities and services, what was the feeder cattle takeoff
from the Northeast Region and does the marketing scheme now provide
the Northeast nomadic livestock people with a better market outlet.
(No mention is made ol the problems incurred with the implementation
of the marketing component and, as I recall, there were some serious
ones). Reference is made that technical coefficients were below
appraisal estimates - I am not suprised but nothing is said as to
possible reasons e.g., lack of good breeding bulls, drought condi-
tions, unwillingness of the livestock )eople to accept better man-
agement practices or lack of capable technical services to assist
them.

In summary, if as a result of the Project there is a growing aware-
ness and increasing demand among the livestock producers to improve
their productivity it then was a successful project regardless of
how high the FidR's. (I have a feeling from this audit as well as the
one on the Tanzania Livestock Project, Credit 132, that the audit
teams have not included a practical livestock economist).
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2. I find various references to the role of the iRange Livestock

Authority (RZLA) to be inconsistent. Para S.19 infers that it

never performed its job; para 3.20 states that the organization

set up for this project finally was working but was changed for

second project; and para 2.05 that RLA never functioned as a

coordinator and did not function at all after 1970. It is my

recollection that RLA did function during the first years of the

Project. I think that Chisholm and I did Supervision IV in March

1970 at which time we had an excellent meeting with RLA. Hence,

it is misleading to state that it never functioned. Furthermore,

if it ceased to function after 1970, why did it collapse.

3. The report criticizes IDA for not being more flexible to effect

quicker implementation. I think that this is largely in retro-

spect and does not reflect the prevailing Bank/IDA policies in the

'60's. Perhaps so but I never knew that an IBRD loan could have

been made pending possible replenishment of IDA funds. Even so I

doubt that any borrower would ccept such a contingency. Another

point is made that it would no tbnen necessary to await compliance

with all conditions for effectiveness before declaring certain com-

ponents eligible for financing. Reference is mede to the Zambia

project (para 3.02) as a precedent. However, I believe that the

Zambia project came after the Kenya project.

Thank you for an opportunity to review this audit report though it

should be kept in mind that my involvement with the Kenya project was

largely the one supervision that I did.

Sincerely,

cc:A.Schumacher Fred H. Knobel



Headqute:r:
Washingon., D.C., U. S. A.

INTERNATIONAL bANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AlN- DEVELOPMENT
C.L. Ad... - INTBAFRAD LONDON

LONDON OFFICE:
NEW ZEALAND HOUSE, HAYMARKET, LONDON SW1Y-4TE, ENGLAND

Telephone - (01) 930-3886/3887

1st June, 1976.

Mr. Jose Olivares
Operations Evaluation
The World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
U. S. A.

Dear Mr. Olivares,

re. Project Performance Audit Report
ZAMBIA Livestock Development
Project (Loan 627-ZA)

Many thanks for your letter of May 6th and a copy of your first
draft. I have found it fascinating reading and congratulate you on it
for its most satisfying blend of factual information and philosophical
questionings on project lending.

As you will see I have confined my remarks to specific points
(of criticism of the Project) with which I am acquainted although I
realise that these apply to a very early stage and that thereafter much
water flowed over the dam. I am very sorry I lost touch with the Project
so soon and was only on the fringe of the preliminary discussions of those
who came to discuss the second Project. Perhaps the Area Control of Projects
which has occurred since my time is now leading to better continuity and
specialisation in both preparation and supervision which can only be to the
good for technical and 'personal' reasons, i.e. maintaining the contacts
and enthusiasms of those originally involved.

I hope that when you have time you will tell me about the
'missing link' I mention in my notes -- the C.S.B. connexion, so crucial
to marketing. The C.S.B. Manager was first class and I almost shuddered
to hear him talk of perhaps packing-up and returning to Scotland to farm.

I do not know how many audits of this kind have been done. As
Chris knows, I became interested in the subject in South America where I
found it difficult to measure results (in increased production) from
numbers of loans for beef production in Uruquay and Paraquay; and tried
to promote the idea of monitoring the production facts of a project from
the beginning. Obviously it was wrong to judge 'success' by speed of
disbursement of loans whose terms, with the inflation raging at the time,
were gifts to the recipients.



Mr. Jose Olivares -2- 1st June, 1976.

I am not sure if you came across the notes of our final

meeting with the Zambian authorities and so I am enclosing a copy.

You will see how I summarised our views on the Project.

Kind regards and also to Chris to whom I hope you will

show these notes.

Yours sincerely,

J. Edwards

Enclosures



botes of Meetin;, ,!inistry of Finance, Luska, Priday 8th Govember, 1 68

Pemarks of Dr. 1wars

Dr. Edwards thanked Mr. Kanonde and mr. 1rhasita for the con-
sidemble amount of their time that had been put at the dispoeal of
the Mission during its visit; and also Mr. Dennin, and his colleagues
who had made most effective arrangements so that the Mission had been
able to see all it wanted to see and weet all those with whnaz it
wished to discuss Mission matters.

The Prolect Dr. Edwarxs stated that in the view of the ?'ission, the
project and its objective of increasing beef and milk supplies within
the country was basically sound at present costs and prices, provided
it was well tranaged.

He said that the Mission would propose saie conceptual
changes in aspects of the project and therefore he would dcescribe first
the ways in which beef and milk production in Zambia might develop.

For beef, there was likely to be a use of the extensive
ranching area for the production of weaners in 'extensive' conditionu
and a sepanrtion of the fattening function (except at Mbala and Chisinga)
which could be concentrated upon elscwhexe.

By the Mrmoval of steers as wencrrs nurha'rs of Lmed\xinp; caus
on rost ranches could be almost doubled and therefore many more
weaners would be available for fattenuing.

As for finishin2 or fattening, Dr. idwar'ex pressed the fl-
lief, that this would increasin;ly beer.ne an int-nsive operation on
Mih cn- Ty re'ines such as maize. The fact that zaqbia could pnxduc
16fze cheaply and eff{ 7iiy s ould be vae use of by the anTn1

Sindustry.

Cmrational Intensive fattcnim could take place in lprm-e feed lot-
, hut M'uld equally well be develorpe in snallr' units under the cont'ral

Of tri'itional farmers or coopcratives. The aim should be to fini'h
,teers at around 15 to 18 months rather than at up to 4 years at
present.

Con: mnti a) Chon'es The changen just referred to would mwan s
attention to breeds and crfsses for the purpose and to new feedill"
techniques.

As for brccds, it weuld e '1d iriile to selectahivy n1i v
sthell suited to the 2-ten1ivc raWncgCI efVJ.InvirY)mcIt"si E'IT i'.,

tni wuch not too large itself, of producing a lirne c'aner calf mhern
crd~ed for beef Troducticl. In addition, t5ii 'eaner caif if brei

fcr finishing on high envr:x y eding %uld roouire to pooss len-cat
qualities. A breed or crCss iven to easy fCttenin, at snall live
wciphts would O it undbeiable.
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Dr. Edwards said that fortunately both for infomtion on
breedirg in the future and on feeding systems on high energy diets,
the research work nar, in progress at Ilfazabuku and at 11t. N'kula would
help enormously in throwing light on these questions. 1e il;o

rentioned that the Mission had asked Mr. Martin to draw up breeding
plans, short term and long term, with the help of authorities in
t - country such as Messrs. Cruickshank, Gordon and Mdy.

Milk Sujplies In discussing the dairy situation, Dr. Edwards sadu
that the Mission had naturally been very interested in the ccmparative
economics of fresh v. reconstituted milk and was much in favour of
closing the gap in supplies by increasing Eupplies of fresh milk i.e.
of a larger Zambian Dairy Industry. He gave two reasons for this

i. the fact that Zambia could not count indefinitely
on importing milk powder for reconstitution at
present low give-away prices, and

ii. that the flourishing dairy industry based on
fresian cattle could also make a considerable
contribution to Zambia's beef supplies.

Dr. Edwards gave the Mission's reasons for discarding tle
Kafubu dairy scheme, which,besides the laterite problem, bad undesir-
able high cost features. In place of this the Mission wa very much
in favour of a number of 400 cow units in low cost areas of producti on
with the new feature, not previously considered, of a feed lot for
fresian steers attached to each and capable of pydlucci 200 fiesian
bullocks annually on high ener-'y diets such vs maize. niimals fecedin
ad lib on these diets should be capable of reaching 8501) l-n live
weight at 12 ritonths. Dr. Edwaxxis said that pmduction of hecf on
these lines as a profitable adjunct to dairy farwing was now well
proved in countries such cs Israel, YuWoslavia and Great Eritain
and that Dr. Addy of the ARC's animal productivity unit was about to
start similar work with fresian cows.

Dr. Edwards mentioned parenthetically that bein so certui
of the result he would like to see an iaruediate end to the slau'htVr
of at least 3,000 fresians steer calves which, if salvaged, could pro-
duce 750 tons of beef per annum.

Sumviry of possible lo;-sn szidtuation Dr. EdqWards said that in tUi
absence of certain essential finovncial facts it :i not possible to hx
prncise about the size of the lo n, but that it was likely thit it
would not vary preatly fran the oriinal amount as conceivoc]. TM1,
scope of the project would be likely to include two wein'r/ ttene
ranchcs, at least 8 ranches -:or wcaner production only and parha
3 to 4 400 cow units for dairy production in addition to Oravitts
farm already in operation.



peat Narketing uestions Local problems were likely to arise in the
country around Mbala and Chisinga areas but discussions had taken
place with the Cold Storage Board which was likely to accept
responsibility for finding a solution.

Nationally, it might be possible that the increasing produc-
tion of weaners could create a marketing problem and to solve this it
uould be necessary to strengthen the functions of the Cold Storage
Board, including its credit operations.

Manyement Dr. Edwards said that it was not easy to assess the
management abilities of the ADC and ZCDL since neither was yet properly
in hamess but a consideration of the structures of each led to the
conclusion that they would requirn strengthening on the camerial arid
business side and that the ZCDL would require additional supx)rt for
the development of the dairy programme. The Mission hoped that fm'
discussions that had almady taken place between ZCDL and Messrn.
Cooper Brothers, that the latter firm which the Mission had interviewed
would lead to a first class service of ranch management and ostirn:
which was considered essential to the cammercial success of the ZCDL.

The Tije Table Dr. Edwards described how work would prov'ress on the
Nissions return to Wa:hington, but said that it would be impcosible to
finalise estimates etc., until the Misiion was in poscsion of the.
balance sheet veflecting existing assets, cash flow projections c'Icu-
lated in Zambia, proposals for the equity sharn capital structure for
ZCDL. Originally the Mission was glad to have receqived the pr(J'n.e
that this would be posted not later than 10th December to arrive in
Washington on the 15th Dececber, but was now delighted to hear thit
Mr. Khasita was to be in Washington at this tine and would hold himself
responsible for bringing the necessary docutentation with hiro.

Putire Dr. Edwards concluded by saying that af all knew, even wbi
the plans of the pvnent project-haicaneto fulLfruition, tlre w.'
still likely to be a large rap btween these tuplics ef hrme pr'v<
;n-et andjniland~edeand which would continue to, increa" with
the risinfflence and _thc riing popu-t i c., There Core thi o
hetwecn the 4wo culd nothin like bce closed and because of thin ti'l

,iiron was greatly Ltifi by the pr j ptne7; which the inistri
Arriculture had set up a W.4orking Party to ccisidcr plans for th' n
stage of d&vclopmient. The Iank would be only too pleased to help in
any way possible and particularly (in answer to a qCuet-tioln by Fr.
Khasita) by providing expert help should this be necded to help tle
Comittee in its deliberations.



ZAMBIA: (Draft) Project Audit Report, 6.v.76

Even without the benefit of hindsight I agree with two Audit

criticisms of the project: that a smaller project, with fewer ranches,

would have been better; and that a commercial bank should not have been

invited to become involved, at least, not in the first Project.

The size of the Project:

Reflecting on our Mission's work, it seems to me that there

were two reasons for mistakenly agreeing to the number of ranches listed

by the Preparation Missions. Firstly, we were affected by the 'drive'

in the Bank to increase its lending and, therefore, in its likely interest

in large projects rather than small. (Although the Agriculture Projects

view was that this should not lead to a lowering of standards of acceptability,

there was an incompatibility). Secondly, our inspections of ranch sites

revealed that the work of the Preparation Missions had not been as thorough

and complete as we had expected as regards the boundaries, tenure or

farming potential of the ranches. (Mr. Cameron Chisholm, ranch expert

on the mission, could elaborate on this.) As a result there were many

uncertainties affecting certain ranches to be cleared up even at the time

of negotiations in Washington and it would have been better to have listed

such ranches separately for subsequent incorporation or rejection.

Of the dairy farms in the Project only two were available for the

Mission's inspection and one was immediately rejected as unsuitable. (It should

never have been included and, again, inadequate P.M. inspection is

suspected). I cannot comment on the other four dairy farm sites selected

since they were not available for inspection at the time of the Mission's

visit although we were shown the kind of dairy farming land that would

become available and it seemed good.
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A commercial bank involvement:

Again, as with the size of the project, we were influenced by current

Bank thinking on the desirability of commercial bank involvement in projects

wherever possible and by the desire, for its own 'political' reasons, of

the commecial bank to play a part. The time was not right for this;

commercial (white) farming was in the doldrums because of political uncertainty

and, as our inspections showed, there were very few 'emerging native farmers'

likely to become 'bankable' commercial clients in the forseeable future.

It was not necessary to expose the project to the psychological shock of a

commercial bank suspending disbursements and withdrawing: the Zambian

Government was in a sound position to finance the project on its own and

regarded the loan as a way to bring expertise and discipline into a

completely new field of its livestock development.

The emphasis on weaner production:

I do not agree with the Audit criticism that the emphasis on

weaner production was wrong. Our optimistic view of the demand for

weaners was not based solely on 'a few meetings with villagers'. It

included discussions with the Manager of the C.S.B., an extremely well

informed person at the centre of meat marketing and weaner supplies for

the Grazier Scheme and for co-operative fattening schemes; and, (Annex 4,

Project Report) we took note of the situation in the Southern Province where

there were long waiting lists of participants enthusiastic to expand and

where, as also in the Eastern Province Grazier Scheme, 'the major constraint...

is the shortage of weaner stock'.

The Cold Storage Board and the Cattle Finance Company of Zambia:

In thinking about reasons for the failure of the demand for

weaners to come up to forecasts, I note the omission from the Audit Report,

which I think should be made good, of any reference to the operations

of the C.S.B., its Grazier schemes and the development of the Cattle
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Finance Company of Zambia. The latter Company was, partly at the Mission's

instigation, brought into being to further the all-important financing and

marketing arrangements essential to the bridge between Government ranches and

native farmer beef production. As is said.in the Audit Report, the Project

was essentially a simple one which, given weaner production from Government

ranches, a rising demand for beef and native farmers capable of fattening

stock,required the financing and marketing expertise of the C.S.B. type of

organisation to ensure success and a failure to perform as expected could

have been most critical.

Given the inadequate market for weaners there was an alternative --

fattening in feedlots -- to the slower finishing of weaners on ranches with

its attendant cash-flow problems. (Please see my Notes of the Mission's

final meeting at the Ministry of Finance, 8th November, 1968, paras. A.

and A.l.). With cheap and plentiful supplies of maize in Zambia, there

was evidence both on experimental stations and on private farms of the

ease and speed with which high-energy diets could be introduced to improve

beef production. It was obvious to us that if there was one thing the

native farmer understood it was feeding maize to cattle; commercial (white)

farmers were already finishing crossbred cattle (bred out of native cows

by exotic sires) up to European standard for growth rate and 
quality and the

FAO Feedlot Project in Kenya was showing what could be done on a large scale,

although in Zambia it could be repeated with a much lower capital outlay.

Management:

The Mission gave much thought to the credentials, personality and

ability of the first Manager of the Project before recommending him and

it appears (Audit Report) that in many ways he came up to expectations.
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We reported back on Government criticism of his salary -- not that it

was considered too high for the size of the job, but that, if paid

within the country (i.e. as part of the Project budget), it would be

embarrassing, being much in excess of the highest Government salary.

Could a way be found, we were asked, to pay an appropriate salary within

the country and bank the remainder outside? While this problem was not

new to the Bank it was one for which a solution was apparently most

difficult to find.

The second Manager appears to have been less successful but I

cannot comment, not knowing anything about him.

As for the next level of management -- that of Senior Ranch Manager

and Senior Dairy Manager -- I see no reference to their appointments which

were to be made in consultation and agreement with the Bank. We regarded

them as key appointments and I hope that their selection followed the

agreed procedure.

General Comments:

A most perceptive question is raised in the Concluding Remarks

of the Audit Report (p.50): "where," (affecting the objectives and

assumptions of a project) "should the line between optimism and pessimism

be drawn?"

A first Project in a new country which is sadly lacking in the facts

and figures needed to draw up 'a national livestock development strategy'

approximates to an act of faith. Optimism develops as essential elements

for success become evident such as natural assets of good land in plenty,

individuals -- native and expatriate -- of ability and enthusiasm, a native

farming population unused to a money economy but with an excellent cattle

sense, a marketing organisation (the CSB) in being and research stations

with first-class work in cattle breeding and feeding close to the stage at
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which it is ready to be applied; and, for the economy of the country,

an outlet for increased beef and milk production which is almost open-ended

and can be an import-saver.

I had no doubt at the time of our Mission -- or now -- that the

start made was the right one: a simple project of Government-owned

ranches and farms to provide milk and beef and breeding and fattening

stock for small farmers; and providing a training ground for Zambian livestock

producers of the future. This could be the shape of thingsin Zambia for a

long time ahead, much more predictable (and immediately productive) than

a prospect of numbers of large 'emergent native farmers' on private enterprise

lines coming on the scene to be one day 'Bankable' in the conventional

way. (Similar enterprises exist in developed countries: e.g. the very

large holdings of the Government Lands Division in New Zealand).

There is no doubt that the Mission helped to develop a spirit

of optimism, bringing together livestock interests hitherto working

independently and separately, with what has been described as a catalytic

effect. A part of the act of faith lies in hoping and trusting that those

brought together will be able to remain joined in the enterprise -long

enough for it to establish its own momentum. The western dictum that no one

is irreplaceable does not apply where there are no replacements -- an

eventuality, which may have occurred, at more than one link in the chain of

Government control, marketing and finance and ranch and farm management.

In my view this is a risk that has to be taken with a first project or a

start might never be made.

J. Edwards

London, May 1976.
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Datum/Date Dnr/Reg No.

31 May, 1976
NFR JTERNATIGNELL Bilogor/Encl.

Research Division
G Bergman/kj

The World Bank
cc: Agriculture Div. C.R. Willoughby, Director

Operations Evaluation Department
1818 H Street
N.W. Washington D.C.
20433 U.S.A.

Ref. SIDA ref.

Arende/Re 154/1 KEN 52.5, dnr 5767

Credit 129-KB - Kenya First Livestock Development Project

Your Project Performance Audit Report on above project
has been studied by the Association for Swedish Livestock
Breeding and Production whose comments you will find

.1. attached. The Association is frequently assisting SIDA
as consultant in the field of animal husbandry and has
a wide experience of the livestock sector in Kenya.

I regret that it has not been possible to forward the
comments until now. Although the comments are too late
for your completion of the report I hope that concerned
officials in the Bank will find them of interest.

When the final report is completed I would appreciate
receiving two copies.

Yours sincerely

G6ran Bergman
Evaluation Section

0

Address Office Telephone Telegram Telex Postgiro
S 105 25 STOCKHOlM, SWEDEN Birger Jarlsgaotan 61 08-150 100 sida stockholm 114 50 sida sthlm 1 56 34-9
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1976-05-13
SHS/LW

Comments by SHS (Association for Swedish Livestock Breeding and Production)

on the Project Performance Audit Report of the IDA/SIDA Kenya First Livestock

Development Project.

1. Sources

IDA supervision reports and the draft project completion report have

not been available for our study. Below comments. are therefore based

on the Project Performance Audir Report (PPAR) only and information

gained in preparation of other.development projects in Kenya and

elsewhere.

We are suprised that so little of the socio-economic effects of the

project are discussed in the PPAR and particularly by the fact that

these aspects, which were extersively discussed in the Jahnke,

Rutheberg, Thimm report (referred to on page 18 in the PPAR) have not

been presented and commented.

Such a discussion would in our opinion provide a much deeper under-

standing of the ultimate results created by the project.

2. Project Conception and Appraisal

The innovative character of the project deserves wide attention

and praise. The project has greatly contributed to the creation of

a more integrated and specialised beef industry in Kenya and will

undoubtly be of major importance for a development of a more productive

use of the available resources in one of the few fields in which a

strong demand exists both now and in the long term. A major part

the resources in Kenya's range areas have little alternative use, why

livestock development is of vital importance for the pastoral peoples'

future livelihood.

3. Problems experienced

The project has, however, also created - or rather aggravoted - seriouc

problems. These Droblems seem not to have been eriously considered

in the design and implementation of the Secoid Livcsf:c& P:oject.

Most of the problems are mentioned in the PPAR Uikc t~h o-i

bush-encroachment, destruction of grazing ark:as, uLtet

ajudicate areas for the group ranches which a;~ Lire e-ir: t o
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conditions etc. and problems of project administration and management.

Other problems are not given proper attention as the socio-economic

short- and long-term consequences, problems of movability of stock

due to disease, price-policies for various kinds of animals etc.

4. Suggestions for investigations

It is suggested that in-depth investigations are carried out isa. to

a. determine the possibilities to increase off-take rates -

and thereby improve productivity and reduce pressure on

the range-areas - by means of i.a. increase price-incentives,

improved movability of stock (N.B. the SIDA-sponsored Livestock

Disease Control Programme), increased marketing services,

alternative forms or increased responsibilities for producer-

organizations for the promotion of their joint interests in

both the prodtction and marketing sectors;

b. define the scope for increased utilization of bull-calves

from high-potential areas and for finishing of cattle on

feed with high energy yields per land area (e g sugarcane or

cassava) or industrial waste (e g molasses);

c. analyze the socio-economic effects for different types of

producers (i a breeders, backgrounders, finishers, feed-lot

operators), KMC and the government at various price- and

marketing policies;

d. determine requirements of investments and social services

outside the livestock sector to secure employment for those

pastoralists who will not find employment in a modernized

ranch operation.

It seems particularly important that the above-mentioned aspects are

considered when the operations of the Second Livestock Development Project

now are reviewed.

The present "cost-price squeeze" is likely to increase the reluctance

among producers to make longer-term investments by means of credit and

should increase the importance of the highly profitable investments in the

marketing field and for disease control measures (to increase moveability

and off-take rates) and inexpensive fattening operations.

The above studies may result in workable solutions in these directions,

which would provide a basis for a less capital-intensive livestock develop-
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ment policy for Kenya.

5. Administrative performance

We generally agree with the analysis of the PPAR on the organizational

aspects and administrative performance of the project and would like to

suggest that future appraisal teamsactively are reminded about these

experiences of i.a. specific organizational units set up particularly

for a project and the disadvantages of international recruitment of staff.

It is finally suggested that SIDAstaff comments on the description of the

collaboration between the &nk group and SIDA included in Annex 5.



INTERNATIONAL DEVELr NT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION I RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT , CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. J. Olivares DATE: May 25, 1976

FROM: E. B. Rice

SUBJECT: Comments on your Draft PPA on Kenya Livestock I.

1) My visit to Nairobi May 11-14, allowed me to discuss reactions to
your draft briefly with three individuals, Messrs. Khouri (RMEA), Meadows
(MinAg) and Hoffarth (USAID). The discussions included Mr. McKitterick's
report as well, and my two memos to him, dated May 25 and 26, will add
other background material.

2) Khouri was particularly concerned about the development of the rate
of return analysis in your draft. He felt it was based on prior work by
Messrs. Ruttenberg and Jahnke that itself was based on mostly guesses and
practically no actual data. Khouri apparently feels that their projected
rates of return were not only uncertain but inflated; and that the upward
bias has been only further aggravated by the problem exacerbated on ranches
of diverse types (but particularly in Taita) by the third year of drought.
He does not dispute that the project has impressive elements of strength, but
he thinks some of your general remarks about success are too "rosy" and
that your rate of return discussion is misleading. If he had to make a
guess, it would be that the updated rate of return estimate would be below
the appraisal estimate.

3) RMEA sent OED a short cable summarizing Khouri's misgiving about
your rate of return analysis. Khouri had also drafted a 3-page memo to
Dewar which was not sent, but which is attached here for your information.
It develops the point further.

4) Khouri argues also that more ought to be said about the "fantastic" lack
of ranch level data which he found when RMEA supervision began in 1972.
There had been no progress reports, and it appeared that neither AFC nor
RMD had records of what was happening on any ranches (Hoffarth made this
point too). All RMEA was presented with by the Government was applications
for reimbursements from the Bank, applications showing only how much in
total was spent on each category of ranch and how much of that was eligible
for Bank disbursement. The RMEA staff pushed hard for "records and plans,
plans and records", hoping to force Government to get serious about the
ranch planning and accounting systems which had been an implicit feature
of the original project design. He thinks there has been good progress,
and wishes to point then not only to the years without data but to the
useful work done by RMEA supervision (though he never claimed RMEA was solely
responsible for data development).

5) Khouri also seemed nervous about Jahnke's use of the Taita ranch
models for comparative purposes in his PPA on the Tanzania state ranches.
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Khouri says there was probably better field data by then on Tanzania than
Taita, and that Jahnke's basis for comparison were the same forecast
estimates about whose validity I have already commented.

6) Meadows had no serious objections to your draft. Most of my talk
with him concerned McKitterick's report, and it was only in conclusion
that he ventured he felt your paper was good and that he had no important
comment to make to me verbally.

7) Presumably Meadows will nevertheless pass a few written comments to
Mr. Chege, who is waiting now for comments from nine different offices
(he had received none when I met him May 11).

8) Hoffarth had no special disagreements with your draft report, though
again most of the conversation was devoted to McKitterick's report.

9) I am left with a haunting feeling that there is a very unusual twist
to the project story that has yet to be revealed in either yours or McKitterick's
paper. It concerns the Masai group ranches, which seem to attract the most
favorable comment in Kenya even though they used practically no credit and
helped lead to the downfall of Mr. Miles. I'm fairly convinced that McKitterick's
presentation of the essential and agreed strategy of combining ranch credit
with technical services cannot be supported: that the essence of the project
(and its successor) is in fact the continuing struggle to develop an effec-
tive combination, that the part of this "credit" project which worked the
best so far is the part with the least "credit", and that an important point
follows from that contradiction. (I'm oversimplifying the situation.)

10) Several other points made in my May 25 memo to McKitterick which
might usefully be built up in your final report are: (a) the division of
labor for technical services (KC4 ); (b) the fact that the commercial
component was originally conceived for Europeans and was converted from a
ranch development design to almost a survival design to keep the new African
owners solvent (KB3 ); (c) ranch investment plans should have been spread
over more years, to avoid the heavy front load of principal and interest
on new African ranchers, even though this longer period may be twice as
long as the Bank's usual project period. The Bank's conventional farm
planning horizon and budgeting period should not be allowed to dictate the
process of ranch development in East Africa (KC9).

Attachment

EBR/clf
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Headquarters
Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A.

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Regional Mission in Eastern Africa
WRLD DANK

Extelcoms House - Haile Selassie Avenue - Nairobi, Kenya

Mailing Address : P. 0. Box 30577 - Telephone 24391 - Cable Address : INTBAFRAD

May 11, 1976

Mr. T. Rice,
c/o RMEA,
Nairobi.

Dear I,

Discussions in RMEA

You will have received our cables regarding the availability
of staff for discussions in RMEA. Unfortunately, there is a
further change - Jack Kordik left last night for Vienna and will
not be available (his daughter is seriously ill). Mr. Khouri and
Mr. Gregor are however available. As they have just returned
from missions they have not had an opportunity to study the Completion
Report for Madagascar, nor has Khouri had an opportunity to see
either the Zambia Livestock report or the Kenya Livestock
Memorandum from Rkitterick.

As requested in your manuscript letter, two copies of
the McKitterick report were sent to the Ministry of Agriculture
one to Arthur Chege, Coordinator of Livestock II and the second
to Lucas Ayuko, Head of the Range Management Division. I believe
they have made other copies for distribution.

Yours sincerely,

u -7

R.J. Dewar

cc: Mr. A. Denness
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May 6, 1976

Mr. A. Ghee,
Miniitry' of At-riculture,

Nairobi.

Dear Arthur,

You will recall that when our Audit Evaluation Mission
from Wahinttcn was in Kenya earlier this year, it was accomranied
by Mr. Mcitterick. Mr. McKitterick's report has no7r been received
and I have been asked to forirrd two copies to the Government,
one for yourself and t'( other for Mr. Ayuko; your copy is attached.

Mr. Ted Rice, from our Operations Evaluation Derartment
in Washiivton, will be in llairobi from May 10 for a few days and
would lile to take the opportunity of meetin; you anc diceussing
the report. He will ret in touch with you upon his arrival.

With kind regard7,

Yours sincerely,

R.J. Dewar
Chief of Agriculture

Enclosure:



Headquartere
Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A.

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Residdnt Representative in Kenya

Extelcoms House- Haile Selassie Avenue - Nairobi, Kenya
Mailing Address; P. 0. Box 30577-Telephone 24391 - Cable Address: INTBAFRAD

May 6, 1976

Mr. Lucas Ayuko,
Ministry of Agriculture,
Kilimo House,
Nairobi.

Dear /

You will recall that when our Audit Evaluation Mission
from Washington was in Kenya earlier this year, it was
accompanied by Mr. McKitterick. Mr. McKitterick's report
has now been received and I have been asked to forward two copiesto the Government, one for yourself and the other for
Mr. Chege; yorcopy is attached.

Mr. Ted Rice of our Operations Evaluation Department inWashington will be in Nairobi from May 10 for a few days andwould like to take that opportunity of meeting with you anddiscussing the report. He will get in touch with you uponhis arrival.

With kind regards,

Yours sincerely,

R.J. Dewar
Chief of Agriculture

Enclosure:



May 6, 1976

Mr. Hans Eeichelt,
Resident Pepresentative,
World 'ank,
Lus-ia,

Dear Bans,

Zejrhia Livestock Develo).nt Project

I have been a'ked to pass on the above report to youby Ted Rice our our Operations Evaluation De-artrnent inWashint ton.

With kind regards,

Yours sincerely,

R.J. Dewar
Chief of Agriculture

Enclosure:



C -ICE MEMORANDL'A
TO: Mr. Christopher R. Willoughby, Director, OED DATE: April 30, 1976

FROM: James endry, Assistant Director, Eastern Africa Projects

SUBJECT: Projec Performance Audit Report on
Kenya First Livestock Development
Project (Cr. 129-KE)

Attached please find detailed comments on the draft audit
report for the First Livestock Development Project in Kenya (Cr. 129-KE).
The comments from our Livestock and Agricultural Credit Division have
already been transmitted to Mr. Olivares, of your Department, and some
discussion of these points have taken place. Telexed comments from P4EA
in Nairobi have just been received and are also attached hereto.

cc: Messrs. Adler, Loh

JBHendry: cba

4e



C'FICE MEMORANDL '/
TO: Mr. M. J. Walden - Chief, EAPCL DATE: April 2, 1976

FROM: J. R. Peberdy

SUBJECT: KENYA - Project Performance Audit Report on

First Livestock Development Project

(Credit 129-E)

1. The audit reflects well the performance of the Project.

2. I have spoken to Mr. J. Olivares, the author of the report,

and suggested the following (which are also particularly pertinent to

our review of Livestock II):

(a) Less emphasis be placed on the role of rising interna-

tional beef prices up to 1974 in the provision of

incentives for the Project because these were only

partially passed on to the producer (paras 4.08, 5.02d,

5.05, 5.07).

(b) A paragraph on Government pricing policy and trends

during the Project period. How high export prices were

not all passed to the producer but were used to finance

long-term capital developments at K3C and to hold down

consumer prices (Annex 25 of Completion Report, including

KMC annual report extracts).

(c) Flag the coming cost price squeeze which has resulted in

the review of the Second Project. Between 1972 and 1975
investment costs rose from 40 to 388% (CR, Annex 11) while

producer prices of ranch produced cattle rose from 38 to 64%

depending on grade (CR, Annex 25 Table 1).

(d) Conclusions on IRR and FRR are more positive than expressed

in the Completion Report. While these IRR's might have

been applicable while producer prices in relation to costs

were favorable during Project disbursement period (and to

some extent were reflected in Ranch Company balance sheets

up to 1974), it should be added that in 1974/1975 these

must have been declining since increasing costs were not matched

by increasing producer prices. This has subsequently been

corroborated by recent company balance sheets which show losses

on many company ranches starting in 1974 and increasing in 1975.

The position has been exacerbated by overstocking, drought and

low equity participation by ranchers on some ranches.

(e) Include a warning in para 4.11 that if the cost/price squeeze

continues, as well as drought and overstocking, then arrears

in AFC will increase.
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(f) Recent information has shown that total feedlot production
has surprisingly not declined greatly although some lots
have closed down.

3. In view of the likely delicate nature of future discussions with
Government on Livestock II which will be centered on costs and prices
I think we should add the above suggested riders before the draft report is
sent to Government. Mr. Olivares is agreeable to producing a revised draft
for sending to Kenya.

4. In addition to the above, I have made the following suggestions
for changes and additions.

Para 2.02 - A rewording "this Project complemented the dairy
cattle component of a former IDA smallholder credit
(Credit 105-KE) for the high potential area."

Para 4.06 - A rewording of the section to read "misapplication
of funds by loanees."

Para 4.08 - Last sections of page 14 "demand for working capital
for steer purchase needed to maintain cash income on
the basically undercapitalized ranches" rather than
"to reap short term benefits -- from rising interna-
tional prices."

Para 4.09(i) - The Group Ranch Register still does not have his
accounts staff to supervise Group ranches properly.

Para 5.02(e) - Group ranches: indicate what are "profitable
investments."

Para 5.02(d) - Producer prices for feedlots did not fall - they
did not rise fast enough to keep pace with increasing
feed prices and other costs.

Para 5.07 - I agree that dangers of overgrazing should be stressed
but would suggest a rewording of last sentence of last
paragraph on page 21 as follows: "In view of importance
of daily milk supply to provide Masai subsistence needs
Masai regard cattle numbers of paramount importance,
particularly female breeding stock. The increasing
human population which provides more hands for herding
and leads to greater unequalities in stock wealth,
puts greater pressure on cattle to provide more milk to
meet subsistence needs, and inevitably leads to indivi-
duals increasing their numbers beyond the carrying
capacity to meet their subsistence needs, achieve some
economic independence, and to maintain their position
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in society (which is governed by how they mee
their subsistence, economic social needs). Under
Group Ranch registration stock quotas are to be
fixed and were in fact set on some ranches.
Attempts were made to implement them but the
pressure from overstocked areas outside Kaputei
limited their efficacy. For the first time ever
a few ranches have begun to attempt to limit
intruders and it is hoped that as the social system
changes and the value of permanent settlement
becomes more marked, the importance of respecting
boundaries will become more important and so allow
stock control to be implemented by the owners of the
land. It is clear that the provision of more water
without control of stock numbers must lead to future
disaster.

Para 5.08 - Not many private butchers buy in the North East and
while prices paid to producer in the North East may
have been higher than in neighboring countries
during the Project period, in 1975 the converse was
said to operate, at least as far as Somalia was
concerned.

Para 6.04 - Timely preparation of ranch development plans is
still a problem.

Should a remark be included to say that LND met its buyingtargets but operated at a substantial loss representing a considerable
subsidy to cattle owners in the North East?

Should audit recommend continuing supervision of the Project
in conjunction with Livestock II?

JRP:bsc

cc: J. Olivares - Operations Evaluation
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Christo her R. Willoughby, Director, QED DATE: April 30, 1976

FROM: James ndry, Assistant Director, Eastern Africa Projects

SUBJECT: Projec Performance Audit Report on
Kenya First Livestock Development
Project (Cr. 129-KE)

Attached please find detailed comments on the draft audit
report for the First Livestock Development Project in Kenya (Cr. 129-KE).
The comments from our Livestock and Agricultural Credit Division have
already been transmitted to Mr. Olivares, of your Department, and some
discussion of these points have taken place. Telexed comments from RMEA
in Nairobi have just been received and are also attached hereto.

cc: Messrs. Adler, Loh

JBHendry: cba
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. M. J. Walden - Chief, EAPCL DATE: April 2, 1976

FROM: J. R. Peberdy pw

SUBJECT: KENYA - Project Performance Audit Report on
First Livestock Development Project
(Credit 129-KE)

1. The audit reflects well the performance of the Project,

2. I have spoken to Mr, J. Olivares, the author of the report,
and suggested the following (which are also particularly pertinent to
our review of Livestock II):

(a) Less emphasis be placed on the role of rising interna-
tional beef prices up to 1974 in the provision of
incentives for the Project because these were only
partially passed on to the producer (paras 4.08, 5.02d,
5.05, 5.07).

(b) A paragraph on Government pricing policy and trends
during the Project period. How high export prices were
not all passed to the producer but were used to finance
long-term capital developments at KMC and to hold down
consumer prices (Annex 25 of Completion Report, including
KMC annual report extracts).

(c) Flag the coming cost price squeeze which has resulted in
the review of the Second Project. Between 1972 and 1975
investment costs rose from 40 to 388% (CR, Annex 11) while
producer prices of ranch produced cattle rose from 38 to 64%
depending on grade (CR, Annex 25 Table 1).

(d) Conclusions on IRR and FRR are more positive than expressed
in the Completion Report. While these IRR's might have
been applicable while producer prices in relation to costs
were favorable during Project disbursement period (and to
some extent were reflected in Ranch Company balance sheets
up to 1974), it should be added that in 1974/1975 these
must have been declining since increasing costs were not matched
by increasing producer prices. This has subsequently been
corroborated by recent company balance sheets which show losses
on many company ranches starting in 1974 and increasing in 1975.

The position has been exacerbated by overstocking, drought and
low equity participation by ranchers on some ranches.

(e) Include a warning in para 4.11 that if the cost/price squeeze
continues, as well as drought and overstocking, then arrears
in AFC will increase.
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(f) Recent information has shown that total feedlot production
has surprisingly not declined greatly although some lots
have closed down,

3. In view of the likely delicate nature of future discussions with
Government on Livestock II which will be centered on costs and prices
I think we should add the above suggested riders before the draft report is
sent to Government. Mr. Olivares is agreeable to producing a revised draft
for sending to Kenya.

4. In addition to the above, I have made the following suggestions
for changes and additions.

Para 2.02 - A rewording "this Project complemented the dairy
cattle component of a former IDA smallholder credit
(Credit 105-KE) for the high potential area."

Para 4,06 - A rewording of the section to read "misapplication
of funds by loanees."

Para 4.08 - Last sections of page 14 "demand for working capital
for steer purchase needed to maintain cash income on
the basically undercapitalized ranches" rather than
"to reap short term benefits -- from rising interna-
tional prices."

Para 4.09(i) - The Group Ranch Register still does not have his
accounts staff to supervise Group ranches properly.

Para 5.02(e) - Group ranches: indicate what are "profitable
investments."

Para 5.02(d) - Producer prices for feedlots did not fall - they
did not rise fast enough to keep pace with increasing
feed prices and other costs.

Para 5.07 - I agree that dangers of overgrazing should be stressed
but would suggest a rewording of last sentence of last
paragraph on page 21 as follows: "In view of importance
of daily milk supply to provide Masai subsistence needs
Masai regard cattle numbers of paramount importance,
particularly female breeding stock. The increasing
human population which provides more hands for herding
and leads to greater unequalities in stock wealth,
puts greater pressure on cattle to provide more milk to
meet subsistence needs, and inevitably leads to indivi-
duals increasing their numbers beyond the carrying
capacity to meet their subsistence needs, achieve some
economic independence, and to maintain their position
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in society (which is governed by how they meet
their subsistence, economic social needs). Under
Group Ranch registration stock quotas are to be
fixed and were in fact set on some ranches.
Attempts were made to implement them but the
pressure from overstocked areas outside Kaputei
limited their efficacy. For the first time ever
a few ranches have begun to attempt to limit
intruders and it is hoped that as the social system
changes and the value of permanent settlement
becomes more marked, the importance of respecting
boundaries will become more important and so allow
stock control to be implemented by the owners of the
land, It is clear that the provision of more water
without control of stock numbers must lead to future
disaster.

Para 5.08 - Not many private butchers buy in the North East and
while prices paid to producer in the North East may
have been higher than in neighboring countries
during the Project period, in 1975 the converse was
said to operate, at least as far as Somalia was
concerned.

Para 6.04 - Timely preparation of ranch development plans is
still a problem.

Should a remark be included to say that LMD met its buying
targets but operated at a substantial loss representing a considerable
subsidy to cattle owners in the North East?

Should audit recommend continuing supervision of the Project
in conjunction with Livestock II?

JRP:bsc

cc: J. Olivares - Operations Evaluation
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INTERNATIONAL LIVESTOCK CENTRE CENTRE INTERNATIONAL POUR L'ELEVAGE
TOCK C FOI FRICA EN AFRIQUE

ADDIS-ABABA ETHIOPIA

0 01 2 8 6 /ECON/038 April 28, 1976

Mr. Jos6 Olivares
The World Bank
1818 H Street, N.M.
Washington D.C. 20433
U.S.A.

Dear Jos6,

Your first draft of the PPAR reached me only to
day. I have no major problems with it and I think
that you present a fair picture. I attach a list
with some comments I had. I should be grateful for
a copy of your final draft.

Your ncerely,

s E, Jahnke

HEJ/mk

P. 0. Box 5689 Cable ILCAF/ Addis Ababa - Tel. 15-13-22
Telex ILCA ADDIS 21207 15-13-94



Olivares - PPAR - Kenya LSI

rt /not 5 : 20 but S : 20

OA( /p.18 The third author is Thinm

p.21 I consider the cost-price squeeze much more important
than weather for the long-term success of the project
and also stock control much more important than
weather. A point to raise or stress more is that
even on the ranches the overstocking problem has not
been solved by the project although the basis may
have been lain for a solution in the long tuna Another
catastrophy like the one in 1960 may be inevitable,

5.13 Insufficient

VI Must bring in - to be fair - the fact that the economic
environment for beef production changed from a highly
favourable one to one that no longer justifies investments.



Mr. R.J. Dewar April 2T, 1976

R.E. -houri

KENYA - First Livestock Project - Credit 129-KE
- Project Performance Audit Report

1. The audit report in fact says "Good on Kenya it designed
an innovative and imaginative, livestock development project
(para 2.01), and implemented it successfully (5.01) despite the
complications in organization and managemk.nt (para 2.' 7-2410)
and the delays in implementation introduced by IDA (3.ul and
3.02)." This conclusion is based not on an analysis of documented
records and production data (para 5.02) because there is an acute
paucity of these but on two reports the former by H. Jahnke, :.
Ruthenberg and H. Trim who us4d "typical" ranch models to come
up with some "guess estimates" and the latter by J. ieperdy the author
of the project completion report, who before joining the Bank, headdd
the Kenya Government Range Management Division and prepared the
project in question and who for the same reasons estimated and
did not calculate the financial rates of return. Messrs Peperdy
and Jahnke participated in reviewing the Kenya &econd Livestock
Project last month and came up with quite different results for
basically the same types of ranches. In this latter study group
ranches were found to have the highest rate of return (mainly
because of low operating costs) whereas in their previous study
company and commercial ranches were shown to be more viable. What
I'm trying to say is that Jabnke and Peperdy have dealt with
recipies, models and assumptions not with records, facts and
figures - afterall the proof of the pudding is in the eating and
conclusions are only as good as the assumptions they are based on.
The disturbing fact is that the audit report did not attempt to
analyse records and production data for itself but regurgitated
the conclusions of other writers. The Audit Report also seem
to accord more importance to the disbursement of funds than actual
achievements (paras 4.04 and 4.05).

2. Frankly I fail to see how a project can be dewbed to have
been successfully implemented when:

(a) records of inputs and outputs can at least
be described as scanty (para 5.02);

(b) funds were extended mainly for operating
costs and not for capital development of
ranches as was envisaged by appraisal (5.01);

...... /2
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(c) technical production coefficients on the ranches
were far below the estimates of appraisal and the
accepted attainments of commercial ranching (para 5.01);

(d) offtake of inmatures from North East Province for
finishing off in higher potential areas of the country
was below expectations despite the establishment of
necessary infrastructure (para 4.02);

(e) range development in North East Province was 1/7
the appraisal estimate and a quarter the revised estimate
(para 4.fl3);

(f) servicing and maintenance of range water installations in North
East Province was neglected because Government failed
either to provide sufficient funds or tw introduce a
system of collecting fees from beneficiaries (para 4.03);
and

(g) numbers of Project generated cattle marketed locally or
exported abroad are unavailable (paras 5.04 and 5.05).

How can rates of return be calculated under these circumstances?

3. 'he Project is certainly not an utter failure as one may conclude
from my foregoing paragraphs. )n the other hand it is certainly not a good
example of a successfully implemented Project as the Audit Report would lead
one to conclude. The Oxford dictionary defines "audit" .s an examination
of accounts. Accounts are essentially a record of transactions that have
taken place over a period of time. An accurate audit is therefore impossible
when records have been incompletely or irnproperly kept. This has been the
case with the above project and I'm of the opinion that the audit report
does not present a true picture of implementation and benefits. if I were
to hazard a guess I would say that Project benefits are slightly below
appraisal estimates.

4. "The Audit Report states that

(a) the second Livestock Project, Credit 4TT-KE, vas overly
large and complicated (Chapter VI). As you know I fully
concur with this conclusion,

(b) the IDA ignored SIDA's interest in participating in the
supervision missions and in being informvd promptly of
their fundings (para 4.13). 1 supervised the project
three times starting October 1972 and on each occasion
contacted the SIDA office in Nairobi and asked the officer
concerned to participate. To the best of my recollection
they never participated in field work but were always present
at wrap-up meetings. ith regard to supervision reports
these were supposed to be forwarded to Sweden by Headquarters;
and

........ /3
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(c) the last five supervision missions failed to report on the
livestock marketing, -xvement and pricing study (para 4.12).
I assume responsibility for this ommission in the last
three reports. Somehow there were far more important
matters to cover in much too short a time.
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. C. Willoughby, Director, Operations and EvaluatiorilATE: April 23, 1976

FROM: Don Stoops, Livestock Advisor, CPS -

SUBJECT: Project Audit Report on Kenya Livestock Development Project (Credit 129-KE

1. Attached you will find a copy of the memorandum Gus Schumacher

sent you on April 6, 1976. Since I agree completely with his comments

there is no practical point to be served by repeating them in this memo.

2. I do wish, however, to amplify some points. The report is critical

of the cost and make-up of technical assistance, maintaining 
that there were

plenty of qialified expatriates and some well-qualified 
Africans in the

country at that time who could have administered the Project. These people

were well-qualified in regulatory functions, but were inexperien 
ed in a

development concept combining credit and technical services 
to maximize

production and marketing in all sub-sectors 
and phases of the livestock

sector. In fact, the project preparation report, which was prepared

principally by the expatriates serving in the 
Kenya Government, propose.

what amounted to a budgetary assistance credit to the Government to enlarge

the on-going regulatory functions of the inistry of Agriculture of Kenya.

These were the same professionals who had been working in Kenya 
for several

years, during which time no real development 
project was apparent in the

livestock sector. Consequently, I think it important to emphasize that

without the help of the Bank and some more development minded expatriates,

the "innovative" project, which the*Audit Report states has been quite

successful, might never have been born. As the project progressed, some

of the long-term expatriates did participate in various 
aspects of the

project and their ecperience as most useful.

3. The second point I wish to raise in one on which 
I have commented

in some previous reports and is particularly striking in this report.

Despite labeling the project as successful, 
I find very little comment on

) what the ingredients and factors were which 
made it successful. Most of

the report deals with problems and functions that could 
be improved.

While not suggesting for one moment that these latter 
observations should

be glossed over, I strongly believe that it 
would be helpful to all

Operational Regions to have the Audit Reports 
on those projects which

are considered to be "successful", dwell heavily on what made 
them success-

ful. Moreover, it would certainly give a more positive and balanced

perspective to the Bank's top management 
and to the Executive Directors.

4. One furtkr minor point, the statement in paragraph 2.07 "IDA's

Livestock Division, in charge of the Project, employed no expert in Public

Administration or Management: none of the members 
of the appraisal mission

had formal training in these areas; -- " is both inaccurate and has no

place in this report. The leader of the appraisal mission had 
directed

./...
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Colombia's livestock development program, including livestock research,

for ten years. Other members of the mission had also had extensive

experience in administering important functions and units in their own
countries. Lastly, the chief of the Division had not only been Deputy
Director and Acting Director of what was then the largest USAID program
in the world, but had also been V.P. for one of the leading Management
consulting firms in the U.S. Other members of the Division had similar

national and international experience in public administration.

DStoops:mam
cc: Messrs. Yudelman

Darnell
Rice
Schumacher



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
- TO: Mr. C. R. Willoughby, OED DATE: April 6, 1976

FROM: A. ScA cher, CPS, A&RD

SUBJECT: KENYA 129a Audit Reort

1. Ted Rice asked me to dictate a few quick thowhts on this draft
before leaving on mission. P-Incipally, I find the report unbalanced. While
concluding the Project was a "success", that it- was disbarsed on time and
that it was innovative as a first "cut" at Bank involvenent in African live-
stock, it gets too bogged down in some rather minor details. Since it was a
"success", I would like to know "why" it was a success. Was it high cattle
prices; was it designed correctly; was it administered well; was it super-
vised closely; did it basically have Government commitnent; what, in sum, were
the balance of factors that OED concludes led to its "smcess"?

2. One area that is lacking in the report is the "setting". In 1965
and 1966, Kenya had only been independent for a few years. Very little aside
from veterinary assistance had been done to develop the traditional livestock
system in Kenya. In fact, many persons in East Africa rare sceptical that the
African livestock systems should be developed and, as a result, proposed a
string of government-owned parastatal ranches in lieu of directly assisting
the traditional system (Tanzania, Zambia, Uganda). The outstanding feature
of the Kenya project was its attempt to address the traditional livestock sec-
tor. This effort, the Bank's first in Africa, was greeted with scepticism,
verging on derision, by quite a few persons supposedly inowledgeable about
Africa. By bringing in a couple of externally recruited persons with no bias
against the traditional sector, an effort was made by the Bank to offset to
some extent this bias in the traditional "colonial" approach to livestock
development in the implementation of the Project.

3. Also, I miss very much some of the more detailed ex poste studies
of the innovative "bits". No mention is made of the hihly competent "foreigners"
such as George Murphy, etc. who worked with the Yasai ami in the Taiti groups.
Also, little mention is made of the problems of the Liv stock Marketing
Department. When I supervised this project in 1970, the Government had insisted
that LMD drive large numbers of cattle out of the NFD in the dry period. The
losses were huge.

4. On the institutional side, the report gives the impression that
IDA invented all thcse "complexities". First, I don't think the Project was
all that complex.* Second, it was my impression that ma2:- of the arrangements
were suggested by local Kenyans as a way of getting a nber of the local expat-
riates moving towards a development approach. To use the existing line agencies
in 1967, agencies still dominated by "foreigners" would, in my opinion, have
doomed the effort to failure.
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5. Bringing in some non-British foreigners, in ny. opinion, provoked a
great deal of "creative tension" which basically made the project a flyer as
it shifted line agency thinking from pure administration and control functions
to a more development-oriented effort. What is also disturbing about this
criticism of institutional complexity and foreign staffing, is that the second
project, which does not have this complexity of foreigners in line agencies,
is judged to be in a mess (pages 26 and 27).

6. I find OED's harping on overdesigned and complex Phase II and
Phase III livestock projects both tiresome and inappropriate. I have commented
several times on this issue to your Department. By exante evaluation, OED
tends to usurp the supervision function so that Borrowers do not know which
Bank missions to believe and, more importantly, OED tends to give the
Borrowers the impression that these projects are already failures and that no
more effort should be made to implement them. In fact, during our supervision
work in the late sixties and early seventies, we had all, if not more, of the
problems alluded to in the OED report and worked with Government to overcome
the constraints. The Kenya project, disbursed to schedule, with higher
economic rates of return and with a fair degree of success in addressing the
traditional sector on the first "cut", is an example of this. If OED feels
that subsequent supervision work was not as effective (work shifted to
Nairobi), then it should say so. I do not believe this is the case though.

7. Some mention is made of AID's intensive range management approach.
I suggest that those involved in AID's recommendations on this matter be givenan opportunity to comment on OED's criticism.

8. On rates of return, I find the 18-19% mystifying. Certainly, theecological factors on over-grazing by the Masai are not fully taken into
account. If they only invested in the most profitable "goodies" from a shortterm point of view (water holes), these are just the investments leading tooverstocking and, effectively, a reduced carrying capacity in the longer termleading, I would posit, to lower economic rates of return on a 20-year basis.

9. I will be away for a month and would be pleased to discuss this
draft with your staff when I return. I suggest you should obtain Chisholn's
view -- he was on the various supervision missions and is also very knowledge-
able on Kenya. Also, I suggest you send a copy to Fred Knobel in California
as he is keen to contribute at no cost to reviewing such reports where he
participated in supervision efforts.

ASchumacher:vmg

cc: Messrs. E.B. Rice
J. Olivares
D. Stoops
J. Fransen (o/r)
F. Knobel (California)
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. C. R. Willoughby, OED DATE: April 6, 1976

FROM: A. Sc cher, CPS, A&RD

SUBJECT: KENYA 129a Audit Report

1. Ted Rice asked me to dictate a few quick thoughts on this draft
before leaving on mission. Principally, I find the report unbalanced. While
concluding the Project was a "success", that it was disbursed on time and
that it was innovative as a first "cut" at Bank involvement in African live-
stock, it gets too bogged down in some rather minor details. Since it was a
"success", I would like to know "why" it was a success. Was it high cattle
prices; was it designed correctly; was it administered well; was it super-
vised closely; did it basically have Government commitment; what, in sum, were
the balance of factors that OED concludes led to its "success"?

2. One area that is lacking in the report is the "setting". In 1965
and 1966, Kenya had only been independent for a few years. Very little aside
from veterinary assistance had been done to develop the traditional livestock
system in Kenya. In fact, many persons in East Africa were sceptical that the
African livestock systems should be developed and, as a result, proposed a
string of government-owned parastatal ranches in lieu of directly assisting
the traditional system (Tanzania, Zambia, Uganda). The outstanding feature
of the Kenya project was its attempt to address the traditional livestock sec-
tor. This effort, the Bank's first in Africa, was greeted with scepticism,
verging on derision, by quite a few persons supposedly knowledgeable about
Africa. By bringing in a couple of externally recruited persons with no bias
against the traditional sector, an effort was made by the Bank to offset to
some extent this bias in the traditional "colonial" approach to livestock
development in the implementation of the Project.

3. Also, I miss very much some of the more detailed ex poste studies
of the innovative "bits". No mention is made of the highly competent "foreigners"
such as George Murphy, etc. who worked with the Masai and in the Taiti groups.
Also, little mention is made of the problems of the Livestock Marketing
Department. When I supervised this project in 1970, the Government had insisted
that LMD drive large numbers of cattle out of the NFD in the dry period. The
losses were huge.

4. On the institutional side, the report gives the impression that
IDA invented all those "complexities". First, I don't think the Project was
all that complex. Second, it was my impression that many of the arrangements
were suggested by local Kenyans as a way of getting a number of the local expat-
riates moving towards a development approach. To use the existing line agencies
in 1967, agencies still dominated by "foreigners" would, in my opinion, have
doomed the effort to failure.
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5. Bringing in some non-British foreigners, in ny opinion, provoked a
great deal of "creative tension" which basically made the project a flyer as
it shifted line agency thinking from pure administration and control functions
to a more development-oriented effort. What is also disturbing about this
criticism of institutional complexity and foreign staffing, is that the second
project, which does not have this complexity of foreigners in line agencies,
is judged to be in a mess (pages 26 and 27).

6. I find OED's harping on overdesigned and complex Phase II and
Phase III livestock projects both tiresome and inappropriate. I have commented
several times on this issue to your Department. By exante evaluation, OED
tends to usurp the supervision function so that Borrowers do not know which
Bank missions to believe and, more importantly, OED tends to give the
Borrowers the impression that these projects are already failures and that no
more effort should be made to implement them. In fact, during our supervision
work in the late sixties and early seventies, we had all, if not more, of the
problems alluded to in the OED report and worked with Government to overcome
the constraints. The Kenya project, disbursed to schedule, with higher
economic rates of return and with a fair degree of success in addressing the
traditional sector on the first "cut", is an example of this. If OED feels
that subsequent supervision work was not as effective (work shifted to
Nairobi), then it should say so. I do not believe this is the case though.

7. Some mention is made of AID's intensive range management approach.
I suggest that those involved in AID's recommendations on this matter be given
an opportunity to comment on OED's criticism.

8. On rates of return, I find the 18-19% mystifying. Certainly, the
ecological factors on over-grazing by the Masai are not fully taken into
account. If they only invested in the most profitable "goodies" from a short
term point of view (water holes), these are just the investments leading to
overstocking and, effectively, a reduced carrying capacity in the longer term
leading, I would posit, to lower economic rates of return on a 20-year basis.

9. I will be away for a month and would be pleased to discuss this
draft with your staff when I return. I suggest you should obtain Chisholm's
view -- he was on the various supervision missions and is also very knowledge-
able on Kenya. Also, I suggest you send a copy to Fred Knobel in California
as he is keen to contribute at no cost to reviewing such reports where he
participated in supervision efforts.

ASchumacher:vmg

cc: Messrs. E.B. Rice
J. Olivares
D. Stoops
J. Fransen (o/r)
F. Knobel (California)
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3. E. ?eberdy

wryrA - Projoct Pearfemeea Audit Ieport en
first Livestock Dgleopagt ?roj*ct
(credit 129-XE)

1. The andit reflects well the porfore of the ?rfeect.

2. I have spoken to . 3. Oliver.s, the author of the report,
and mested the following (1614h ar &lse partiulLy prtiarnt to
a ol evs of Uvtesntok '11) -

(a) Less wbphasi be pUseGd Of the role of rising inter..-
tifeal beef PrIes up to 1974 In the pravision of
lA**etIVw for the Project boame these wer only
partially passed en to the producer (pares 4.0s, 5.04,
5.03, 5.07).

(b) A paragraph -0 GO iNseMInt pricitg policy and treads
during the Project period. ar high Oort prIe. were
not all passed to the predwuer ht were used to flese
lg-ter eapital deaelepmat. at MC and to hold dows
cosmner prices (Aman 25 of epletiem Report, ieldag

MC Sam-oa report extrate).

() FlaX the rntig **st price aqpese whieh he resulted In
the review of the Send Project. letwern 1972 sad 1975
iestsment emste rose from 40 to 3M82 (Ci, Aaxm 11) vuiil
producer prices of rvch produced settle roe" from 36 to 642
depending en grae (C, Aa 25 Table 1).

(d) CoAclusimsa en I=I and M1 am ame positive thea expressed
ia the Copletion Report. While thee IN's might hae
been applicable while producer prices Ia relatiow to costs
vore favorable dariag Project diaburemut period (and to
seeM extent we reflected in Ranch Compay bair.. shoots
up to 1974), it shold be added that in 1974/1975 these
mist have been doeliuiag siase increasing costs were vct matched
by inrseasing predaer prices. This has asbsequently bee
orrobaratbed by recet company balanuce sheets which show lesses

en miay copemy reaches starting Ia 1974 and Increasing in 1973.
the position he. ben ,e -arbated by evoretocking, drmaght and
low equity participation by reanchers e omes riehes.

(a) Include a ermsing Aa par 4.11 that if the sestfprice squesse
esatius, as well as drought sad erstacking, then arrears
in ArC will %rsme.
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(f) PScent iaformation has WhmW that total feedlet productios
haa surprisingly not declised greatly although as lota
have closed dews.

3. In view of the likely delicate nature of future discussions with
Govezramst on Livestock II which will be centered os costs and prices
I think we should add the above suggested riders before tha draft report is
sent to Goverinst. Mr. Olivares is agreeeble to prodacing a revised draft
for sesdinsg to Kenya.

4. In additian to the above, I have *Ad. the followinS samsetise
for shasgas and additions.

Par. 2.02 - A rewording "this Project casplammted the dairy
cattle esapoeawt of a former IhA s=111,o&er credit
(Credit 105-EU) for the high potential area."

Pars 4.06 - A rewording of the section to read "misapplicstion
of funds by sanss."

Pars 4.08 - Last section* of page 14 "dswand for working capital
for steer purchase seeded to maintain cash income an
the basically usdereapitalixed ranches" rather than
"to reap short ten benefits - from rising interns-
tiomal prices."

Pars 4.09(1) - The Croup Reach Register still does set have his
aseeoats staff to supervise Group reanches properly.

Pars 5.02(a) - Group ranches: Indicate what are "profitable
inmsats."

Pers 5.02(d) - Producer prices for f6edlets did et fall - they
did not rise fast enough to keep pace with increasing
feed prices and other costs.

Pars 5.07 - I agree that dangers of overgrasing should be stressed
but would suggest a rowarding of last sentene of last
paragraph on page 21 as follows: "In view of importance
of aily milk supply to provide Masai sebsiostece ne
Nasal regard cattle naers of paramnt Importance,
particularly female breeding stock. The increasing
bwn= populatios which provides =ore hands for harding
and leads to Sroater unequalities in stock wealth,
puts greater pressre on cattle to provide more silk to
meet subsistee needs, awl inevitably leads to indivi-
duals increasing their numbers beyead the carrying
capacity to mast their subsistence needs, achieve om
oainose iepsadenc., ad to amintain their pesitios
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In society (which is govred by how t 1 Uet
their subsistence, economic social ndedr. Vnder
Croup Ranch registration stock quotas are to be
fized and were in fact set on some raches.
Attempts iW* smde to inplemut then but the
pressure from overstocked areas outside Kaputei
liWited their effisacy. For the first time ver
a few raches have begun to attempt to limit
intruders and it is hoped that as the social system
chanSes and the value of permnaent settlemeat
Uecome nore marked, the importance of respecting
boundaries will become more iportant and so allow
stock entrol to be *Ipenmted by the owmars of the
laad. It is clear that the provision of mre water
without cetrol of stock ammbera mast lead to future
disaster.

Para 5.08 - Not many private butchers buy in the North Last and
while prices paid to predmuer in the borth East may
hews been higher than in neighboriug comtries
4ring the Project period, i 1973 the comrese ms
said to operate, at least as far as Sonmla Ws

Pars 6.04 - Timely prepratia of ranch development plans J0
still a probln.

SulU a remark be ialuded to say that LMD met its buying
target* but operated at a substantial loss representing a considerable
subsidy to eattle omers in the North East?

Sheuld audit oeoamm remtanuing supervision of the Project
in cenjmnction with Livestock TV

J-:b.e

c: -J. Olivaros - Operations Evaluation
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Teegrams: "M01iN.o", Mirobi MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE
Telephone: Naircbi 35855 KILIMO HOUSE
Whcn replying please quoteC
Ref. No. .............. PROJ/C(0ORD/7/l CATHEDRAL ROAD

and c-te P.O. Box 30028

NAIROBI

21st January, 1.76.......................... .............. , 19 ......

Mr. O.R. Dewar,

I.B.R.D.
P.O. Box 30577,
NAIOBI

Dear Mr. Dewar,

WORLD BANK AUDIT MISSION

I wish to refer you to the proposed itinerary for the World
Bank Audit Mission ref. PROJ/COORD/7/1 of 6th January, 1976 which
was copied to you and to inform you that arrangements have now been
made for ranch visits on January 28th and 29th. The complete itinerary
is as follows:

hJanuary 26th 1976 A.M. - 9.00 Project Coordinator

Creyke - 10.00 Mr. Indwasi

Amcur P.M. - 2.15 Mr. Maina
En
0 dough - 2.45 Mr. Kachula & Mr. Murphy

DenJs anuary 27th 1976 A.M. - 8.30 Mr. Meadows
Dewar
Dua 10.30 Mr. Mutitu

P.M. - Mr. Ayuko, Koros, Mr. Sadera &
GrcgZr

17:m Mr. Maluki.

anuary 28th 1976 A.M. - 8.30 Auditors to be collected
from their hotel by a member of Project

--- Coordination Unit staff and proceed to
Athi River arriving 9.00 a.m.

Visit - IImameu Group Ranch

- - Kiboko Group Ranch

pzrzk J Soliteigs Ranch.

- P.M. 2.00 Lunch at Hunters Lodge.

.- 300 Proceed to Voi for a night
stay.

n - IFC



/2

January, 29th 1976 A.M. - 8.30 Visit Rukinga Ranch

- 11.00 Visit Lualenyi Ranch

P.M. - 2.00 Sandwich lunch

- 3.00 Return to Nairobi.

January, 30th 1976 A.M. - 9.000 Mr. Wairagu

- 10.30 Wind-up meeting with

M/S Chege, Meadows, Murphy,

Kachula, Indwasi, Mutitu,

Ayuko and Maluki.

Yours Sinc prely,

hege
P'OJ CT G60RDINATOR

cc.
The Head,
Ranch Sectior,
A.F.C.

The Head,
Range Management Division,
AGRICULTdiRE

P.S/Agric,

D.A.
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INCQ1ING TELEX From Nairobi a
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FIR. OMAK jarnJtary 15, 1976

MAkikt%*1 T*x 22022 (513?)

KZWNTA

AID EM&S INfIT" II Joli n LIVAa A hts WKE RICK MR tO IAn FIsEL

1p JMAUT f AND ff Tt) TAUE A~UAiGg SS fARLIUR SIVDY4 OF LlVEtrC

PROJRCT STOP Uw ALo WMT X9CAqh COUAlkRJQh BEnNEK JAmz'S

gSaRCHj URIT AT ILCA AMM TXUR1 Ob Itk IV AflICA STOP JAXE UQMTs

YOU TRY AR M nA t see A XgStaMMe AcctqimArroYa JANAR 25

R F y I CGWA EnmAsLt AT anL 690 VITA OZD AISZt lO STOP OMP

WILL COM AIRFA&Z AK ILCA WILL CVEl OTM E STOP FlUAZ

ADVI$Z STOP IEAWS

RICZ

EdRd It

OpratIams 3valuaU..

Kit: t*)



440096 IBRD Ul

MO M 0Xs

440096 ISRD UJ 14
r. '2iCe

r. illxughby

TELEX TO IBRD 440098 OR 246423 'AShINGTON DC

ADDIS ABEBA, JANUARY 14, 1976

FOR E.E. RICE

OPERATIONS EVALUATION

REF 130/E CON /7

NO NEEJ TO BE EMBARRASSED. FEARED OVERLOADING GOVERNEIENT

INTERVIES MYSELF AND THEREFORE OFFERED AVAILABILITY IN

NAIROBI QUOTE AS OLIVARES REQUIRES UNQUOTE. STILL THINK

THAT MY ARRIVAL NAIROBI JANUARY 25 AND MY AVAILABILITY

AS REQUIRED BY YOU ACCOMJMODATE YOUR INTENTIONS.

REGARDS JAHNKE

ILCA ADDIS 21207



440098 IBRD UI

TELEX TO IBRD WASHINGTON DC 440098 OR 248423

ADDIS ABEBA , JANUARY 12, 1976 ul"

FOR E.8. RICE

OPERATIONS EVALUATION

REF 91/ECON/6

I PROPOSE TO ARRIVE NAIROBI JANUARY 25 FOR 8 DAYS. SHALL BE

AVAILABLE TO OLIVARES IN NAIROBI AS HE REQUIRES AND ACCOMPANY

HIM ON 5OTH RANCH VISITS. PLEASE NOTIFY IBRO NAIROBI ACCORDINGLY

AND ARRANGE HOTEL ACCOMMODATION FOR OLIVARES AND ME. PLEASE

AUTHORIZE MALONE, ADDIS TO ISSUE TICKET. ILCA WILL ADVANCE

OTHER EXPENSES.

REGARDS JAHNKE

ILCA ADDIS 21207 \ 0-.
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CLASS OF
SERViCE 'f

J 13 7
COUNT RY: ETH I PTA

rEXT: YOUR GENEROUS RESPONSE TO OUR INVITATION SOMEWHAT EMBARRASSiNG STOP
Cable No..

OLIVARES IS ACCOMPANIED BY CONSULTANT MACKITTERICK WHO IS CONDUCTING

PARALLEL STUDY OF EXPATRIATE CONTRACTOR PERFORMANCE IN SEVERAL COUNTRIES

STOP WE WERE WORRIED ABOUT OVERLOADING GOVERNMENT INTERVIEWS WITH PERSONS

ON SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS OR FROM OTHER ORGANIZATIONS STOP NEVERTHELESS

D-CAUSE OF YOUR STRENGTHS ON KENYA PROJECT COMMA USEFULNESS OF BANK

ILCA COLLABORATION COKMA AND SOMEWHAT MORE RELAXED FORMAT OF FIELD VISITS

WE FELT WORTHWHILE TO TEMPT YOU TO ACCOMPANY TEAM ON FIRST TWO DAY FIELD

VISIT TO ALLOW OLIVARES CHANCE TO EXCHANGE VIEWS STOP INCiDENTLY FIRST

FIELD TRIP CONFIRMED FOR JANUARY 27 AND 28 BUT SECOND FIELD VISIT NAY

NOT BE NECESSARY STOP PERHAPS WE HAVE MISINTERPRETED YOUR PLANS FOR

EIGHT DAY VISIT TO NAIROBI BUT OED MISSION PLANS FOR COLLABORATION ARE

RESTRICTED TO THAT TWO DAY INTERVAL PLUS OF COURSE UNLIMITED HOURS AFTER

HOURS ON THE TOWN STOP PLEASE ADVISE WHETHER YOUR INTENTIONS CAN ACCOM)ODATE

OURS AND WE WILL CABLE RMEA AND MALONE FORTHWITH STOP REGARDS

RICE

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AJTHORIZED BY- CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NA.ME Edward B / ,

,;PT. Operations Evaluation

SiGNATURE
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO APPROvE)

REFERENCE: Kenya Lives tock - Cr. 129-KE For Use By Communcationvs Senhon
EBRice: clf

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(!MPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing ferm) Checked for Dispatch.



CQUNTY ETHOPIA

TEXT THANKS FOR QUICK COMMENTS ON TANZA0IA ALL OF WHIC ACCEPTABLE STOP COMMENT
Cable No.-

FROM SENIOR BANK OFFICIAL WAS QUOTE A FINE REPORT REFLECTING THOUGHT AS

WELL AS WORK UNQUOTE STOP DRAFT PCR OF KENYA LIVESTOCK EXPECTED IN FOUR

DAYS STOP JOSE OLIVARES OF OED ASSIGNED TO PPA OF SAME PROJECT AND

SCHEDULED ARRIVE NAIROBI JANUARY 25 FOR EIGHT DAYS THENCE TO ZAMBIA STOP

HE PLANS NAIROBI INTERVIEWS 26 27 AND 30 AND TWO SERIES RANCH VISITS
AND 31

28 29AM FEBRUARY 1 STOP WE WONDER WHETHER YOU INTERESTED JOIN EITHER

SERIES OF RANCH VISITS AND IF DATES CONVENIENT STOP OED WILL FUND TRAVEL

EXPENSES STOP REGARDS

RICE

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTr4ORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME EdwardB. Rice

DEPT. Operations Evaluation

S GNATR E
ISIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO AppRovE)

Tanzania Beef Ranching - Cr. 132-TA For Us By Commnicalions .'ection

Kenya Livestock - Cr. 129-KE
ORIGINAL (File Copy) EBRice:cif

(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing lorm) Checked for Dispatch:



37 OLIVARES

REURTEL 1982 KENYA LIVESTOCK CRED 129 PROJECT CPPRDOMATPR CJEGE

HAS ARRANGED ITINERARY AS FOLLOWS

JAN 26/76 AM 9.00 ROJECT COORDINATOR

1 10.00 INDWASI (LAND ADJUDICATION)

PM 2.15 AINA (GEN MGR, AFC)

2.45 ACHULA /MURPHY (AFC)

JAN 27/76 AM 8.30 MEADOWS (LIVESTOCK MARKETING DIV) . (M) E

10.30 N MUTITU (RANGE WATER)

PM 2.00 AYUK9 (MINAG RANCH MANAGEMENT) ( '' )

KOROS (PROVINCIAL RANGE OFFICER) { r

SADERA (PROVINCIAL RANGE OFFICER) (~,- *

MALUKI (RANGE MANAGEMENT)

JAN 28 AND 29 1976 VISIT TO RANCHES

JAN 30 1976 AM 9.00 WAIRAGU (TREASURY) -0 4A

10.30 WINDUP MEETING

CHEGE IS ALSO ATTEMPTING TO ARRANGE MEETINGS WITH OTHERS LISTED

BY YOU STILL IN GOVERNMENT BUT NO LONGER DIRECTLY INVOLVED WITH

PROJECT. OTHERS HAVE LEFT GOVERNMENT SERVICE AND WOULD SUGGEST

ARRANGEMENTS TO MEET THEM AWAIT YOUR ARRIVAL. I HOPE THESE

ARRANGEMENTS ARE SUITABLE. DEWAR



no. Janet C. W. caw'ey
Aatisttrative A"stt
Xtematinl a ubw* for eaU stmntLe

and 90"I"Ngo"e
a sealad sse

Ja-as S.V. 1. ftand

Us. N. asriswy

VAbk mh bs yaw letm of smmb 2, 1975 with the list
Of opp~al, i to a*% *a vw baehlf.

sime or taveml plass we m ew ahead s.oothly, I wuld
lie to hm avle -ppat fismd, as y amete.

2ss. 6is efa all yw help 1* this matter.

Stm..raly,

Jose QUAvsee

se.rtiam tlmuttm par

JO/elf



The World Bank / 1818 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A. Telephone: (202) 393-6360 * Cables: INTBAFRAD

January 8, 1976
Letter Number 12

Mr. Dewar
Resident Mission
World Bank
P.O. Box 30577
Nairobi, Kenya

Doar Mr. Dewar:

I would like to apolgize for our delay in establishi' the e:act
schedule for our trip, but the tabiaz Go ernment took its time to agr'ee Tit
our propo cit-ion.

I Wil be h arr i-in inNib et 091 ~ , e- ,Jnur 9o
ALItc lie M &i4.~ MrI'. Metti~erin: v 1 pe ar- ' nt

C04

dAT.md a-e T



Form No. 27
(3-70)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: DEWARDAE
TO: INTBAFRAD DATE: December 19, 1975

NAIROBI
CLASS OF TELEX 22022

- SERVICE:
(Ext. 2745/46)

COUNTRY: KENYA

TEXT:
Cable No.: REUR TELEX 1770/1798 MISSION CONFIRMED JANUARY 26 THROUGH FEBRUARY ONE stop

WILL CONTINUE TO LUSAKA MONDAY FEBRUARY TWO stop HOPE CONDUCT NAIROBI

INTERVIEWS MONDAY TUESDAY FRIDAY WITH FIELD VISITS WEDNESDAY THURSDAY AND

FOLLOWING WEEKEND IF NECESSARY stop REGARDS

OLIVARES

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: Edward R CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Jose Olivares/Ic

"EPT. Operations Evaluation

SIGNATURE
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO APPROVE.)

REFERENCE: For Use By Communications S o

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: S3e Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:



Form No. 27
(3-70)
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: WAIRAGU DATE: December 19, 1975
FINANCE
NAIROBI CLASS OF LT

SERVICE: (Extension 2745/46)

COUNTRY: KENYA

TEXT: REUR CABLE DECEMBER 9 RE AUDIT FIRST LIVESTOCK PROJECT CREDIT 129-KE stopCable No.:.

WISH INFORM YOU EVALUATION MISSION WILL BE IN KENYA JANUARY 26 THROUGH

FEBRUARY ONE stop REXARNK HOPE CONDUCT NAIROBI INTERVIEWS MONDAY TUESDAY

FRIDAY WITH FIELD VISITS WEDNESDAY AND FOLLOWING WEEKEND IF NECESSARY

REGARDS

OLIVARES

NOT TO fE TRANSi1TE)

AUTHORIZED BY: Edward Rice CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Jose Olivares,

"PT. Operations Evaluati

SIGNATURE
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED To APPROVE)

REFERENCE: For Use By Communications Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretarien Guide for prep.ring forn,) Checked for DI0patch: _



LujGV'Xbr sd

Dec. v 1

1798 FOR OLIVARES COPY WILLOUGHBY r- -llouglby

FURTHER MY TEL 1770 EVALUATION MISSION - KENYA GRATEFUL YOUR

CONFIRMATION DATES JANUARY 26 THROUGH 31 FOR MISSION. DEWAR



ic90 , 15'_<

20

1770 FOR OLIVARES

EVALUATION MISSION - KENYA

REUR 1905 PLEASE CONFIRM YOU WILL NOW BE IN KENYA MONDAY

JANUARY 26 THROUGH SATURDAY 31 TO ENABLE US ARRANGE APPOINTMENTS

AS REQUESTED. DEWAR



248428 IRS UR

CWI AZCZC 246424

W 7 30 R N F95 3 3 FR 4 139 U W 243 & A l , 6 P A32 4 C 9 4 411 3
RV? CS KENI 037 C 9 .

NAIROBI 37/36 9 10_t

ETA?

I.IVARES INTBAFRAD

WASINGTONSC

REURCAD DECEMBER 4 AUDIT Of FIRST LIVERSTOCK PROJECT

CREDIT 129 1E STOP EYE CONFIRM JANUARY SUITABLE FOR PNIO1N

VISIT TO KENYA STOP AWAITING EXACT DATES FROM YOU STOP REGARDS

WAIRA@U FINANCE NAIROI
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D~ee.r 9, 1975

Ms. Janet Cordery
Administrative Assistaut
7h. World bank
NV zealand House
15th Floor
Haymarket
London, MI, Y4Tg, XNglaud

oor Ms. Cordoryl

his is to ackuowludgA reeipt of your lUtter of Uecember 2. A& you
have suggeated, I will confirm thbse appeftents aearer the date.

May I also thank you for your assistance and take this opportunity to
wia you ses=Ial greatings.

Yours truly,

Joe Oliver..

JOlivares:clf



D1ee.r *a 1175

Mr. Verm MIs
10s Castle Bill Creseat

ottawa, Canus K 2A9

Dier Ir. Nlet":

A belated tbSna for taking the troubl. to visit us last mnth.
What you had to say was very helpful. tm it Vs can only get to KAMyat
The trip has bew postponed, lastly until the ed Of Je*ary.

I hope the mew job paew eut and we em hae the pleasure ot seetig
ysu aromed her santimse La the future.

Sincerely,

Nathaniel NseJitteriek

SEKitterick:clf



December 8, 1975

Mr. Sheldon Ward
Route #2
Winslow, Mtain 04901

bear Mr. Ward:

A belated thanks for visitiag with us )Aet anth. What you had to
447 w 0 Met helpful. fetortmwtely our visit to KeM* hs bees poet-
poned twice; lastly until the eud of January.

If you he,. sot received your eOpeUse., they are s their way, through
the labyrinth of this institution. I kow, because the lerks have called
s three times ft an explanatto.

With many thanks again, I as,

Lia1erely,

NathanIel Ua~tteriek

l0eKitterick:clf



Dee="hr 8, lf7S

Mr. Henry Loe,
1702 South Righiay 39
P. 0. Sm M260
Za*pyr tills, ylorida 335"

Dear Mr. toe I

A belatod thauks for taking the trouble to visit us last moth. Uhat
yin hod to say was not enly fascinating, but vary belpful. Now if only
the Kenyan Qkwarmsst will pogmit us to pay a visit, we can wrap up this
zWsotization. Our trip haa been postpoed twie., lastly until the ead

of Jamuary.

I got a letter from George Aiken last week. It read i* its entirety
"P* glad I's not i jail-" A happy ama, h.

Sinsroly,

Nathaniel IRkitterick

1NIKittsrick;clf



NTNAO;.dAL ZEELCPMENT INTERN1ATIONAL BANK nOR -hNA CNAL CA -
ASSOCiATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE 2

TO: CREYKE DATE: December 4, 1975

INTBAFRAD CLASS OF
SERVICE: TELEX 22022

NAIROBI (5137)

CONTRY: IEIIYA

TEXT. RE OUR TELEX NOVEMBER 20 AND LETTER NOVEMBER 26 RE CREDIT 129 STOP PEGRETCable No.:
INFORM YOU EVALUATION MISSION POSTPONED BECAUSE ZAMKIA GOVERNMENT PREFERS

FEBRUARY DATE STOP WE NOW HOPE VISIT NAIROBI LAST WEEK JANUARY AND LUSAKA

FIRST WEEK FEBRUARY STOP CABLE SENT TO NCANGA TODAY COPY TO YOU GIVING

SOME DETAIL STOP WE APPRECIATE YOUR FOLLOWING UP STOP REGARDS

OLIVARES
INTBAPRAD

NOY TO BE TRANSMtI S__t_

AUTHOR ZED RY CLFARANCES AND COPY DiSTRIBUTION:

A Edward B 6

D"T. Ope'rationls Eva uation

SIGNATURF _A_______

C> R -TA NE ne aNoMe uL AuJripwng ,Ri ToD
REHRiNCE: Cr. 1 '- T11, Rc FUse By o n$I

JJxjv iwuii rl tor



NNAlIONAL DELOPMANT INTENAT:0W MA-. FZOR -/~

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTiON ANDEVEOPMENT COPArN

OUTG IN WIR.
CjOPYA ONLY

TO: NICHOLAS NGANG DATE: DECEmiBEPR 4, 1975
PERM4ANENT SECPETARY -
MINISTRY OF FINANCE AND PLANNI: -T

P. 0. BOX 30007 CRE 4E> LT
NAiROBI -INT AFR~AD(17

NAIO )AII

COUNTRY: KYA A

TEXT: REURCABLE NOVEMER 24 STOP OPERATIONS EVALUATTON DEPARTMENT IS PREPARING AUDITT
Cable No.:

ON FIRST LIVESTOCK PROJECT CT EDiIT 129 KE STCP DURTHERPORE PIR>T IVYSTOEK

PROJECT WAS SELECTED A'S CASE STUDN1. IN 01RDER To EVALUATE COST COMA PERFOPM

AED APPROP)RIATENESS OF LXPATR.ATE STAP RECRUfTED AS CREDIT CONITON STOP

UDGEET BY GOVERNMiENT (FWICJ OLS INOLVED IN ThE CREDT ClOST IMPORTXTT FOP

BOTH TASKS AS SHOWN IN OUR EARLER AU)ITS OF RGNYAN AGRIjCULTLRE PROJECTS

STOP T WJOULD - IKE TO TERVIEP RETLV!K1 OT7T CPALS OF MINFIN CONMA KINAG

C'O D\ TiPASUY COMM AN ITS NCS Dl 1SITN COM1A "v C M ,TI COMMA LMD

COMMA RWDJP; AND LAND REGISTRATTON DEPART1ENT Co0ikA BOIi AT PREShNT AND DURING

TfU.E LIFE O TnE LROJLC I T V1iSIT x-CdE MtAl C IES STOP 'EST':INATE TM O AYS

IN NAIROBI AND FOIUR OUTSIDE NAIROBI STOP CREYKE RAS SUGGESTED THAT JANUARY

IDATCE E j T GO rLE, C(_P I UST PART]CMIAT. ON MTSTIONS TN 7AMBIA

AND PERHAPS UGANDA AND LAST WEEK IN JANUARY NOW SEEMS MOST CONVENIENT STOP
A

PLEASE ADVISE IF ALSO CONVENIENT TO GOVERNICMNT STOP I WILL PROPOSE EXACT

DATES LATER IN DECEMBER STOP RGIARDS

OLIVAPES
INTEAFRAD

____ _______ ______ N(IT T' BE TRAN;4i7 _____ED__ ____

AUTHORIZED BY: CtARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUMON-

NAME Edward I,~ - Creyke, Director, RMEA

om Operati onz Eva lu ti ion

RREEN~CE~ jE Cr. L -

0;J.LNL ( p



November 25, 1975

Mr. Victor Banderson
Project anager
DP/SOM/72/003
uNs?
P. 0. Dox 24
Mogadishu, Somalia

Doar Mr. Sanderson:

As an old hand at scheduling miasioas, you will understand that nothing
ever works the first time.

My task is to appraise, as part of a regular 131D "post-audit" exercise,
the technical assistancea input in the Kenya Livestock I project that resulted
frn conditions set forth in the original IDA credit. This is the first in
a series of case histories commissioned by the IZAD Executive Directors vho
are inquiring into the scale and character of the demand for technical assis-
tame generated by Bank/IDA loans and credits.

Vern Miles was in the office last Sturday. Earlier in the week Henry Looe,
General Manager of the AIC during much of the project, and Sheldon Ward, Milest
successor, visited us. John Pebordy, who conceived the project in the first
place, is onw in IURD, serving as Agricultural Officer for Kenya anong other
things. We have als. interviewed a large nammer of IBRD officers who at one
time or another filed pest the project. We, are, in short, better informed
than one usually is in these cases.

I would accordingly like to talk to you by telepone from Nairobi if a
convenient time can be arranged. (I will be staying at the Rilton.) You
were head of the UN?/FIAO program in Kenya, which I understand wes at that
time the largest of its kind anywere. With this in mind, I would like to
discuss with you three fundamental pints:

1) Would the project have evolved better had the IBRD concentrated
its attention and influence in the Range Mangment Division of the then
MAA rather than the ATC? Would it have been possible for the IRD to insist
that both the Livestock Marketing Division and the Range Water Development
Division be folded into the Range Management Division? Should the Project
Manager have been located in R rather then AFC? (Milemsels Weadoe was
in fact the project manager, but the IIRD considered that Miles we.)

2) Was it a good idea to noe an economist to the post of manager of the
Ranch Division in AFC? The IBRD, you will rmemer, insisted on expatriates
filling the RD post, the INS post and the RMD post. All of Bruce M1canesi's
candidates were turned don, yet the IRD had no real candidates of its ow.
Would you, for example, have been willing to take the poet that Miles took?



h. Dudersm - 2 - Iovber 25, 1975

3) he ZIRD philosophy at the time vs clear: credit aud technical
services should be combined. This philosophy has been weakened in recent
years, but not replaced by any other. Was it an applicable philoesphy i
Kenya at the time you were there? To put the same qustion another way:
was it practical at am and the soon tIbe to try to pioneer group and
company ranch.s while usig the sam la to bolster the financial structure
of the AC?

Uhat I an looking for here, of course, is judgement rather then factual
answers. Many of the issues raised in Kesya ivestock I are live issues
today in other countries and to ease extent in Kenya. I will value your
coinots, which, of course, will be kept in confideuce and onamywous.

I will attaept to reach you by pkone when I get to Kenya. manking
you in advance for your help, I on,

Sincerely,

Nathaniel cKtitterick
Consultant

Operations Evaluation Department

NOeitterick:elf



Uovmer 24, 1975

Letter No. 772

Mr. Thmmas C. Creyk.
Director, Regional Mission in

astern Africa
P. 0. ao 30577
Nairobi, Kenya

Dear Mr. Creyke:

The Operations faluation Departownt is preparing the Project Ntrformauce
Audits referred to in 0. M. 3.50 for both the KEnys First Livestock Project
(Cr. 129-UE) and the Zmbia Livestock Project (La. 627-ZA). At the same time,
a study an the use of enpatriates in key govermatnal positions as a Bank
requirement is being emniucted by Mr. Nathaniel M. McKitterick, a consultant
with the Department. The Kenya First Livestock Projeut was selected as ease
study for this purpose.

Therefore, we would like to interview;

i) you and those in your staff who were associated with both projects.
Particularly we are thinking of Mr. Ihouri and Mr. Martin. I met with
Mr. Devar Friday afternoms and understand that Mr. [heuri will be on veca-
tien until January 11 and will leave for Tansania on January 12. Since he
supervised both projects in their last stages, meeting him is mat important
to us. Would it be possible to meet with him for at least two or three hours
between his return frm vacation and his departure for Tansania?

ii) some top relevant Govermment officials i the inistry of Finance,
the Ministry of Agriculture, AFC, AeC's Ranch Division, Project Coordinating
Unit in Ministry of Agriculture, Range Manogemmat Division, Livestock Marketing
Division, Range Water Division, and Land Registration Department, both at
present and during the life of the project.

Sme important people frm our point of view:

Michuki, who we understand is now President of one of the commercial
banks. Fleadows of LND; Philip Ndeg"a, Chairmn of AC during the project;
Francis Maine, AFC General Mainger; Kibe, now peranmnt secretary at Minag,
who was a major contact with ISRD while in the Ministry of Finance;
Von Kaufman of AFC Ranch Section; and Mlambe, who we understand is now perie-
sent secretary at the Ministry of EducatUn, but wme permanent secretary at
Minag when the project started.



Mr. Creyke -2 - o er 24, 1975

We vould particularly like to see rue* MCKeaMte if. possible, possible,
we would like to ake a field trip with George lUkrgy of AY's Ranch Section.
If APC's District Officers Behrens and Bergman, both USAID financed, are still
on the job, we would like to talk with one or the other abont training.
Perhaps Abercrombie at USAID con help.

Other possible contacts: Ayuko at M; Chtge as Livestock II project
coordinator; Sadera. Feel free to add or delete nms according to your
judgmst.

After receiving confirmation of our cable of ove.ber 20, 1975 that our
proposal is convenient for both the Govrummnt and you, we plan to arrive
early Wednesday morning, January 7, 1976. Mr. McKitterick will return to
Washington and I would leave fee Lsaka in the evening of '.esday, January 13.

Your earliest confirmation of these arrangements will be appreciated.
Locking forward to seeing yoa, I remain

Yours sincerely,

Jose Olivares
Operations Ivaluation Departmut

cc: Messrs. Loh
Devar
McKitterick

JOlivarea:clf



Mave!er 24, 1975

Miss Janet Cordery
World Bank European office
15th Floor
Raymsrkt
London, a, y4TE, ZUgland

Dear Miss Cordery:

1a: My cable of November 20, 1975

In accordance with the Bank's standard procedur*a, an ex-post
evaluation (called "project performance audit" in Operational Memorandum
3.50) has to be prepared on each project after its completion. I am working
now en the audits of Kenya Livestock I Project (Cr. 129-UE) and Zambia
Livestock Project (Lt. 627-ZA). For that purpose, I need to interview
several people. Three of the persons associated with the Zambian project
are now in London.

1) Mr. Joseph Idwards, former lank sagff nwboer, now retired,
who was the Head of the Appraisal Mission.

2) Mr. Moath, a staff mmher of larcloys Bank D.C.Q., which
to-financed the project.

3) Mr. Sinker, a staff member of funting's Technical Services,
the consultant who prepared the Government's application
for a second livestock project, which was rejected by the
Bank.

I scheduled the field mission for early Dec.mbor; these interviews
were going to be held in the bank's London Office on December 16, 1975.
Unfortunately, the Senyan Governmant requested us to postpone the mission
until January. I as scheduling it mw from January 4 to January 23. 1
would appreciate it if you could contact these persons and ask then to
reschedule the interviews to Thursday, January 22, 1976.

Looking forward to hearing from you, I remain

Yours truly,

So"e Oliver**
Operations Evaluation Departmnut

JOlivares:clf
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR ITERNATIONAL FiiANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: CREYKE DATE: November 20, 1975

INTBAFPAD CLASS OF
SFRVICE, TELEX 22022

NAIROBI (4055)

COUNTRY: KENYA

TEXT: REURTEL 1681 WE TOPE KENYA GOVEPNMENT WILL FIND JANUARY SEVEN TO THIRTEEN
Cable No.:

APPROPRIATE STOP REGARDS

OLIVARES
INTBAFRAD

NOT TO BE TRANSWI TED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION-

NAME Jean-Jacques Sciliul cc: 14r. Loh

DEPT. Operations EvaluatiU n

SIGNRE ._____
(SINATURE 0i; 11iX'DUAL AuTyi-oNizI_ o O ARova)

REFERENCE: Cr. 129-KE For Usc Py CommnicMlns Secticn

JJSchul:JOli dres:cif

ORIGINAL (Fils Copiy)
(itPORTANT; See Secretiriw Guide for prepaing fuim) Chesked io-



From: Nairobi INCCING TELEK ma
Nov. 18, 1975 Xitribution

Mr0 Olivares
Mr. Wiloughby
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No. 27

INTERNATONAL DEVELO!MENT iNIERNATICNAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONITiUCTiON AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OU'GO IG W 1IR1E

TO: CREYKE/SATO DATE: NOVEMBER 17, 1975

INTBAFRAD CLASS OF

SERVICE: TELEX 22022
NAIROBI 4055

COUNTRY: KENYA

TEXT: 1E WOULD APPRECYATE EARLIEST CO'FIR' YON T1AT PROPOSED SCHEDULE OF CR 129-KE
Calbe No.:

LIVESTOCK PROJECT AUD 1' ;-TMSS>1 N AS LT,01BS CABLE NOVEMBER SEVEN IS CONVENIENT

IN ORDER IT MZAlE FINAL TRAVELAF NT2 7'f REGAR S

O1, '.ARES
I NT IYAFRAT)

NOT TO E

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Jean-Jacques Schul

DEPT. Operations Evaldation

SIGNATURE___
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVICUAL AUTHORIZED 10 APPROV-1)

REFERENCE: Cr. 129-KF For Use By Communications Section

JJSchul/JOlivares :clf
ORIGINAL (File Copy)

(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispwch:



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Christopher Willoughby DATE: November 13, 1975

FROM: Messrs. Olivares and McKitterickk....4

SUBJECT: Luncheon - Tuesday, November 18th

We have reserved a place for you at 12:30 PM, Tuesday, November 18th,
in the event you would like to join us. In attendance besides our-
selves will be:

1. Mr. Henry Lowe, who was the last expatriate general manager of the
Agricultural Finance Corporation in Kenya. he was funded by USAID; this
was his first overseas job; he had been administrator of farm rentals
(or something like that) in the U.S. Farm Home Alministration. he fitted
in well with the Kenyans, or so we gather, but was not considered a mover
and shaker. Considering that the major organizational objective of the
Kenya Livestock I Credit was to strengthen the AFC vis-a-vis the Ministry
of Agriculture, his recollections are of key importance.

2. Mr. Sheldon Ward, who was the second project manager, or head of the
AFC Ranch Section. he was funded by USAID. his appointment came after
the Kenyans objected to any expatriate replacing the first project mana-
ger, Vernon Miles, whom we are interviewing in Lesotho. Mr. Ward is also
out of the U.S. Farm Home Administration. He and Mr. Lowe are now retired.

3. John Peberdy, who until 1967 was head of the Range Management Division
of the Kenyan Minag. and was the author of the original submission to IDA
that resulted in the credit under study. Peberdy founded the RMD which
in his day was staffed entirely by European Kenyans and is now completely
Africanized. He feels that the Bank was wrong in using its leverage to
increase the authority of the AFU at the expense of the RMD. he is the
author of the forthcoming project completion report and is now a projects
officer in East Africa.

h. we are talking separately with Mr. Ward in the morning and Mr. Lowe
in the afternoon. Mr. Ward is driving down from Maine and will have to
be provided with some sort of expense reimbursement. Mr. Lowe has been
taken care of.



November 12, 1975

Mr. Henry Love
1702 South Righway 39
Box R 260
Zephyr Hills, Florida 33599

Deer Mr. Laws:

You should shortly receive notice of a pre-pid ticket, Tampa-Washington-
Tampa, for Tmesday, Novwber 18, 1975.

I have booked you out a asters ylight #180 whih leaves Tampa at 9:25 and
arrives Washington, 11:22. I have beaked you bak on en Eastern flight that
leaves Washington at 5:35, with a change at Atlanta. The Atlanta flight leaves
at 8:06, arriving Tempa at 9:21. There is a son-stop Eastern flight leaving
Washington at 7:47 and arriving Tampa at 11:42. You amy wish to change to that.

We are most grateful for your willingness to cow to Washington.
Mr. Sheldon Ward is aseo aoing that day and will join us for lunch together with
John ftbordy who was head of the Range Management Division before your tim and
who drew up the original credit application to the IDA. We will talk with
Mr. Ward in the uorning and continue our conversation with you after lineh. We
will value your judgments very highly since the AFC waa the focus of the IL
recmmondations.

I will plan to meet you at the airport. If I am not towdiately in sight,
please take a test to I00 0 Street and cone to roam 1055 where you will find
myself, Mr. Ward and my colleague in this investigation, Sr. Jose Olivere. If
you nead to get in touch with am btere you cme, the telephono n=er is
202-477-4910.

With vay thanks for your cooperation, I am

Sincerely,

Nathmiel WKitteriek
Operations fvalustion

MUcKitterick:clf



INTERNATVONAL DEVELOPMENT INThRNA-ICNAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL NNANE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUZTION AND DEVEiOPMFNT CORPORATION

OUTGO!G V/

TO: SHELDON WARD DA Hovemtber 12, 1975

ROUTE #2

WINSLOW, MAINE 055

COUNTRY: USA

TEXT: GRATEFUL YOUR PARTICIPATION KENYA LIVESTOCK TIP STOP ItN VIEW LOWE'S
Cable No.:

LATER ARRIVAL TUESDAY AND MY UNDERSTANDINO YO", 77L iE TN WASHTNiGTON OVER

WEEKEND CAN YOU VISIT THIS OFFICE 09'30 TNSTEAL 'i AFTLR00N QUERY ADDRESS

1800 G STREET N.W. ROOM 1055 STOP TELEPH>E 202-!77-4 10 STOP WITH THANKS

NOT TO B TRANSMlDD

AUTHORIZED BY- CLEA' AN :21Y DISTRIUTIlON:

NAME Jean-Jacques Sc

DEPT. Operatigns Evaluation

SIGNATURE __-
(SIGNATURE dF NDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED To APPROVE)

REFERENCE: t maXi ----- - - -

Cr, 129-KE NMcKitterick:clf

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing forrn) Chec n Dispi 0
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INCOMING TELEX VO
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Distribution: Mr. Olivares
Mr. Willoughby

7'91 11/11/75 18.30 HPS
(TLKNO

1 ARA WASHINGTON D.C.

9 2ThLE REF NO .219

ATT:NTION OLIVARES THANKS YRTEL RE ZAMBIA LIVESTOCK PROJECT

SF, AiLE EET YOU DECEMBER SIXTEENTH FOR DISCUSSION THOUGH

, 

UNT IN 

POSSESSION OF RECENT REPORTS

T iIBA/R:CLADOM

" GLAJ0 1 LONDONEC3

>T V.32 HRS 11/11/75 L.THOMIAS

F, RAFAD WSH
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CREYKE/ATO
C~IN /A T NOVEMHEX 7, 1973

INAIPRoB

TELEX NO. 22022
(X-4005)

!Z'L:I CA3ALL SEAT TO iSAN A TODAY QUt FOR PROJEcTS ALRUADY

COPLETx4D TIRE MAR IS REQUIRED TO CONUMCT PERjORMA4CsE AUDIT AND

S:IT )AUDIT RE*ORTS TO GOVEWINHKT AND $OAD STOP CR 129-KE LIVIMTOCK

PROJECT IS DINV AUDIT AM In THAT COrnECTION OLIVARs UF OpplJATIogS

EVALUATION DEPAR&NT WOULD LIKX TO VISIT )tUZYA mCut'su ,WO TO 8IX TO

DISCUSS WMI oFFIC91m XN YoUR mrIasTRY CO1YA AFC AND !INA, STOp UE VILL
3E ACCo PA fD By ACkITwyTo1ERICK MM CONSULTANT C012% WW W L fC'

Klim~ PEUORMNCZ AND (X).Rt EXPATRIATF, STAFP N TLIh? PROJE' ST, P

RuST T~ININO CoNVExiENT U.4QUO~tE s POLLow UP WITj N(A1jA &TQ? OPLJ

HAS 6UGSTED TEAT ThEY OUTLD LIKE TO MIT -,7M BRUCE 1W; Z1Z Ctsti

MLANBA C010A KILL COMMA WADG S Coa ?-ATA COILA VON KAUFlA4 AND

SUITABL RPm sETATiVES O AD RJ ISTATIOX DEPARTMNT STCP OTHElt

LAVM SUGGESTED COLON LDWASI COMA SADERA C0ol1A LEKiAkU1EN COMt% 1UM.PaY
AND L1 BROWN STOP TMRY WOULD A4P? CIAT YOUR Olt XuotI' S ASSISTANCE IN

WIUNG TLE APPOIltTlTs STO JETTER FOLLOWS STOP RzGAaDiS

LO

Ping-eheung Loh, C4def ce: N9sars. OlivarcqKyittericu
Country Pro*r.- Divigion

Zstan Africa rkgIlual Office

.i Ndkite ick/iPCLoh/ebb



KABBA NOVEIBER 7, 1975

LT
14ASERU L

LESOT3O

IN CONIECTION REGULAR IBRD PERFOMAJCE AUDIT KENYA LIVESTOCK PRAJECT

ATHANIEL nCITTRICK, CONSULTANT, PLANS TO VISIT IESOTAO TO INTERVIEW

WILL04 BRAKEL AND VERNOj MILES BOTH OF WHOM HAD CONSIDERABLE EXPERIENCE

WITH PROJECT. MESSAGE ALREADY SENT MILES BUT WOULD REQUEST YOU NOTIFY

BRAEL. MCKITTERICK PLANNING ARRIVE HASERU H(VDAY DECEMBER 8. REWARDS

SULLIVAN
INThAFRAD

Roger Sullivan, Loan Officer cc: Mr. McKic rick (G 1055)
Mr. Cias

RA2 B

RSullivan:ai



NGANGA
FINANCE RomanR 7, 1975
NAIROsii

KENLA

FOR PROJECTS ALREADY CO ELHTHD TaF. DAM IS RZQUwIVD T() C(YN)DUCT
PtRoRhAxCE AUXDXT ar Srih,4T AlaIT RmPOxr, TO ERNMENT AG1D

BOARD STOP CR 129-Kr XXX LIVEsTOCK ?PDOJ=G I0 LXIMI ALTIfTTLD AND i TiAT
COMIcTIOX OLIVARES Or OPERATIOki ZVALUATIOX DEMArTMEM1 WOULD LIK1 TO

VISIT KENYA DCMEMER TWO TO SIX TO DISCUSS WTIH OFvICjan Tj yOgfla.

HINISTRY COIA AFC AND 14ItAo sTop uE WILL DE A;COMANI:) ,!Y
I4CKITTERcK COMHA CMISULTMT CO~tA WRO WILL DISCUSS rrPxo",AjC4

AMD COST EXPATRIATE STAYF IN THAT MPJECT STOP TRUST TD4INC.

$t2O% STOP IGARDS

LOU
IThAFAD

pIngsheung Loh, Chief
Country Prograzis Division C !s /Olivtre0Ii-ittric>
Eastern Africa RegIonal Office

N~c~iterik/PC~b/Ib



ASSOCATION RECONSTR.CTON AND DE4ELOPMENT COA'ORAT G

OUTGOING WIRE

11 VERNE MILES DATE: NOVEMBER 5, 1975
1)P/ LE /70 /5 02
P. 0, BOX 2/ CLASS OF

\APUTSOE SERVICE: LT
4910

LESOTHO

1 
WO : BANK 

OPERATIONS EVALUATION DEPARTMENT EVALUATING BANK-FINANCED

TECNKIGAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM STOP KENYA LIVESTOCK (CR 129-1E) CHOSEN AS

PILOT STUDY STOP IN VIEW OF YOUR KEY ROLE IN THIS PROJECT I PROPOSE

VISITING LESOTHO ON DECEMBER 8 OR 9 TO INTERVIEW YOU STOP I WILL ALSO BE

IN NAIROBI DECEMBER 1 TO 5 STOP GRATEFUL CABLE BANK WHETHER PROPOSED

ARRANGEMENTS CONVENIENT OR ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS STOP REGARDS

NAT MCKITTERICK
CONSULTANT - OED
INTBAF RAD

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Jean-Jacques SchulIP

DEPT. Operations Evaluation

SIGNATURE
(SiGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO APPROVE)

REFERENCE: Cr. 129-KE
N1cKitterick:clf Uys

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:



ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DELOPAENT C -ON

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: MR BUNDERSON DATE: NOViEBER 5, 1973
PROJECT MANAGER
DP/SOT/ 72/003 CLASS OF
C/O UNDP SERVICE: L
P. 0. BOX 24 [4910
MOGADISHU

COUNTRY: SOMALIA

TEXT: WORLD BANK OPERATIONS EVALUATION DEPARTMENT IS EVALUATING LANK-FINA7CED
Cable No.:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS STOP KENYA LIVESTOCK (CR 129-KE) C7O$SEN AS

PILOT STUDY STOP IN VIEW OF YOUR KEY ROLE IN THIS PROJECT I WOULD LIKE TO

GET YOUR PERSONAL VIEWS STOP I WILL BE IN NAIROBI DECEMBER 1 TO 5 STOP

PROPOSE MEETING YOU IN MOGADISHU DECEMBER 4 OR 5 STOP GRATEFUL CABLE

WFETHER THESE ARRANGEMENTS ARE CONVENIENT OR ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS STOP

REGARDS

NAT MCKITTERICK
CONSULTANT - OED
INTBAFRAD

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Jean-Jacques Scl'11

DEPT. Operations Evaluation

SIGNATURE
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED To APPROVE)

REFERENCE: Cr. 129-KE For Use By Communictions Section
NMcKitterick:clf

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:



a TONAL ZEVECMENT INTLRNATCNAL BANk FR lN EN4 T. L

ASSOCiATION RECONSTRUCT;CN AND DEVELOPMENT C

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: 1Ai'NS JALNKE DATE: OCTOBER 24, 19;5
C/O ILCA

CLASS OF
ADDIS AA-A SERVICE: LT

4910

COUNT#fRY: ETLFOPIA

TEXT: REYURCAB 1863/ECON/21 PEBERDY COMPLETION REPORT EXPECTED FOR NOVEMBER STOPCable No.:

PPAR SCHEDULED FOR LATE DECEMBER STOP WILL FORWARD BOTH WHEN AVAILABLE

STOP REGARDS

OLIVARES

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: f CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME J. J. Schul 41

DEPT. Operations Evaluation

SIGNATURE
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO APPROVE)

REFERENCE: Kenya Livestock - Cr. 129-KE For Use By Communications Section
Olivares/clf

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:



248423A IBRO UR

ILCA ADDIS Jij _GLsd

IBR E.B.RICE
Distribution:

REF NO. 1863/ECOt/21
rx. Ric- G105 5

ix. illoughby
ATTENTION MR. E.B.RICE

OPERATIONS EEATFUL

IF YOU WOULD SEND ME AT ELCA ADDIS A COPY OF PEBERDY P.P.A.R.

OF KENYA LIVESOTCK PHASE ONE

REGARDS JAHMKEDDJ

ILCA AIRISJJJJJDDQ

248423A IORD UR

ILCA ADVISS

^ 2


